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To Those Interested in Saving the Endangered White Species Founders of the 
United States of America:  
 
 Re: My Anti-White, Anti-Christ Bill 
 My Analysis of the Movie, Trumbo. Republicans vs Jew Hollywood 10 
 
Republican Missouri U.S. House of Representative Billy Long 
Republican Missouri U.S. Senator Roy Blunt 
Republican Missouri U.S. Senator Josh Hawley 
Republican Missouri Governor Michael Parsons 
Republican Missouri State Senator Lincoln Hough 
Republican Missouri State House of Representative Steve Helms 
Republican Louisiana Former U. S. House of Representative Dr. David Duke 
Republican Patrick Buchanan, Presidents’ Assistant 
 
**Disclaimer: I do not condone, support, or endorse violence or illegal activity in 
any form or fashion.** 
 
 My ideas for your Suggestion Box. Please see the movie, Trumbo starring 
Bryan Cranston and Diane Kruger, to follow along with this book-letter. It’s about 
the Republican House on Un-American Activities Committee against the Jewish 
Hollywood 10, Communist writers. The organization put a Black List to stop them. 
Now, the opposite has happened. Any White writer who tells the truth, loves our 
people and country, and assembles, publishes or speaks, is on a genocidal “White 
List.” All shut down. Jew Wikipedia showed the film’s fake parts to make their 
deceitful and prejudice points against Whites, America, and Republicans.  
 

“ . . . although the film itself was criticized for historical inaccuracies 
and misportrayals of people and events.” 

 
 I researched and assembled the list below for historical accuracy. Whites 
can’t get smarter with lies, only truths. These White Republicans were courageous 
enough to expose Jewish criminals. Courage is being afraid but acting anyway. In 
the Total Quality Management, TQM, theory by Dr. Deming, as the government 
utilizes, I was a leader at the #1 trucking company at the time, Roadway Express. I 
discovered if one wants to solve a problem, go to the people at the bottom, like 
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me. They taught me a theory called, prognostications, which projected where the 
company would be in ten years from that date: extinct. Indeed, in Springfield, 
Missouri, which once had 600 Roadway trucks, today only has 20! Where will the 
Whites, the USA, Jews, and the 92% of the non-Whites of the world be in ten 
years from today? Whites will a minority in the USA, Jews have an increased 
population, as will the 92% non-Whites. 
 
 Whites rely on the Jews at the top as my Polish ancestors did from Poland 
1025-1945, where almost all Jews come from. For the Polish it was the worst 
slavery in history. War and alcohol were the only two products under ruling 
Jewish banking families. Some people like me are the ones who debate and 
compare as in a scientific experiment. I have some answers to the problems we 
experience. I learned not through textbooks or meetings by intellectuals whose 
reasoning comes from a Jewish curriculum, but questioning, reasoning, and 
writing. I list the Jewish crimes from the year 1025 in Poland through the USA 
today. I list some of the names and dates of the 17+ White Republicans in recent 
history who have stood up to the Jew criminals in the USA. 
 
1791 – Republican-Democrat President James Madison exposed the Jew 
moneychangers.  
 
1890 – Republican Dr. Charles Parkhurst, Mugwump, see the book, The Rise and 
Fall of the Jewish Gangsters in America, by Albert Fried. 
 
1901 – Republican President William McKinley assassinated by the instigation of 
the Jewess, Emma Goldman, who began Communism and the overthrow of 
America. 
 
1907 & 1941 – Republican House of Representative Charles Lindbergh Sr. and 
Charles “Lucky” Lindbergh Jr. whose son was murdered and found with the boys’ 
foot chopped off. Jews brought Lindbergh Jr. down. 
 
1913 – Republican Albert Johnson Chair of the House Committee on Immigration 
and Naturalization. The Johnson-Reed Restriction Act was regarded as the most 
important piece of legislation in US history. In 1924, it banned the Jews and 
Chinese. Jews then began their illegal immigration. After World War II, 1945, both 
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got back into America. By 2010, Israel and China now share as #1 Superpowers at 
the expense of the USA.  
 
1915 – Republican Louis T. McFadden exposed Jew bankers. 
 
1940 – Republican Wendell L. Willkie nominee for President. Right before World 
War II, he fought the Democrat President Franklin Roosevelt and their version of 
the Sherman Anti-Trust Law. Wrongly interpreted, it brought so many lawsuits 
against corporations that punished business but gave the Democrat government 
the monopoly. The first Anti-Trust Law was enacted under a Republican President. 
I’d use it to expose the Jewish Monopoly of Hollywood since 1927-today. 
 
1947 – Republican House of Representative J. Parnell Thomas is the co-star in this 
movie. The White Communist Hollywood Writer for Jews is the star, Trumbo. 
Chairman for the House of Un-American Activities Committee, HUAC, which 
prosecuted Jewish Communist Hollywood 10. See the 45 Communist Goals from 
the Congressional Record from The Naked Communist, by Cleon Skousen: 
#34: “Eliminate the House Committee on Un-American Activities, HUAC,” which is 
what the Jews deceitfully and violently did in this Hollywood movie. The film 
industry promotes, maintains, and rewards anarchy, revolution, or a state of 
lawlessness that described what the Jews did to Poland for 1,000 years. The laws 
we do have are against Whites, as in Poland’s history. 
https://www.beliefnet.com/columnists/watchwomanonthewall/2011/04/the-45-
communist-goals-as-read-into-the-congressional-record-
1963.html#UDC8teL6yyZTPZGt.99 
 
1947 – Republican House of Representative Richard Nixon, witness HUAC, who 
later became President of the United States. Jews brought him down. 
 
1947 – Republican President of the United States, Ronald Reagan. President of 
the Hollywood Screen Actors Guild and witness at the HUAC trials. 
 
1947 – Republican fervent and loyal Hedda Hopper. Daily White writer with 
35,000,000 readers who supported the HUAC. 
 
1948 – Republican Thomas Dewey (a man who gets things done) who ran for 
President gangbuster against the worst criminal Jew Lepke, also Jews Waxey 

https://www.beliefnet.com/columnists/watchwomanonthewall/2011/04/the-45-communist-goals-as-read-into-the-congressional-record-1963.html#UDC8teL6yyZTPZGt.99
https://www.beliefnet.com/columnists/watchwomanonthewall/2011/04/the-45-communist-goals-as-read-into-the-congressional-record-1963.html#UDC8teL6yyZTPZGt.99
https://www.beliefnet.com/columnists/watchwomanonthewall/2011/04/the-45-communist-goals-as-read-into-the-congressional-record-1963.html#UDC8teL6yyZTPZGt.99
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Gordon, and Schultz. His autobiography: Twenty Against the Underworld, Free.1 
Another book: Thomas E. Dewey and His Times: The First Full-Scale Biography of 
the Modern Maker of the Republican Party. Free.2 
 
1954 – Republican Senator Joe McCarthy also conducted a HUAC against Jews. 
 
1966 – Republican Illinois Senator Charles Percy. Jew Axelrod and the worldwide 
unified Jewish community brought him down. On the other hand, they brought up 
Black Barack Hussein first as an Illinois Senator and then the takeover of the USA 
as Democrat President over Whites.  
 
1973 – Republican Vice-President to President Nixon, Spiro Agnew exposed the 
Jews. Both he and the President were brought down for truth-telling.  
 
1977-today – Republican Pat Buchanan, assistant to presidents. Defamed by the 
Jew Anti-Defamation League. 
 
1982 – Republican House of Representative, Paul Findley. Searched for a peaceful 
settlement for the Palestinians and the Israeli Jews. Jews brought him down.  
 
1989-today – Republican House of Representative, Dr. David Duke, campaigned 
on his own to save the Whites and exposed the Jews for over 50 years, practically 
more than all of the other brave Republicans put together. Introduced only pro-
White bill. House passed. United Jews brought him down. 
 
2012 – Republican Kenneth Wegner, Veteran seriously wounded in Operation 
Desert Storm, ran for the House of Representatives for my district in Las Vegas 
against Jewess Shelley Berkley. I volunteered, made commercial for him, brought 
new ideas. Executive Committee Chairman offered me a seat. Berkley was the 
most corrupt politician in Congress.  
 
2013 – Republican House of Representative Steve Stockman exposed the 
Democrat Bill Clinton’s government that was responsible for the Waco Massacre 
in Texas against a Christian compound. Republican Sonny Bono (Sonny & Cher) 

 
1 Twenty Against the Underworld 
https://archive.org/details/twentyagainstund00dewe 
2 Dewey and His Times 
https://archive.org/details/thomasedeweyhist00smit_0 
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also was killed in a ski accident after he investigated both Waco and the Ruby 
Ridge shooting. Stockman was the #1 spokesman against Democrat Barack 
Hussein. The House of Representative was sent to prison.  
 
2017 – Republican House of Representative Steve Scalise shot and critically 
injured by hard-core Democrat disciple of Jew Communist Bernie Sanders. Four 
other Republicans also wounded. 
 
2019 – Republican House of Representative Tom Emmer, Chair of the National 
Republican Congressional Committee.  
 
 There’s an extensive summary later. Are you a genius? Do you want to be? 
Then stretch your mind. 
 
 In this book, I analyzed frame-by-frame the movie, Trumbo. Its contents 
reveal the Jewish Communist Hollywood destruction of the 1947 Republican 
House Un-American Activities Committee, and its chairman, Republican J. Parnell. 
It signifies the end of the White male, people, America, and Christianity, but 
history doesn’t have to repeat itself. I give you my knowledge. Jews are a race and 
religion. Israel is a racist state. 
 
 I’m a registered White Republican. I’m a decent, spiritual, good woman 
who saved her veteran’s life in 1969. However, in August of 2013, I was beaten 
and crippled in front of an audience at the Jew-owned Mandalay Bay, House of 
Blues in Las Vegas. It’s because I began to write my deceased Veteran’s 
controversial but true, biography. Hollywood Jew Cohen murdered actress White 
Lana Clarkson, on the movie screen. She met Jew Phil Spector at the House of 
Blues in Los Angeles. He took her to his Hollywood Pyrenees castle (a White 
French man built it) shoved a gun down her throat, pulled the trigger that 
splattered all her teeth on the floor, and killed her.  He’s up for parole 19 years 
later. 
 
Mugshots: Phil Spector - House of Blues Murder 
https://youtu.be/GEaOQoB3QNw 
  
 Attached is my Anti-White, Anti-Christ bill to my Missouri House of 
Representative, Billy Long. Both Whites and Christianity are on the endangered 
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list. Around the world, there are hundreds of Anti-Semite laws that protect 
Semites: Jews and Muslims. Those edicts only punish the third dominant religion, 
Whites and Christians. In our USA history, there are no laws to protect the White 
people and the religious values of Christianity. 
 
 I’m the widow of a US Marine, Purple Heart Hall of Honor. In 1967, a Jewish 
man at the Veteran’s Administration rejected his disability claim. Although the 
Veteran’s Hospital said I saved his life for 16 years, he wandered off and became 
homeless. He wrote two autobiographies by hand; both stolen in the underbellies 
of Chicago. He was a victim of suicide. In 2004, his last words before he died, 
“There’s no help for the White man.” I picked up his cross and crusaded for 
veteran’s rights. Since then I researched, reasoned, wrote, studied ancestry, 
spoke on talk radio and meeting, visited government, church, and school officials, 
and published truth. I changed history for the better. 
 
 In 2007, I attended the No More Wars for Israel conference. Since then 
there have been five death attempts on my life. Our son, top 1 ½% I.Q. in the 
nation, attempted suicide four times since his daddy’s burial at Abraham Lincoln 
National Cemetery. I never hear from him. Their ancestry goes back to the 
Mayflower – the first Pilgrims to colonize America in 1620! My son’s injured 
father was plagued by Agent Orange, addictions, and depression. The Veteran’s 
administration said my son’s tragic illness is due to Agent Orange. 
 
 Prior to the movie, Trumbo, about the 1947 Hollywood 10 Communist 
writers’ trial, Jews stole White Thomas Edison’s movie invention and started 
Hollywood. In 1927, they produced the first talkie film and almost all of them until 
today. Six Jews have a secret monopoly beyond comprehension. Jews work 
closely with Communist China who’s not only buying up all the USA movie 
theaters but Las Vegas after the intentional housing bust. Trumbo is all subliminal 
propaganda. I was a background actress in Chicago and Las Vegas. I know how the 
Hollywood Jews have altered the subconscious mind. As in the movie, where the 
Republicans prosecute the Jewish Communist Hollywood 10 writers in 1947, it’s 
the same today. Hollywood uses the names of characters, numbers, props, and 
people against the Whites, especially the White male. What’s worse, it’s anarchy 
against the United States of America. It’s a war of the minds, only our White 
people don’t know it. The Jewish movies are programing, not entertaining the 
viewers.  
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 White Europeans expelled the Jews 359 times. Ninety-two percent of Jews 
come from my Poland where they controlled entertainment. They kept an entire 
nation as pre-historic barbarians in the worse slavery, starvation, and in constant 
war 24/7, 365, 1,000 years: 1025-1945. Under Jewish bankers, the worst slavery 
in history. Silenced until my book. Alcohol was Poland’s only product. Statistics 
show my ancestors will be the first ethnicity to go extinct soon. 196th lowest 
birth-rate of 196 countries. Since 1945, the Polish Jews are now here in the USA 
and Palestine. They are not Israelites, but Turk-Mongols. Mama and Daddy who 
had 12 babies were also White slaves to Jews in South Chicago since 1946. In 
Daddy’s town of Galicia, Poland, Jews starved to death 50,000 a year, donned 
golden glittery robes, and robbed their white corpses. Jewish Secret Empire of 
Polish White Slaves. Will Whites become the new ones? I hope and pray not.  
 

 
Figure 1 The red circles under Mama, Daddy, and my eyes are swollen from weeping bitter tears. These pictures are truthful to 
what we suffered. We were slaves to Jews. The affluent Jews of Poland and the USA became rich off our obvious misery, non-
stop wars and alcohol, Poland’s only product, 1025-1945. This picture says it’s a reality in Poland. It was a reality for my family 
of 12 in the USA, Chicago. This isn’t a cartoon or anything to laugh at. This can one day be you and yours. It happened before; it 
can happen again. Mama’s feet ached constantly. She had to use a razor to cut open her shoes where the pain was. I failed first 
grade: no shoes. Daddy wore shoes similar to this. The soles flopped or had deep holes. My shoes also were like this. Also, when I 
was little, I wore my grown sister’s shoes, several sizes too big! Kids bullied me at school. 

 
 From E. Michael Jones who shows that in Poland under Jewish monopoly 
and domination as Slave Masters, there were a half of million White Polish 
nobles. Eventually, after Jews used them for monetary gain and power, they 
turned the nobles into slaves also. Jews controlled business. The money was 
chiefly in their hands and a great proportion of land is mortgaged to them. Again, 
that land and all that the Poles worked for eventually went back into the hands of 
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the Jews. That led to bankruptcies, land confiscation, alcoholism, and death of 
White people. My Polish people soon to be the first to go extinct. Or rather 
genocided by Jews. There’s much valuable evidence in Poland about the Jews, 
who can’t afford to see their Empire tumble. Fortunately, I took a screen shot of 
this picture. Jewess-owned YouTube movies, the “New Hollywood,” shut down all 
of E. Michael Jones’ videos, which quote history. YouTube is a worldwide 
Monopoly. See my insertion of Republican Wendell Willkie on the Jews in the 
Democrat’s President Franklin Roosevelt, leader of the White Civil World War II 
among Whites.  
 

 
 
 Although the USA had a ban on the Jews since 1924, by 1945 all the Polish 
and European Semitic Jews magically obtained citizenship after World War II into 
our country and Palestine. Jews spread stories about a holocaust, which created a 
victimized role for only the Jewish people. My White Polish Christians were in the 
concentration camps from 1939-1945; Jews merely the last half of 1943-1945. At 
the end, those in the camps died of Typhus and starvation. All those camps were 
in my Poland, where Jews enjoyed their first Zionist state, or New Jerusalem for a 
millennium. But today we only have one version, the Jewish one not the White, 
Christian, Polish, nor German side. Silenced. We must now debate and search for 
truth. 52,000,000 USA citizens have German blood, the most of any race. Our 
country and people are at stake! 
 

 
 My White veteran’s name was Michael Miles Duncan, Sr. He told me we 
were never fighting Vietnam, but all of Communist China, five times our 
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population, and a 13,500-foot wall since 2,500 B.C., and undamaged. His two 
pictures and statistics are on the Purple Heart Hall of Honor’s website. 
https://thepurpleheart.com/roll-of-honor/profile/default?rID=5cd2fb6e-b53e-
4a85-a1b2-9b27eda566b8 
 
 In 2004, after Michael’s tragedy, I wrote, researched, talked on news radio, 
performed on stage in costume, visited government, churches, and school 
leaders. My unending crusades changed history for (White) veteran’s in many 
ways.  
 
1 2005, I marched in the first Las Vegas parade to honor Vietnam Veterans, 
howbeit 40 years later.  
 
2 2007, there was a deep study of the scandalous maltreatment and neglect 
of Veterans at the Walter Reed Veteran’s Hospital.  
 
3 Suicide Hot Lines and Prevention Centers for Veterans established. 
 
4 2010, for the first time in history, the military conducted a study of the 
suicides in the 400 years of American wars. Later, they singled out the Vietnam 
conflict: 200,000 suicides. All White men. They said that the deaths were a White 
Man’s disease and must be treated as such. (Disease? Or intentional pulverization 
for a Communist takeover of a country?)  
 
5 The military proclaimed that the victim’s status changed from suicide, 
stigma, and shame, to a death from battle wounds.  
 
6 Countless suffering Veterans moved to Las Vegas to live in the streets 
because of the warm weather. An organization was developed so that any 
homeless Veteran is now given a real home and tender care. This treatment is 
spreading across the country. 
 
7 The disrespect and scorn against the Vietnam Veteran have changed into 
their pride and satisfaction that they served our country against a potent 
Communist God, good, hating enemy. I now frequently hear Vietnam Veterans 
discuss the war, which they had previously buried since they left Asia. They no 
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longer live in dishonor and shame, but with the dignity that must be recognized 
by all. 
 
8 The government is going to take steps to secure welfare for Veteran’s wives 
and their children. 
 
9 The idea of the Purple Heart Hall of Honor may have come from my 
voluminous emails as early as 2002. Only one of one hundred veteran’s sheds his 
blood for the USA, our ancestors’ memories, for you, and all our descendants. 
 
10 A brand new hospital complex and system went up in Las Vegas before I 
moved. It helped over 45,000 Veterans, who before this, were being neglected, 
suffering, and dying. Another facility is the Veteran’s Village for the 7,000-15,000 
homeless solders. Recently, a Veteran’s complex went up in my current area of 
Springfield, Missouri for 28,000. 
 

 
 I expanded the over a century list of White Republican courageous 
warriors, who have stood up to the Jews, Communists, Leftists, and Antifa. Jews 
fomented a Revolution of the “mind,” against the USA, Whites, and Christianity, 
but we never knew what we were up against. 
 
1791 – Republican-Democrat President James Madison, Father of the Constitution 
and Bill of Rights of the Republic of America, on Jew moneychangers: 
 

History records that the money changers (Jews) have used every form 
of abuse, intrigue, deceit, and violent means possible to maintain 
their control over governments by controlling money and its issuance. 

 
1865 – Republican Abraham Lincoln, (National Union) assassinated. His true 
wishes were to send all the Blacks back to Africa. Liberia for “liberation” was 
already established. Instead, the Jew Carpetbaggers took over the South after the 
White Civil War. Sent so many Blacks to Washington DC, there were two for every 
White man as it still remains today. When an enemy takes over the capital of a 
country, they are the conquerors and win the war. Whites didn’t know there was 
one the Jews dumbed us down so much.  
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The Jews rose but never fell; they made laws, transformed, and stole the USA. In 
Poland where all Jews come from, all laws were for them, and none for the Polish 
citizens. 
 
1890 – Republican Dr. Charles Parkhurst (Mugwumps) was a Presbyterian pastor. 
See the book: Rise and Fall of the Jewish gangsters in America by Albert Fried. He 
left his congregation in Lower End New York, at that time an affluent area, to 
stand up to the Jewish criminals who had taken over and ruined three of his 
parishioners.  
1901 – Republican President William McKinley assassinated by the instigation of 
the Jewess who founded United States Communism, Emma Goldman. She was a 
terrorist-anarchist against our country, anti-White against the White People, and 
an Anti-Christ against Christianity which is the opposite or opposing Jews. She 
instigated the Polish immigrant who attended her violent speeches. He must have 
been suggestible to the Jewess in his DNA.  
 
 I attended a Missouri State University public forum last year. One of the 
meetings was on DNA. Afterward the audience was allowed freedom of speech to 
question. At the end, the black student behind me got up and said, “I thought I 
was black my whole life. I had my DNA done and I’m 20% Jewish!” I then told 
them of my family’s agony and the University of Illinois who did a 2-year study on 
our family’s depression, alcoholism, and worst domestic violence reports in 
Chicago’s history. I told the Ph.D.’s on the panel that all Jews come from my 
Poland. They kept us in the worst slavery in history. Silenced. War 24/7, 365, 
1,000 years. Under their bankers our only product was alcohol. I asked the 
question, “Was my family merely a weak family or was it the 1,000 years as slaves 
to Jews?” He said, “The 1,000 years of your DNA!” Here’s the execution filmed by 
White Thomas Alva Edison of the Polish immigrant who assassinated Republican 
President McKinley. My heart is crushed that this happened since I love so much. 
He said before he died that he did it because he was (Jewess) Emma Goldman’s 
disciple, as if the woman had a certain religious spell on him. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qaqWxs_kyi0 
Jewess Goldman incited the near assassination of the leader of the #1 business, 
U.S. Steel’s CEO, Henry Clay Frick. The Jewess leader openly preached to kill 
(White) U.S. leaders, both presidents and business ones and replace with the 
God-hating Communist (Jewish leaders) takeover of America. Her Jewish lover 
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who made the brutal attack received 22 years in prison. The Jewess who 
fomented Communism got off Scot-Free. 
 
1907 through 1941 – Republican House of Representative Charles Lindbergh, Sr. 
and Jr. tried to prevent White Civil Worldwide War I and II. That began the Jewish 
plan of mass illegal immigration from old White Europe, (my Poland) into the new 
White USA and Old Palestine. Charles Jr’s White baby son was kidnapped, 
murdered, and found with his foot chopped off. Lindbergh, Jr. was vocal about 
the dangerous Jewish influence in their control of the "press, radio and motion 
pictures," and referred to them as the "Educational agencies in this country." (It 
may be why the USA is the lowest out of the industrialized countries.)  
 
1913-1924 – Republican Albert Johnson was one of the most powerful legislators 
in America. There were three million (pure-raced) Jews, (many the worst 
gangsters) in America at that time. Their gun-toting Jewess criminal partners were 
50% of the prostitutes of the world. They deceitfully seduced and influenced our 
unsuspecting White leaders. Johnson was the Chair of the House Committee on 
Immigration and Naturalization that climaxed in 1924 with the passage of the 
Johnson-Reed Act Restriction Act. It applied a stringent quota system to American 
immigration policies. It’s regarded as the most important piece of immigration 
legislation in United States history. The Act restricted Jews and Chinese. Since 
Jews are a worldwide nation, not individual citizens, they are like a foreign power 
that affected our laws and country, which is treasonous and war against the host 
nation. Jews and Chinese now share as the #1 Dynasties at our White and USA 
expense and decline. Johnson had the newspaper, Home Defender, to take an 
active part against the spread of radical, revolutionary socialism, (Jewish 
Communism.) Johnson suggested that the United States "Put Up the Bars" against 
immigration: "The character of immigration has changed, and the newcomers are 
imbued with lawless, restless sentiments of anarchy and collectivism. They 
arrive to find their hopes too high, the land almost gone and themselves driven to 
drown into the cities and struggle for a living. Then anarchy becomes rife among 
them" (Johnson, "Put Up the Bars"). 
 
1915 – Republican Louis T. McFadden had an astounding exposure on the Jew-
controlled Federal Reserve Bank. For the last 30 years they still controlled it until 
just recently. He ran for president with the slogan, “'Keep the Jews out of control 
of the Republican Party!” 
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1940 – Republican Wendell L. Willkie nominee for President. Right before World 
War II, he fought the Democrat President Franklin Roosevelt and their version of 
the Sherman Anti-Trust Law. Wrongly interpreted, it brought so many lawsuits 
against corporations that punished business but gave the Democrat government 
the monopoly. President Roosevelt’s top Treasury advisors during World War II 
were the Jews Henry Morgenthau and Harry Dexter “White.” They were 
responsible for the World Bank, Internet Monetary Fund, which is when the Jews 
officially conquered the USA. As Jew Mayer Amstel Rothschild stated, “Let me 
issue and control the money and I care not who writes the laws!” The first Anti-
Trust Law was enacted under a Republican President. Use it to expose the Jewish 
Monopoly of Hollywood since 1927-today. “The Republican Party stayed largely 
silent on the subject until the 1940 election, when the platform reminded the 
public that the first antitrust law, the Sherman Antitrust Act, was enacted during a 
Republican presidency, blamed FDR’s New Deal policy for creating monopolies, 
and criticized Thurman Arnold’s tactics. Republican platform, 1940 (Wendell L. 
Willkie v. Franklin D. Roosevelt): 
 

Since the passage of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act by the Republican 
party we have consistently fought to preserve free competition with 
regulation to prevent abuse. New Deal policy fosters Government 
monopoly, restricts production, and fixes prices. We shall enforce 
anti-trust legislation without prejudice or discrimination. We 
condemn the use or threatened use of criminal indictments to obtain 
through consent decrees objectives not contemplated by law. 

 
1947 – Republican House of Representatives J. Parnell Thomas Chairman for the 
House of Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC) which voted 346-17 to 
conduct an investigation. He confronted, exposed, arrested, fined, and 
prosecuted the Jew Hollywood 10 Communist writers. The movie DVD included, 
Trumbo, shows the Jews attacked, defamed, imprisoned, and ruined J. Parnell’s 
life. Whites won the battle, Jewish Hollywood Communists the war. What’s odd is 
that later in this book, I mention that Jew Hollywood Mogul, Otto Preminger with 
the Rolls Royce, arranged for the banned Communist Writers to once again be 
accepted by the nation and ended the Republican Black List. In 1954, another 
Republican, Joe McCarthy exposed the Jews, but as always it turned in the Jew’s 
favor. Jew Preminger filmed another movie that a Democrat judge did as a novel, 
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not real, but based on one of his cases. One of his characters was Parnell 
McCarthy, the names of the two Republicans who led charges against the Jews. 
Anatomy of a Murder. Excerpt from Jew Wikipedia on Otto’s movie: “The judge 
was played by Joseph N. Welch, a real-life lawyer famous for dressing down 
Joseph McCarthy during the Army-McCarthy hearings. It has a musical score by 
(Black) Duke Ellington, who also appears in the film, and has been described by a 
law professor as "probably the finest pure trial movie ever made". I wonder? 
Jewish Hollywood is a weapon to disgrace the USA, White people, Christianity, as 
happened in Poland. 
 
1947 – Republican Richard Nixon also testified on the HUAC. He later became 
President. He made many remarks against the Jews to his pastor. Evangelical Billy 
Graham stated on the President’s secret tapes: "This stranglehold has got to be 
broken or the country's going down the drain. Jews swarm around me and are 
friendly to me. They don't know how I really feel about what they're doing to this 
country.”  
 
 Nixon brought up a topic of which he said "we can't talk about it publicly": 
the alleged influence of Jews in Hollywood and the press. He referenced an 
executive with the 1968-1973 NBC hit show, Rowan and Martin's Laugh-in, who 
informed him that 11 of its 12 writers were Jewish. Life magazine, Newsweek, The 
New York Times and the Los Angeles Times were among those "totally dominated 
by the Jews. The famous broadcast network anchors Howard K. Smith, David 
Brinkley and Walter Cronkite were “front men who may not be of that 
persuasion,” but that their writers were "95 percent Jewish; most were of leftish 
persuasion and desired ‘peace at any price’ except where support for Israel is 
concerned. A powerful bloc of media Jews confronted Nixon. And they're the ones 
putting out the pornographic stuff.” Jew Armand Hammer funded and created a 
$2.5 million scandal to force Republican President Nixon to resign and put his 
White Republican aids in prison.  
 
 Armand Hammer's father, Julius, fomented the Jewish Communist 
Revolution against Russia. 100,000,000 only White European-American Christians 
killed from 1917-Vietnam War. Elvis Presley was man of the year in the State of 
Tennessee. He studied Communism for ten years. In 1970, he paid an impromptu 
visit to Republican President Nixon to stop the ruination of our country. This is the 
most asked for document in the archives. Elvis wanted to stop Communists and 
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their drugs that ruined his audiences and probably brought Tennessee’s Elvis 
down through injections. Note in the flat is 1775 and “States.” That means 
Missouri and whoever else wants to save our country and states! Elvis read 1,000 
books on God, Jesus, spiritual healing, and of course, the evils of Christianity, 
Communism. Elvis was on doctor’s prescriptions not illegal drugs, tobacco, or 
alcohol. 
 
1947 – Republican Ronald Reagan, later President, supported the HUAC 
investigation, as did John Wayne. Reagan was the also President of the Hollywood 
Screen Actors Guild. 
 
1947 – Hedda Hopper, fervent Republican and newspaper conservative 
Hollywood writer with 35,000,000 daily readers. In the movie, Trumbo, she’s also 
a vocal supporter of the Republican HUAC to prosecute the Jew Communist 
writers. 
 
1948 – Republican Thomas Dewey ran for President. Earlier, he rounded up and 
prosecuted the Jew-led Communists in his day. The day the trials ended, the 
Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor, which forced the White (Christians) into World 
War II. White brothers fighting each other for Jewish bankers as in Poland since 
1025. Missouri Democrat, Harry Truman, defeated Republican Dewey. Truman 
gave the Jews the land of Israel one minute after the Jews proclaimed it a State 
that they overthrew. In 1945, the two atomic bombs that killed 126,000 people, 
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, only two Christian cities in Japan. President Truman’s 
name isn’t on the order, but Jew Julius Robert Oppenheimer. The airplane that 
dropped them was named Enola “Gay.” The bombs were called “Little Boy” and 
“Fat Man.” Were those names alluding to homosexual instead of heterosexuality? 
Did the Almighty God make our Whites gay, or did mortal human Jews affect the 
them as Jews did in Germany? Jew terrorists sent letter bombs to leaders in 
England and seven to Missouri President Harry Truman to assassinate him. He 
said that no matter how much he did for the Jews they endlessly nagged him. 
President Truman stated after President Roosevelt died two weeks before the 
end of World War II, that he wouldn’t pursue Germany anymore but East Asia. 
 
1954 – Republican Senator Joseph McCarthy had hearings against 200 card 
carrying Communists in the army. Jew Roy Cohn infiltrated that House on Un-
American Activities Committee and brought the White Senator down. Writer Jew 
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Arthur Miller married Marilyn Monroe to use as a weapon to influence the 
hearings. The Jews got off Scot-Free. 
 
1966 – Republican Illinois Senator Charles Percy sometimes voted against Israel. 
He was so popular he could have been the next president. During a campaign, the 
Jews openly united against him while his daughter, Valerie, was found 
bludgeoned to death. The day after the murder, Jew Hollywood was set to 
broadcast the movie Psycho, about a woman who suffered the same fate as 
Percy’s daughter. From what I read, there was a Jewish suspect, but nothing ever 
done. Jewish David Axelrod, called “Hatchet Man,” successfully unseated Senator 
Percy. On the other hand, Axelrod labored and won the USA presidency for Illinois 
Democratic Black Senator Barack Hussein as the leader to rule all Whites. Barack’s 
first appointment and top advisor was Jew Axelrod to make his decisions for the 
USA citizens. Barack’s mentor was Black Frank Marshall Davis was a pro-Soviet, 
pro-Red China communist. His Communist Party USA card number, revealed in FBI 
files, was CP number 47544. Read The Communist: Frank Marshall Davis: The 
Untold Story of Barack Obama's Mentor by Paul Kregor. Jew Michael Savage radio 
host (and there are Jews on our side) interviewed a White man who contacted 
(Jewish) Associated Press with information that Black Democrat’s mentor 
(perhaps his real father) was Davis. The guest said that (Jew) Associated Press 
covered it up in all its 15,000 news outlets. It was started by Jews and rules the 
world. It’s why Mary Baker Eddy counteracted the fake news against her (read 
more later) and started the Christian Science Monitor newspaper in 1908. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hc-kfw1Iy0I 
 
1973 – Republican Spiro Agnew was the Vice-President under President Nixon 
who also rebuked the Jews.  
 
1977-today – Republican Patrick Buchanan has been a senior advisor to three 
Presidents, twice a candidate for the Republican presidential nomination, and the 
nominee of the Reform Party in 2000. He confronted the Jews over many topics 
such as the Israeli first policy. The pro-Israel lobby, the change in the Supreme 
Court from all White (Christians) to Jews and Catholics. No Protestant males. High 
percentage of Jews in the Senate. Challenged USA (White Christian) wars with 
Muslims. Only the third major religion, Jews, again, will benefit. Our USA 
presidents now sit behind the Israeli’s who lead us and have received over $250++ 
billion in aid since 1945.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hc-kfw1Iy0I
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 Buchanan pointed out that Democrat President Lyndon Johnson ordered a 
cover-up of the Six-Day War Israeli rocket-and-machine gun attack on the USS 
Liberty. Worse in American history. Buchanan challenged the Jews’ only version of 
the holocaust, questioned gas chambers, endless re-enactments on stage and 
screen of Hitler’s work camps, called death camps, and endless searching and 
punishment of Nazi war criminals. Buchanan exposed the deeply ingrained Leftist 
Communist and anti-Christian bias on campuses breeding stables of future 
American leaders. He challenged integration, and Affirmative Action and 
feminism, against White males.  
 Jewish proclaimed definition of anti-Semitism: (According to Jews both the 
Muslims and they, as races and religions, are Semites; so the laws only punish 
White Christians.) 

Jewish interpretation: An embedded hatred of Jewish people, manifest in 
writing and conduct . . . a grave sin, a disease of the heart, a variant of 
racism. 
Buchanan’s: A word (Jews) used to frighten, intimidate, censor, and silence; 
to cut off debate; to smear White (Christian) men’s reputations. 
 

 In 2007, Buchanan said that America is committing suicide with low birth 
rate, abortion as Asian, African, Latin American children inherit the estate White 
American children never saw. The minority population, (now the majority) went 
from 2.4 million to 100,000,000+. More than half of USA children are Hispanic. 
Whites the minority in many major states and cities. He reported that the Queen 
of England attended both the 350th and 400th anniversary of the English Pilgrim’s 
first settlement of the USA. She admitted both England and the USA are now 
ultra-diverse, (only White countries). He abhors the mixing of all tribes, races, and 
people, which is not only ahistorical but suicidal for America and the West.  
 
 He warned of the Mexican La Reconquista as Ferdinand and Isabella in 1492 
from the Moors who invaded 800 years before! Jews want to erase the USA 
borders as they had endlessly done to Poland from 1025-1945. It forced the 
Whites to constantly flee. If America loses its cultural core, she won’t survive. He 
warns of the Blacks continuous demands.  
 

Who speaks for the Euro-Americans, who founded the U.S.A.? Is it not 
time to take America back? 
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 Buchanan added that the Jews captured the Republicans in the 9/11 
Tragedy. He said that President Bush should have fired all the top Jews. He named 
the worst spy in US history, Jew Jonathan Pollard who transmitted all our 
Pentagon secrets: the highest crime in the USA, Treason. Democrat Barack 
Hussein pardoned the Jew. USA association with Israel cost America all other 
foreign relations.3  
 

There are only two groups that are beating the drums for war in The 
Middle East – the Israeli Defense Ministry and its amen corner in the 
United States. 

The McLaughlin Group, Aug 26, 19904 

1982 – Republican House of Representative, Paul Findley. He learned of the 
dispossessed and occupied Palestinians. He was a strong voice who opposed 
Israel. He referred to AIPAC, as the “700-pound gorilla in Washington.” Jews 
united around the country to defeat him. He won that election. Then his district 
election boundaries were changed. Jews united again and brought him down in 
the next. He wrote: 
 
The Transparent Cabal: The Neoconservative Agenda, War in the Middle East, and 
the National Interest of Israel  
Silent No More: Confronting America's False Images of Islam.  
They Dare to Speak Out: People and Institutions Confront Israel's Lobby.  
Deliberate Deceptions: Facing the Facts About the U.S.–Israeli Relationship.  
Abraham Lincoln: The Crucible of Congress.  
Speaking Out: A Congressman's Lifelong Fight Against Bigotry, Famine, and War. 
 
1989 – Republican House of Representative Dr. David Duke stood up to the Jews 
since he was 13. Rabbis forced the #1 source of book sales, Amazon, to ban all his 
books including his autobiography, My Awakening, with nearly 1,000 links from 
Jewish sources. Jewish press and Internet, bully, mock, and defame him. Jew 
Google changed his information from showing up first to many pages later so he 
can’t be found. Jews forced White Europe to ban his videos, so our fore parents 
never know of him or save themselves. They reduced White Dr. Duke to a mere 

 
3 https://www.adl.org/resources/profiles/pat-buchanan-in-his-own-words 
4 Patrick J. Buchanan and the Jews 
http://www.aei.org/publication/patrick-j-buchanan-and-the-jews/ 
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avatar, so no one takes them seriously, and worst, makes him a Mr. Hate, when 
he loves our people and all races. On the other hand, Jews erroneously elevate 
themselves to godhood.  
 
 Amazon also banned his last book The Secrets of Communism that was 
written with the help of Nobel Prize Winner, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, who wrote 
200 Years Together about the Jews in Russia. I wrote 50,000 pages of 1,000 years 
together the Secret Jewish Empire of White Polish Christian slaves both in Poland 
and America. All Jews come from Poland 1025-1945. Jews kept my people in wars 
24/7, 365, 1,000 years. Alcohol was Poland’s only product. Those Jews are now 
here and in Palestine.  
 
 Dr. Duke wrote Jewish Supremacism. Jews were supreme in my ancestry 
country of Poland. Jew Hollywood put out a fictitious movie, KKKlansman, to 
defame him forever. They lied and said he tried to kill a Black woman. When in 
fact the enemy tried to kill Dr. Duke and crack his head open for telling the truth. 
In his few years in the KKK, there were 10,000 followers. Not one act of violence. 
He lives on book sales and recently Amazon shut down his livelihood. Twelve 
credit card companies shut him down. He’ll have no means of support. He’s older 
and won’t be able to find work after all the agonizing years of labor.  
 
 A Skokie Jew attorney is suing him because he merely attended the 
Charlottesville assembly and speech rally. That city has a Jewish mayor and a 
Black vice-mayor who denied Whites our Civil Rights, (freedom of speech and 
freedom of assembly) and shut down the non-violent White gathering. 
Charlottesville was filled with Communist flags. The hammer on the Communist 
flag isn’t for a tradesman but for Jew Julius Hammer who fomented the Jewish 
overthrow of the Russian government in a Revolution against Whites. His son, 
Armand Hammer, framed, bribed, and brought President Nixon and his aids 
down, Republicans Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and Nixon’s secretary, Bud Krogh, who 
allowed Elvis to spontaneously visit President Nixon. Jews slaughtered the 
government royalty who are now canonized as saints, Christian martyrs: The Tsar, 
Tsarina, and five children. After the Jews took control in 1917, of the top 350 
government seats, 325 were Jewish. It would be as our Congress has 535 seats. 
500 would be Jewish from a small 1.8% population. And some of the remaining 
wouldn’t be all White but mixed with all the other 92% of the non-Whites of the 
world.  
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 At the Charlottesville Rally, where the White men stopped at restaurants, 
prayed, and held hands the table, the Leftists carried Communist Flags draping 
the park, not American ones! And they all got off Scot free and they started it. Dr. 
Duke wasn’t a speaker at Charlottesville, nor did he organize it. A Jew attorney is 
suing him for attending! With the Summary Judgment against him, he could lose 
all his equipment, computers, and everything he owns. Dr. Duke has macular 
degeneration, and although getting help, it’s possible he may go blind! Although I 
hope and pray, he maintains perfect vision. What if he becomes a homeless 
former Republican House of Representative? Please stand by him and support 
him in his hour of need. He’s one of your own Republican brothers. Even Jews 
who are criminals always take care of their own.  
  

2012 – Republican Kenneth Wegner, veteran, campaigned for the House of 
Representatives in Las Vegas against Jewess Shelley Berkley who was the most 
corrupt politician in Congress. I volunteered for him. At the time, I didn’t know 
Berkley was a Jewess. I later wrote a letter to her as my current representative 
and told her to stop their Jewish men from raping our White (Christian) women as 
the Jew doctor raped me, Polish, Russian, German, and other American women 
for sport to keep us down while they remain Supremacists. Shortly afterward, as I 
worked for Exclusively Legal Staffing agency, they assigned me to work for her 
Jewish husband who had divorced her for a White woman and had ½ Jew children 
to add to their gene pool.  
 
 Think the White female victims of USA President’s daughters who were 
gobbled up by Jewish men for power, money, fame, and the assured continuation 
of their Jewish race, religion, world Empire: Democrat Kennedy’s daughter, 
Caroline. Democrat Clinton’s daughter, Chelsea. And yes, even President Trump’s 
daughter Ivanka. Her Jewish husband is of the most dangerous kind. Jared 
Kushner is the powerful strictly orthodox Chabad Lubavitch. He’s not from a 
“Chosen” line, but Turk-Mongols who invaded Poland starting with merely two 
Jewish men. Jews are voracious readers, but dumbed Whites down unable to read 
and write. They read not just my emails and blogs, but all of ours that give them 
new ideas to use for their “fake news.” 
 
 Jews were race-breaking for a while, but they now have gigantic campaigns 
around the world to find spouses with Jew DNA! Jewess Berkley was the most 
corrupt member in the U.S. Congress. She also spent the most money in the 
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House for six trips to the terrorist State of Israel, with single loyalty to the 
worldwide Jewish Empire. If the USA goes along with them, we will see 1,000 
years of war, addiction, and slavery as Jews did to my Poland. More on Jewess 
Berkley.5  
 
 I respected Wegner because he solely opposed 85,000 illegals who 
marched down Las Vegas streets without a permit. It was a brown invasion with 
their big bellies and baby buggies who defiantly opposed Whites and literally took 
over their homes in the mysterious Las Vegas financial crash. Las Vegas went from 
the #1 city in the USA that people moved to, to ruin. $300,000 (White) homes 
bought for $80,000. Whites were still responsible to pay the mortgage even 
without a home. Whites tried to buy the homes at auction, but invisible buyers 
won who weren’t there. Yellow Chinese Communists who started all Yellow 
Communities in the USA, but Whites can’t have our own since our country was 
taken over. I know the White man who brought the money from China to buy up 
the homes came from China.  
 
 In the two short months I volunteered for Wegner, I made a commercial 
that exposed his corrupt Democrat opponent Shelley Berkley. It aired 900 times 
and I co-anchored a radio show for him. At one of his meet-and-greets, he 
allowed me to show up in a White gown and super large hat (as Hedda Hopper 
wore unusual hats, which you’ll see in the movie and book I sent.) I taught myself 
and sewed and designed the costume: Made in America with American hands. 
The voters were delighted.  
 
 I suggested the Republicans meet at my Senior mobile park, where we were 
able to hand out and meet over 500 voters in a short time. The head of the 
Republican Executive Committee brought people and it was successful. He called 
and asked me to be a member on their board. Please click on the commercial I 
made for the Republican House of Representative, Wegner. He said if he had me 
earlier, he could have won and could have beaten the Las Vegas Democratic 
stronghold. Jewess Berkley won, but later ran for Senate, which she lost. Listen 
below: 
https://soundcloud.com/barbara-ann-nowak/01-commercial-10-7-10 
 

 
5 https://barb-nowak.com/?s=Shelley+B 

https://soundcloud.com/barbara-ann-nowak/01-commercial-10-7-10
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2012 – I was bedridden from an injury I had for several months. I thought it would 
be a nursing home, then death. It was near the 2012 elections. I had earlier 
attended the Republican Mitt and Anne Romney rallies in Las Vegas. It was 
October 22, 2012, as I suffered in pain being bedridden, I said to myself, “I must 
write my autobiography and put it on my blog and Facebook. I grew up five blocks 
from pampered Black Michelle Obama. I knew of the fake narrative on the so-
called Black slaves since 1650 brought to the USA by Jews. It was Jewish mass 
modern hypnosis to elect Barack Hussein to a second term. Moreover, I wanted 
Romney to win.  
 
 October 22, 2012 was near the November 6, 2012 presidential elections. I 
had contemplated writing my autobiography for myself, my veteran, the USA, the 
Whites, Christianity, and God-Truth. Could I finish the first draft before the 
Romney-Obama elections? Stop Democrat ½ Black Obama? Expose the 1,000-
year-old gang of Jews from Poland to the USA? My people worst slavery in 
history. Silenced. Thirty days before the elections, I dragged myself out of bed, 
went to my computer, and wept in agony as I put my right hand on the mouse. I 
screamed out loud, since it was my entire right side that was in pain. I then hit the 
keyboard and began my life’s story, chapter by chapter. Hoping to finish my 
memoir’s draft, I thought out, researched, and typed Chapter 22-23 in one day. I 
tried to ignore the pain that I was in but collapsed back in bed after I finished that 
part. When one is lying down one doesn’t hurt as much. I guess that’s why Whites 
lie down today instead of standing up to the Jews. It hurts too much, especially 
alone. 
 The next morning, I repeated my patriotic work at my computer. I also 
knew my historical and ancestral story about the Secret Jewish Empire of Polish 
White Slaves for 1,000 years will happen to the USA. On November 6, 2012, the 
day of the presidential election, I wrote my final autobiography chapter on my 
blog and Facebook! One can see by the dates that I correctly speak. It’s unheard 
of to write a long book in 15 days. But God rewarded me. I was totally well from 
my agonizing pain! No medicine. Perhaps sharing exact ideas is healthy; living in a 
stream of lies is disease producing. I didn’t even pray since every word of human 
truth, (little “t”) that I write, I hope is evidence of the divine Truth (big “T”) which 
is God. God is Truth! Jesus said, “I’m a witness to Truth.” Although the Democrats 
won Obama’s second term over a White people, and White Republican Romney 
lost, at least one American used her business skills and acted “out of the box,” to 
further mankind. I have the dated documents as a fervent Republican, American, 
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White, and Christian. I also travelled to Jefferson City to support Republican 
German/Scottish American, President Donald Trump at the March4Trump. I made 
the large hat and costume. Coincidentally, a man at the rally wore stilts and had a 
male version of the outfit. I’m pointing up to him since I build up our White men 
and not break them down. I don’t think the other races go against each other as 
we’ve been conditioned through Jew Hollywood. Divide and conquer, a strategy 
of war, we’ve never imagined. Instead of Whites dividing and conquering each 
other, we must unify and build our fellow Caucasians. 
 

 
Figure 2 March4Trump, Jefferson City, Missouri. I made the hat and skirt. Unusual, since I failed clothing in high school. As White 
slaves in South Chicago, we didn't have money for school supplies. I finally got A's when I graduated high school. 

 

 I changed the words to a vintage song and recorded this video while 
waiting in line at Missouri State University: Karaoke Tribute to President Donald 
Trump Springfield MO Rally, Barbara Ann Nowak-Ron Weiss. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7NFl84vVohs&t=3s 
 
2013 – Republican House of Representative Steve Stockman exposed the 
Democrat Bill Clinton government that responsible for the Waco Massacre in 
Texas against a Christian compound. Republican House of Representative Sonny 
Bono (Sonny & Cher) also was killed in a ski accident after he investigated both 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7NFl84vVohs&t=3s
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Waco and Ruby Ridge. Congressman Steve Stockman aggressively fought 
corruption in the Democratic Barack Hussein administration. He wanted IRS 
official, Lois Lerner, arrested. His wife crusades for his release on his website 
defendapatriot.com.  
 
2017 – Republican House of Representative, Steve Scalise, was shot by hard-core 
Democrat disciple of Communist Jew Bernie Sanders. It’s a miracle the White 
Scalise survived. Jew Sanders actually ran on the Communist party ticket, an 
organization that killed 100,000,000 White Christians from the Russian Revolution 
1917 through 1972 in the Vietnam War that murdered my Purple Heart Hall of 
Honor Veteran. Was Scalise nearly assassinated because in 2002 because he 
innocently spoke about taxes at a European American Unity Rights (EURO) 
Organization? (Jews always get their revenged, even though their evil opponent is 
a figment of the monster-obsessed imagination.) He wasn’t aware that Dr. David 
Duke founded the organization where Scalise gave his talk on taxes.  
 
 The Jewish Southern “Poverty” Law Center defamed Republican Scalise 
with their bogey-man word, “Anti-Semite.” The shooter, James Hutchinson, wrote 
on his (Jewish) hateful Facebook posts, “It’s Time to Destroy Trump & Co.” He 
volunteered for the Jew Communist’s Sander’s campaign. Yet Facebook didn’t 
shut the violent Jew Communist leader Sanders and Hutchinson down as Jews 
shut down innocent White bloggers, writers, youtubers, googlers, authors, 
leaders, and speakers. White Republican Scalise’s only “Jewish sin” not “Christian 
or White sin” was that he spoke at Dr. David Duke’s meeting.  
 
2019 – Republican Minnesota Congressman, Tom Emmer, is the chair of the 
National Republican Congressional Committee, which advises and raises money 
for Republicans running for Congress. He said that the Trump administration’s 
good works were being covered up by “biased media and hundreds of millions of 
dollars of anti-Republican propaganda put out by liberal special interests, funded 
by the deep-pocketed far-left billionaires: (Jews) George Soros, Tom Steyer, and 
Michael Bloomberg.” 
 
 In addition, on June 8, 1967, the Jews of Israel bombed and torpedoed the 
USS Liberty. They pummeled it longer than the Japanese invasion of Pearl Harbor, 
which started World War II for the USA. Jews were in their 6-day war with Egypt 
and wanted to bring the USA into the war. Jews were going to blame the Arabs. 
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But their plan was foiled. Although the Jews bombed the radio room on the ship, 
and killed 34 White Navy men, one of the crew managed to play with the wires to 
get radio help. I believe Russia answered and helped. When the chaplain went 
into the radio room to pray over the dead bodies, there were none. The Jews 
bombed them the men to smithereens, so all the chaplain discovered were pieces 
of body parts, flesh, and blood. Sometimes, it’s symbolic of what the Jews have 
done to our US liberty for Whites. There’s none left, although the first documents 
show the word “White.”  
 
 There was only one US Marine on the USS Liberty. He was on deck and saw 
the Jewish Israeli submarine and torpedo flashing right at him. It blew a hole as 
large as a football field. He was burned badly. He lives right here near Springfield, 
Missouri. Bryce Lockwood. I was behind him in line at Best Buy. I recognized his 
patch on his back: “Remember the USS Liberty.” When Democrat President 
Lyndon Johnson received the news, he warned “not” to send help. He wanted it 
sunk, so Israel would blame the Egyptians during their “6” day war. I think it’s why 
President Kennedy was killed to have Johnson, whose father smuggled into 400 
years during World War II, as President was favorable to the Jews. When the USS 
Liberty survivors got back, they were told not to tell anyone. Jews aren’t our ally 
but our enemy, as in Poland. At some point, the USA must break the umbilical 
cord to Israel and the Jews. We must concern ourselves with the genocide of the 
White people. Springfield, Missouri, Bryce Lockwood, only US Marine on the USS 
Liberty speaks on this audio book at 9:00. Since he’s from Missouri, I hope you go 
out of your way to investigate and understand this. It’s because I attended the 
“No More Wars for Israel” conference in California, that I experienced the first 
death attempt on my life.  
 
Ray McGovern on the Israeli attack on the USS Liberty – June 8, 2018 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WkQOdyZ7iU&t=598s 
 
 I’d like the Republicans to pass my White Civil Rights act entitled the Anti-
White, Anti-Christ bill. I delivered it to my Missouri House of Representative in 
Washington DC, Billy Long. Both the White People and Christianity are on the 
endangered list. We have many anti-Semite laws around the globe that protect 
Semites (Jews and Muslims, both are individual races and religions.) Our Civil 
Rights Act favors the 92% of the non-Whites around the world. It’s genocide 
against Whites.  
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 Those same edicts punish Whites and White Christians who first colonized 
the USA in 1620, The Mayflower Pilgrims. I’m the widow of a US Marine Purple 
Heart Hall of Honor whose ancestors are Stephen Hopkins, Elizabeth, their five 
white children, including Oceanus the only baby born on the ship. Our sons and 
grandchildren are descendants of the White European pioneers. However, all our 
laws are for the 92% of the non-Whites around the globe, not them or yours. I’ve 
written 50,000 pages or 200 books of stream of consciousness writing to back up 
what I write below. Michael’s ancestors are from the Mayflower fought for this 
country for 400 years. The White people left England September 6 and landed on 
November 9, 1620. Next year, 2020, is the 400th year anniversary of the landing of 
the White people on The Mayflower. The Pilgrims wanted the USA to be the 
“Promised Land” for Whites.  
 
 Let’s get back to the Pilgrim’s prophecy and stop the genocide of the White 
people as Democrat President Bill Clinton demanded our death and laughed 
about at an American university to pulverize into white ash our young minds. Let’s 
rescue the White child, especially the White boy, who now needs at least 20 
mentors, be segregated not just from other races and religions, but girls, or the 
USA will descend into a third world nation. It took the mind of the White Christian 
heterosexual male to evolve to the greatest country in the world, the United 
States of America. Let’s stop the treadmill of devolution that Whites are on.  
 
 Let’s also be alert to anyone who has subverted our future. Definitions of 
the word “devolution”: descent or degeneration to a lower or worse state." “The 
devolution of the gentlemanly ideal into a glorification of drunkenness." LAW: the 
legal transfer of property from one owner to another. (Jews and Muslims, the 
other two major religions have been sober for centuries if not millenniums. 
American land and belongings transferred to the Jew Karl Marx Communist laws 
and real estate agents and non-Whites. In Poland, Jews obeyed their own 
Babylonian Talmudic laws, and Poland’s laws were for Jew’s rights only not the 
citizens.) Now let’s think White Civil Rights. Get out a legal pad and pen to take 
notes or better yet write all over the book I presented you. If you share it, use 
different colored ink. Let’s begin our current day “Pilgrimage” into a journey of 
truth! 
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Figure 3 Barbara Ann Duncan Nowak & Corporal Michael Miles Duncan, Sr. US Marine, Purple Heart Hall of Honor. I had his two 
sons whose ancestry goes back to the “Mayflower” 1620. Next year is the 400th anniversary. The Veteran’s hospital said he 
would have died a year after he came back from the war if I hadn’t saved his life. He saved mine. My family of 15 were slaves to 
Jews. In a letter in my possession, on June 18, 1968, Jew Morris Rosenthal denied my husband’s disability claim. 

 
MY MOVIE ANALYSIS OF THE JEWISH MOVIE, TRUMBO  
 This movie analysis of Trumbo shows that Jews run Hollywood and used 
their films as weapons against the Whites, especially the White male. They 
glorified Jews and non-Whites. (since 1927-now) My analysis is only one film 
example. But it was the White Republicans who tried to stop Jews in the last 100 
years. Jews = Democrats, Communists as the White writer Trumbo, who Jew 
Hollywood used as a scapegoat for monstrous torture. 
 What I show in the movie, also applies to all the avenues Jews control. 
Banking, Supreme Court, Democrat House of Representatives, education, book 
publishing, art, entertainment, our laws. Jews did the same in Poland where 92% 
come from, since 1025-1945. Jews invented the holocaust fantasy for illegal 
citizenship from Old Poland into the New USA. I grew up as the daughter of White 
Polish American parents and the baby girl of 12. We were slaves to Jews in South 
Chicago. Worst in USA and world history. Jews did the same to my Polish people 
for a millennium.  
 I submit this analysis because it’s how Jews controlled Hollywood through 
Communism. Jew Karl Marx invented it to replace Christianity so his picture and 
statue could be worshipped around the world. Jews Communists instigated the 
Revolution against Russia in 1917. Killed 100,000,000 White Christians from then 
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to the 1967 Vietnam War, where my veteran husband, descendant of the 
Mayflower, was an eventual victim of suicide. Communists are God-hating and 
White hating. They plan on slicing up the United States of America into pieces, like 
the American pie, and give it to the 92% non-Whites of the world, with Jews at 
the top. It’s like the book on Communism I read in high school, Animal Farm, by 
George Orwell. 

This is the 2015 movie, Trumbo. The one that stars Bryan Cranston.  There 
have been five death attempts on my life since I began research after 
veteran husband’s suicide. Last words: “There’s no help for the White man. 
It’s about men, not money.” He wanted his manhood back. His ancestry 
goes back to Mayflower, 1620, first Pilgrims to colonize America. Simply 
because I discovered, wrote the truth, and helped changed history for the 
better, I suffered: 
1. In 2007, I drove to the “No More Wars for Israel” conference; shut down. 
My car engine blew up on the way. Called towing. Palestinians worked on it 
and helped me secure a rent-a-car to make the meeting and arrived late.  
2. Five blacks with loaded guns came to kill me in Las Vegas.  
3. Beating and crippling at the Jew Mandalay Bay.  
4. Nearly driven off the road in Branson, MO I65.  
5. Speeding car nearly splattered me in front of my son near the White 
House, Christmas 2017. Some people don’t want my research out. Truth.  
 
 I was a background actress for years in Chicago and Vegas in addition 
to my job as a legal secretary. Everything in the background of a movie has 
a Jewish meaning that Whites (Christians) are unaware of consciously. 
 
 The movie is about an event in October 1947. The Republican House 
of Un-American Activities Committee, HUAC, began trials for the Hollywood 
10 Communist writers – slaves to Jews. All were Jewish, except for White 
Trumbo and a couple of rich White men who were easy targets for 
connections.  
 
 Today the leaders of Antifa are also Jews and some rich Whites. 
When I read a college essay by a Black from my old neighborhood, the 
content was from the 1967 era. He already had a master’s degree, but both 
my veteran and I were in sheer misery, he was disabled from the war, me 
disabled as a slave to Jews. In the essay, the Black does an experiment to 
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walk down the streets of Hyde Park and scare away the Whites like mere 
“pigeons.” He became famous, an idol, and sold his articles to a rich White 
woman’s magazine, MS. To save our White male the White female must 
change. 
 
 The “10” were slaves to Hollywood Jews. Why was the movie done 
about White Writer Trumbo and not the seven Jews and the two rich 
Whites who were suckered by a Jew sales pitch? Why weren’t they shown 
as constantly craving cigarettes, alcohol, pills, and non-stop work? It gave 
the Jews a free reign to bash the White male and his family. And to elevate 
themselves into gods, goddesses, Messiahs, and idols. The film destroyed 
the Republicans and the Chairman of the House of Representatives, HUAC, 
J. Parnell. 
 

 I’m a trained metaphysician and healer as Jesus taught. This Bible passage 
seems to alert me to prayer. Jews brag and advertise their household word, Jew 
Einstein, who studied physics. However, he was amazed at metaphysics. His 
famous “theory of relativity” was stolen from his Serbian White wife, Mileva. 
Whereas she rated a number five highest at the physics school they attended, Jew 
Einstein rated a one. Once he became famous, successfully employed, and rich, 
he dumped his brilliant White wife, who he robbed from our gene pool, and also 
their child. He became enamored and married a Jewess. 
 
 The Bible says in Habakkuk 13: But you can't be serious! You can't condone 
evil! So why don't you do something about this? Why are you silent now? This 
outrage! Evil men swallow up the righteous and you stand around and watch! 

 
 In 2008, Jew Joel Stein admitted the Jew’s control over the USA 
Communication and Entertainment. Also naming names: 

 “How deeply Jewish is Hollywood? When the studio chiefs took out a full-
page ad in the Los Angeles Times a few weeks ago to demand that the Screen 
Actors Guild settle its contract, the open letter was signed by: News Corp. 
President Peter Chernin (Jewish), Paramount Pictures Chairman Brad Grey 
(Jewish), Walt Disney Co. Chief Executive Robert Iger (Jewish), Sony Pictures 
Chairman Michael Lynton (surprise, Dutch Jew), Warner Bros. Chairman Barry 
Meyer (Jewish), CBS Corp. Chief Executive Leslie Moonves (so Jewish his great 
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uncle was the first prime minister of Israel), MGM Chairman Harry Sloan (Jewish) 
and NBC Universal Chief Executive Jeff Zucker (mega-Jewish). If either of the 
Weinstein brothers had signed, this group would have not only the power to shut 
down all film production but to form a minyan with enough Fiji water on hand to 
fill a mikvah. 

 “The person they were yelling at in that ad was SAG President Alan 
Rosenberg (take a guess). The scathing rebuttal to the ad was written by 
entertainment super-agent Ari Emanuel (“Emanuel” means to impersonate the 
Messiah) on the Huffington Post, which is owned by Arianna Huffington (not 
Jewish and has never worked in Hollywood.) 

 “The Jews are so dominant, I had to scour the trades to come up with six 
Gentiles in high positions at entertainment companies. When I called them to talk 
about their incredible advancement, five of them refused to talk to me, 
apparently out of fear of insulting Jews. The sixth, AMC President Charlie Collier, 
turned out to be Jewish.” 

 

 
 

 All Communist Hollywood 10 REFUSED TO TESTIFY; mostly Jews. The few 
Whites were slaves to Jews. These men were treasonous and part of the Jew 
Communist overthrow of the USA as Jews did to Russia, 1917, and Poland 965. 
The Jew legal system merely gave them only 1-year in prison and $1,000 fine. Do 
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you realize how many White minds, bodies, and souls that the Jews of Hollywood 
destroyed? That’s because Jews are #1. It’s disheartening that White Christians 
worship them. The list of Communist Hollywood “10.” 
 

1. Alvah J. Bessie – Jewish family. Communist Anti-fa. He wrote for Jew 
Warner Brothers. Wrote for the Communist paper, The New Masses! Un-
Americans, Inquisition of Eden in which he boasted of inserting pro-Soviet 
(Jew revolution against White Christian Russia) that was “subversive as all 
hell!” He wrote loosely about the (Jew) exploitation of White unhappy 
Marilyn Monroe.  

2. Herbert Biberman – FBI suspected him of being a Nazi but was a Jew. 
Communist Writer: Master Race, New Orleans, King of Chinatown, Action in 
Arabia 

3. Lester Cole - Jew 
4. Edward Dmytryk – Directed Caine Mutiny. (Revolution) Polish-Ukrainian. 

Today, my Polish people, lowest birth-rate 196 of 196 countries. Worse, the 
government took in 2,000,000 Ukrainians. Ukraine will still be pedigreed 
Ukrainian, but my Polish people genocided. No more ancestors. Recently, I 
talked to a young Polish woman who said their women refuse to have 
babies. 1,000 years under Jews and their only product, alcohol, and non-
stop wars will do that. I saw Mama agonize with 12 babies like no other 
woman in history as slaves to Jews in South Chicago. I can see why Poles, 
the Whitest of the Whites, refuse to have children. Better to end a race 
than to suffer the dregs of Jewish hell on earth. Dmytryk directed for the 
United Jewish Appeal. Is there a United White Appeal? Why not? 
Discrimination is illegal! 

5. Ring Lardner – Son of a family of 9. Wealthy parents. Jews infiltrate the 
White wealthy to get their money, power, support, offspring. He was from 
Chicago and a big Black Sox fan, (Later changed to White Sox, Thank God!) 
but became disillusioned after the World Series Scandal. More from Jewish 
Wikipedia: Jew Arnold Rothstein nicknamed "the Brain", (where are White 
Brains? Why do Jews and ilk stop White IQ such as our writing,) was an 
American racketeer, businessman and gambler who became a kingpin of 
the Jewish mob in New York City. Rothstein was widely reputed to have 
organized corruption in professional athletics, including conspiring to fix the 
1919 Chicago Black Sox (Now better titled, White Sox) World Series. 
According to crime writer Leo Katcher, Rothstein the Jew "transformed 
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organized crime from a (USA) thuggish activity by hoodlums into a big 
business, run like a corporation, with himself at the top. According to Rich 
Cohen, (Jew,) Rothstein was the person who first realized that Prohibition 
was a business opportunity, a means to enormous wealth, who 
"understood the truths of early century capitalism (giving people what they 
want) and came to dominate them. (Jews probably instigated Prohibition to 
take over White USA alcohol industry in 1920. Jews had their Revolution 
against Russia and took over, just three years before. They then got control 
of the Russian industry, turned them into alcoholics, until today!!!! Jews 
had control of alcohol in Poland the only product for a millennium. Jews 
invented the bottle to get White Christians drunk!!! 

6. John Howard Lawson - New York City. Born to parents originally named 
Simeon Levy and Belle Hart, who were Jewish. Before their first child was 
born, his father changed the family name from Levy to Lawson, joking that 
this was so that his son could "obtain reservations at expensive resort 
hotels". Attended experimental school for children. (Jews and Chinese, 
Hindus, Browns, obsessed with education. Whites dumbed down as Jews 
did to my Polish, where they made us pre-historical barbarians.) He wrote 
Servant-Master-Lover. Sounds like Jew Master over White servant lovers, 
but actually victims: Polish and German women and me, who the Jew 
doctor who raped and threatened me for life in 1968. He would have 
murdered me. Here’s a 2009 video. I was scared and my only video at the 
time. I was like a zombie so I would be able to talk and not fall over in 
weeping and sobbing for days. The video is incomplete. 
 
 In 1977, after I Christianly forgave the Jewish doctor, he attempted a 
second rape when I sought his help for my Veteran, our little White boy and 
myself. Christians exclaim God will holocaust (burn me in hell for eternity) if 
I don’t forgive! As I fled the doctor, he calmly gave me a dangerous 
prescription. I took it to a female Yellow Chinese doctor at the Chicago 
Heights Tri-City Mental Health Clinic. The Jew doctor would have killed me. 
He couldn’t put me in a ward with my saying, “I’m pregnant with Doctor 
Rejtman’s baby!” He involved my Veteran husband who didn’t realize he 
was part of the plot. Jews defame and bully White women with the Yiddish 
name, “Shiksa” which means a whore. Or to add salt to our White female 
wounds, an “unclean piece of meat!” Can you imagine White parents 
looking down in the crib of a new White baby girl and saying, “We’ve just 
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delivered a child – a white piece of meat for the Jews to devour!” 
https://youtu.be/WeRC0RxBCJ8 

7.  Albert Maltz – Jew attended Yale. All our former White universities to 
elevate our IQ are now Jews and non-Whites with a severely genocided 
White minority who pay full tuition or life-long loans. Prognostications 
show it’s not “survival of the fittest,” but those with the most intelligence: 
“Intelligent Design.” When one destroys the White male and female 
intellect, it’s genocidal. He was the organizer of the Hollywood gangsters. 
These Jews give lots of awards to each other. Whites don’t reward each 
other, we break each other down instead of building each other up, 
according to Wilmot Robertson, Dispossessed Majority. One of Jew Maltz’s 
literary agents was in Warsaw, Poland (where Jews ruled for 1,000 years 
with a Secret Empire of White Polish slaves.) Jew Liebner fled the USA and 
wasn’t prosecuted. Like Jew sex pedophile, Jew Roman Polanski, who made 
Hollywood Movie, Rosemary’s Baby. It was about light White blonde 
woman who had sex with the devil and the occult ceremony that incurred. 
Race-breaking.  

8. Samuel Ornitz – Eastern European Jew family. 92% of Jews come from 
Central Poland. Jews wandered Europe and the world. When the host 
country would expel them, they’d run to Poland as today Jew criminals like 
Meyer Lansky, the worst, Murder Inc. got off Scot-Free. I think there’s a 
statue to him in Israel. At the age of 12, Jew Ornitz wrote about 
Communism at age 12. Communism means the overthrow of USA and 
White governments. It also began to split up the 400-year White American 
and 2,000 White Christian treasuries with the 92% of the non-Whites of the 
world. There’s a picture of the Hollywood 10 Criminal Communist Jew Stars 
on Jew Wikipedia. The US Marshalls fingerprinted them. I was in a Jew 
Chicago film, US Marshalls, Tommy Lee Jones. I was in a scene by the 
Federal Reserve Bank, where I used to work for the government. (Actually, 
it’s a Jew bank that controls the USA and White Tax money and all money. 
Even the White President can’t question them. They are omnipotent, (I 
thought only God is, but in our human society, Jews reign as Kings and 
Queens.) Lately, after many years of writing, new heads were put in who 
are White. He did Bride of the Sabbath. From the Internet, “Come my 
Beloved to greet the bride…” Our Beloved is G-d and the kallah/bride is the 
Sabbath, the bride of the Jewish People.” (Whites pay hard-earned even 
slavery money for this as we slave for the 92% of the world!) 
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9. Robert Adrian Scott – Catholic from a well-to-do family. (Jews get them all 
the time as slave writers, who can only write, publish, film, what Jews 
want.) In 1955, Scott published an essay entitled Blacklist: The Liberal's 
Strait Jacket and Its Effect on Content" in Hollywood Review. 

10.  Dalton Trumbo – This entire spontaneous unedited book is about him – the 
White Guy who the Jews bash through the film. Jews didn’t use a Jew from 
the Hollywood 10 list to abuse on their monopolized screen but elevated 
them. 
 

 1930’s, Great Depression - Americans joined the Communist Party in the 
USA and allied with Jew Soviet Communist Union during WWI. Again, please 
pause to read each frame and start over. After the World War II a Cold War 
developed. A Soviet Jew named Sokolovsky nearly started WW III three years 
later! That’s my own study that I gleaned while I watched all of the 139, I Dream 
of Jeannie TV shows. It was a sit-com yet held Jewish secret names as characters 
and hating Whites meanings throughout. They are not funny, but sad to use an 
invention like a TV screen to destroy White people. 
 
 Here’re links that describe the DVDs, my letter, and samples of my analyses 
that I sent on July 28, 2008, to Kevin Martin, head of the Federal Communications 
Commission with the I Dream of Jeannie episodes. Martin was a Republican but 
taught at Harvard. That prestigious university was founded by White Protestants 
in 1636 as a theological seminary. Whites were ousted by the Jew religion. Jews 
who now graduate 67% of the Ph.D. Whites have to pay full price, while Jews and 
Chinese get the grants for higher grades and the Blacks and Browns because of 
the color of their skin. My letter to the FCC showed the dangerous Jewish TV anti-
White monopoly. Whites, including a 14-year old White farm boy, Philo 
Farnsworth, pioneered television. Jews conquered the Whites and took over the 
TV invention and its contents as they did the movie machine. I called the FCC’s 
head’s secretary and told her the binder would arrive. I’m sure when the Black 
woman saw the contents that concerned “Whites” she disposed of it. The second 
one is of most interest since the Jew producer Sidney Sheldon, centered the 
names of the characters on the Jewish man who nearly started World War III right 
after World War II, “Sokolovsky” and the White American “Wedemeyer” who 
saved us from another White Civil War for non-White’s profit and benefit. Our 
government today doesn’t know of these crimes, just as the Polish church and 
government were unaware of the Jewish destructive nature on the country’s 
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people. The last link shows how Jews stole White Thomas Alva Edison’s movie 
machine, ran away, and created Communist Hollywood until today. Think Jew 
Hollywood Harvey Weinstein. I labeled the binder with the DVD’s that I sent to 
the FCC: 
 
WHITES DISCRIMINATED BY JEWISH MONOPOLY 
https://barb-nowak.com/2010/03/jewish-psychopaths-pt-1-and-i-dream-of-
jeannie/  
https://barb-nowak.com/2017/09/name-jew-names-sidney-sheldon-jew-
solovsky-inciter-world-war-iii-i-dream-of-jeannie/ 
https://barb-nowak.com/2012/10/letter-to-fcc-federal-communications-system-
accusing-government-of-murdering-my-us-marine-husband/ 
https://barb-nowak.com/2012/10/letter-to-fcc-federal-communications-system-
accusing-government-of-murdering-my-us-marine-husband/ 
  
 Throughout the movie, Jews have White Trumbo, always smoking, drinking, 
and taking uppers. Jews are responsible for smoking and tobacco, 1650, USA and 
Blacks. Drinking; Jews invented the bottle to get us drunk. Pharmaceuticals: Jews 
control medical in Poland, Germany, USA, etc. Jews aren’t addicted. Neither is the 
other religion: Muslims. Only descendants of White Christians. 
 
 I read most White writers are alcoholics. Not true of Jews and Chinese. I 
never drank until Mama died, 1996. By 2003, I became an alcoholic. My liver 
couldn’t process alcohol. I only drank 3 glasses of wine a day, but sick. Russian 
Grandma: bootlegger of green vodka in the tub. Russian used alcohol for 
Veteran’s injuries and pain. Healed through metaphysics. 
 
 Note at beginning Jews display many Hollywood movie posters on the 
walls. The titles and pictures hook the viewer. They White human mind registered 
them subconsciously, but not consciously. But it will affect our minds, thoughts, 
feelings, beliefs, and decisions. The posters seem innocent.  
 
 White writer Trumbo types away before the movie starts. Hard to catch. 
“Manny. What do you want? What we all want. Not to die poor, young, or alone.  
 
 Jews used the Italians as gangsters, but never show themselves as the 
leaders or perpetrators of the crimes. Once Jew criminals became rich, they took 

https://barb-nowak.com/2010/03/jewish-psychopaths-pt-1-and-i-dream-of-jeannie/
https://barb-nowak.com/2010/03/jewish-psychopaths-pt-1-and-i-dream-of-jeannie/
https://barb-nowak.com/2012/10/letter-to-fcc-federal-communications-system-accusing-government-of-murdering-my-us-marine-husband/
https://barb-nowak.com/2012/10/letter-to-fcc-federal-communications-system-accusing-government-of-murdering-my-us-marine-husband/
https://barb-nowak.com/2012/10/letter-to-fcc-federal-communications-system-accusing-government-of-murdering-my-us-marine-husband/
https://barb-nowak.com/2012/10/letter-to-fcc-federal-communications-system-accusing-government-of-murdering-my-us-marine-husband/
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their loot and blended in for their takeover of the USA. As Mama said, “Block-
busters,” block-by-block. 
 
 Pause at 3:24. Director chair back reads Edward G. Robinson. Jew. He 
played in the movie, Double Indemnity. It was about an insurance agent and 
female client who took a policy out for “double indemnity” if her husband died in 
an accident. Jew Robinson plays the innocent insurance company agent. In real 
life, Jew Larry Silverstein insured World Trade Centers for “double indemnity,” for 
terrorism. Two planes hit two skyscrapers; the third building crashes into its own 
footprint, Building Seven, but was never hit. The other four weren’t. Insurance 
paid for seven new skyscrapers but plus the $3 ½ billion in Jew Silverstein’s 
pocket!  
 
 Trumbo says the script calls for Peace on Earth, good will toward men. 
Actor disagrees. “You can’t write that; this is America.” Jews have no peace on 
earth, but war on earth. America. Poland. Germany. Russia! England! “How about 
sex and money?!” (Jews’ obsession) Actor agrees. Never wonder why our White 
men obsess about sex every eight seconds, are bankrupt, can’t read, write, or 
think, and bankrupt, while Jews are the clear-headed bankers of the globe. 
 
 4:40 Trumbo argues for Jew Soviet policies after WWII. 
 
 5:28 Hollywood Gossip columnist, Hedda Hopper (hat her trademark, 
arrives with her famous hat, outfit, and jewelry. I did the same in costume in 
Chicago, Vegas, Nashville.  
 
 My hat –I taught myself how to sew and sing and mine was Made in 
America with my hands and mind with love for my fellow Americans.  
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Figure 4 I'm in line for five hours at the President Trump speech at Missouri State University, Springfield, MO. I made the hat and 
our USA citizens love when I wear them. It makes them happy. Remember those words, “Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of 
Happiness.” That’s from the Declaration of Independence and it applies to White people too! The phrase gives three examples of 
the "unalienable rights" which the Declaration says have been given to all humans by their creator, and which governments are 
created to protect. The unalienable rights are granted by God and can’t be transferred to other people. 

 
 Although I’m rejected like the Total Quality Management, TQM, by White 
Dr. Deming who was forced to take it to Japan. Karaoke was a White American’s 
invention and idea, also rejected. Japan picked up the idea. China adopted the 
TQM and followed the Japanese. But they also believe that it was the karaoke 
that the Japanese enjoy that made them a Superpower. Hence the Chinese now 
sing like birds. To do business in China, one must first “humble themselves,” and 
sing karaoke on stage with them. It was my greatest dream to take karaoke to the 
businesses. Someone else will do it and get the credit, which is insulting to steal 
my ideas. I’ve sung with the Chinese and Japanese. Almost all the Asians have a 
karaoke machine in their homes, while Whites are terrified to go on stage with 
me. Jewish conditioning to keep control of entertaining. In my meme, President 
George Washington is dressed in refined attire. I looked through all of Martha 
Washington’s picture, and this one’s the only one where she’s dolled up. Every 
February 22, I used to honor them, without payment in Jewish Las Vegas, in my 
costumed karaoke. But I thought black slavery was about work without payment. 
They certainly were treated like Kings and Queens. Charlottesville, Virginia, not 
only punished White leaders when the Jew Mayor and Black Vice-Mayor spent 
$350,000 to destroy the General Lee and horse statue, but their church destroyed 
the picture of President George Washington who took good care of Black workers 
misnamed slaves. Jews and Blacks won’t stop until every White picture is 
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destroyed. I used my creative, not destructive White talents to create my 
costume. 
 

 
Figure 5 I sewed and designed the hat and costume to give tributes on stage to President George Washington and First Lady, 
Martha. 

 

 5:31 Screen shows a cut out from the newspaper. Hedda Hopper’s 
Hollywood mentioned names of those who picketed for higher wages. (Jews 
started and controlled Unions; I was a Teamster) Jew Danny Kaye is mentioned as 
well as White Humphrey Bogart. Although “his dishey bride” like a cute “dish,” 
Lauren Bacall, is a famous Jewess. It’s how Jews made household names of their 
idols. In contrast, Jew Hollywood and fake news made innocent Dr. David Duke 
into a hated monster, instead of themselves. During World War II, all the radio 
news and even newsreels at movies was the voice of the Jew Walter Winchell. 
Whatever Jew fake news told us about WW II, we believed. Whites listened to the 
Jews on the radio, and flocked to the movies, a brand-new experience! Jewish 
mathematical and calculated Programming. Jewish fake idol, Lady Gaga, gets 1 
billion hits on a Jewish YouTube movie, the New Hollywood. President Trump 
White House videos get 1,000 and up. 
 
 The clip says the walkouts turned “violent.” It’s true today. Whites 
peacefully assembly at Charlottesville, Virginia. But the Communists turned 
violent against Whites. Jew Mayor, Black sub-mayor, and newly elected chief-of-
police denied the only White assembly in my 17 years. When a court overruled, 
the Jew mayor still shut it down at 11 a.m. The Black chief of police and his men 
stood by and did nothing while the Communists with their flags physically abused 
the law-abiding Whites. The Charlottesville police physically pushed and kicked 
the Whites out of the park The Black new police chief forced our White men out 
of the park through a Communist Antifa gauntlet. A gauntlet was also used by the 
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Red Shawnee Indians to beat with clubs the White male pioneers and in 
Communist Poland.6 Brother John pioneered Pro-Life protests for baby’s rights in 
the 1970s. He handed out flyers at a Chicago Polish function, which objected to 
homosexuality. The Polish men formed two lines ahead of him and twirled him 
through a human gauntlet out the door. Homosexuality is a 6,000-year-old 
barbaric practice that Europeans evolved out of into a higher species. It’s now 
back through Jewish Hollywood techniques. Jews did the same to White 
(Christian) Germany after World War I. Another weapon against White babies. 
According to AIDS Dr. Lorraine Day, homosexuals die 30 years early. That’s a form 
of murder against White men! Both Hollywood films and Jew pornography forced 
it on the White (Christians) in the United States but keep the Israeli’s free from 
that perversion. They have strict laws that forbid Jewish pornography until 10 
p.m. 
 

 
Figure 6 Running the gauntlet is a form of gang torture the Native Americans inflicted on the White man. What if the 
Palestinians did that to Israel for taking over their land? No more White guilt. God doesn't send it; mortals do. 

 
 6:00 Six is considered the number of the devil. The news clip shows strikers 
carrying a protest sign. Carpenter’s 1913. 1913 was the year the Jews Communists 
officially revolted against America. Four years later they revolted and won against 
White Christian Russia. Jew Leo Frank’s brutal murder of Lil’ Mary Phagan his 
employee. Jews starts the Anti-Defamation League to punish Whites as “haters” if 
we tell the truth. Jews start the USA bank: Federal Reserve System. IRS to fund it, 
and the first act was to fund World War I that resulted in Jews obtaining the land 

 
6 An angry Shawnee Indian gauntlet, 1877. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Running_the_gauntlet 
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of Palestine through the Balfour Act. Jews transferred their Polish Zionist state to 
the USA and Israel which was named in 1948. 
 6:06 Hedda Hopper named Jew Edgar G. Robinson at Jew-led Communist 
protests. It’s all free publicity, marketing, and advertising. But Whites pay with 
money and time for Jewish programming that’s genocidal to our people.  
 
 6:28 Hedda applauds Congress “Republican” House of Representative J. 
Parnell head of House Un-American activities. He says Communists, but didn’t 
know they were all Jews since 1927, but Congress got a glimpse. The Great White 
War and agony sharpened the government’s senses. White House of Rep J. 
Parnell says the most dangerous Communists are here controlling the airwaves 
and movie screens. Nothing is done. It increases day by day and a mind tool to 
genocide White people. 
 
 White Russians victims since Jews overthrew them in a Revolution 1917. 
Since then, under Jew Communism 100,000,000 White only (Christians) killed. No 
Jews. Muslims, non-Whites. 
 
 7:07 Guy throws a drink in the face of the White man. But the movie didn’t 
do atrocities to Jews, Muslims, or non-Whites. Trumbo wasn’t right in his beliefs, 
but working in Hollywood or any entertainment, one has to be part of the “Jew 
Religion” as John Lennon of the Beatles said in 1964. And that’s any form of 
entertainment, not just Hollywood. It’s all Whites have in their minds and 
resources. 
 
 By the way, Jews made all the movies since 1927, and now China’s buying 
up all the USA movie theaters. When the Federal Reserve Bank issued money, it 
was backed by gold, then silver, then notes, but now our valuable land. That 
means if China or Jews wanted payment to them, they could take our land, which 
would be gone from the USA and Whites forever! It’s dangerous. China’s already 
buying up homes near downtown Chicago. They have entire sections of cities for 
their Yellow people in America. Whites have no consciousness of being White or 
protecting their 400-year investment. 
 
 Also, Jews will be sending more movies into China, a mega-market for Jews. 
1.5 billion people with $$$. The YouTube Hollywood movie clip is The Jazz Singer, 
the first talkie first film. Jews stole the movie machine from White Thomas Alva 
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Edison. Jews paid off police, courts, judges, and government officials. Edison went 
to the patent office. No help. Jews are protected and have the lawyers, legal 
system, the know-how, the money, and the worldwide syndicate to accomplish 
anything they desire. Jews divided and conquered Whites. They turned us against 
each other as they did in my Poland with inner fighting since 1025.  
 
 Edison tried to stop the Jews, but they fled to Hollywood. The Jazz Singer 
was about a Jewish synagogue, Jew father, Jewess mother, and their son. In this 
song the Jew star sings to his Jew mother. In the version I found about a decade 
ago, the White audience walked out. Since Jews control Google and YouTube, 
they use artificial intelligence or other Israeli’s on computers to remove anything 
that doesn’t applaud Jews. The only people on earth with those rights. They do 
seem like gods and goddesses, but they aren’t. Note the Jew singer painted his 
face black and lips white to look like a Negro. Whites were taught in the Bible to 
stay pure-raced, as the Jews, Muslims, Reds, Blacks, and Yellows are. Blacks have 
15 pedigreed undamaged babies in Africa alone, which we also support with 
boatloads of grain, loads of White taxes, and hours at work: However, it seems 
the Whites must race-break according to a Jewish will. In the original Jazz Singer 
YouTube, some of the White audience walked out. But Jews play a god, 
manipulate YouTube, and removed that original one with the disapproving Whites 
leaving the theater while the Jew sang Mammy.  
 
 Jews wanted to hide the fact that the movie was about race-breaking a 
White Christian audience who had just put a ban on them three years earlier in 
1924. Jews wanted to make Whites “feel guilty.” We mustn’t have any more 
White guilt. It’s destructive not productive. At the time of the movie, Blacks were 
to keep separate. Especially from White girls and women. The Justice Department 
statistics: Blacks rape 37,462 White women a year. The Caucasian woman is then 
traumatized for life, have to get an abortion since the Black won’t support the 
child, and the White woman may become sterilized in the process. One such 
violent act would be cause for expulsion back to Africa. Let those Black sexual 
thugs and perverts rape their Black women of Africa who have 15 babies and have 
nothing better to do all day except make them. We support Brown and Jew 
babies. We gave $1 trillion just for a few towns in the Middle East for Muslims 
rights and wars. None for Whites in US history.  
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 Although the Constitution clearly says it was for White citizens. Our 
government was infiltrated to change it against the host country’s citizens. But 
Jews did that in Poland since at least the 1500’s. Look how the Jew with the Black 
face loves his Jewish mother. The Jew parents are in the front. It affected the 
White sub-conscious to where we now worship the Jew or non-White mother 
more than our own. Here’s the Jewish mother with tears in her eyes. Hence 
Whites get tears in their eyes and love the Jew mother more than their White 
mother. Her Jewish singer in a synagogue son is in the next. Hollywood created 
our feelings. We believe they are real. Feelings aren’t facts. The Jewess may have 
been was one of an army of Jewess prostitutes who used their skills against 
unaware White men to take over our country. Synagogues were used to launder 
money and illegal drugs.  
 

 
Figure 7 Jewish mother: Hollywood Jew Movie, "The Jazz Synagogue," 1927. Jews stole White Edison's movie machine. They also 
stole the talkie part from two White men in California. You can see Hollywood made sure the Jewess mother appeared like a 
saint. But the opposite is true. Three years earlier, 1927, there was a ban on them, which held until they came here en masse 
after the Jew-only version of World War II. The picture taught Whites to not only allow them to live here, but now worship them.  

 
 The Jazz Singer, Jew, gets on his knee and adores his Jewish mother. White 
males unknowingly genuflect and adore the Jewess mother now. There are no 
laws for Whites in our own home. It’s in the White sub-conscious. Imagine living 
in your own home that you built and paid for but have no rights in it. 
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Figure 8 1927 Jewish son, singer in a synagogue. Hollywood movie. Jewish singer paints his face black to deceive Whites and 
break down their right to racial purity. Dogs and cats have that right, all the other humans have it. Whites don't! 

 
 In the picture, the Jew synagogue has men only. They pray the Kol Nidrei 
prayer, which is a vicious anti-White prayer. Jews pray that they can commit as 
many crimes that they want in the next year. Their Talmud, not the Bible’s Old 
Testament God, will forgive them. The first movie is about a Jewish synagogue, 
instead of something for Whites or White Christianity, which is dying!? It’s 
blasphemous to our God. Out of 250,000 Christian churches in the USA, only 
50,000 survive and thrive. Yellow Communist Chinese destroyed 450 Presbyterian 
Christian churches in one Chinese city alone. A Jewish and Chinese movie theater 
is merely a synagogue to alter and brainwash the White mind, heart, and body. 
 
 Below is the song, Mammy, from The Jazz Singer, for the Whites to worship 
Judaism and the Jewish mother more, not even their own ancestry mother. 
Jewess mother teaches their son to hide behind a powerful White man. The 
Caucasian will take the brunt of the hatred for Jewish directed acts.  
 
 Autobiographically speaking, eldest brother Bert the Polak, in our family of 
12 babies, sang Jew Jolson’s music around the house and perfectly impersonated 
him. Why didn’t he sing American, White, or Polish songs to honor our ancestors? 
I was only four and deluged with Jews at an early age. We were a destitute Polish 
large family surrounded by affluent Jews as in Poland.  
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https://youtu.be/PIaj7FNHnjQ 
 
 7:00 A White horse with brown dots. It’s the browning of the USA and 
White people. All laws against Whites and forced race breaking.  
 
 9:00 Actor says Communism and Democrats are the same. Communism is 
only duller and meaner! Communism is Judaism. In 1848, Jewish Karl Marx wrote 
the Communist Manifesto, which is also called the Manifesto of the Communist 
Party. To me, it’s the real party that rules the USA not the Republicans and 
Democrats. It can be freely purchased on Amazon. But the White Nationalist 
Manifesto and nearly all White books are banned. Recently fake Jew-owned New 
York Times took out an entire full-page ad. (It was free headlines since Jews own 
the paper which they first bankrupted then stole from Whites 120 years ago!  
HAPPY BIRTHDAY KARL MARX, YOU WERE RIGHT! I think the opposite is true, the 
Republicans who exposed both Jews and Communists were right! 
 
 Whites fade into oblivion, debt, and death in our homeland we sacrificed 
for 400 years. That’s no so for the “international” Jews whose home is Israel and 
the world. 
 
 White Writer Trumbo hands out pamphlets to send to Congress: “The First 
Amendment,” which grants freedom of speech and assembly. Today, Whites are 
forbidden to speak, write books that tell the truth, or assemble as in 
Charlottesville. No Whites will protest anymore. Whites are imprisoned for telling 
the truth. Jews brought Whites to our White knees as they did to the White Polish 
Christian people from 1025-1945. 
 
 The Jews call the Motion Picture Alliance “Nazis,” a sure way for Jews to get 
their way when they don’t have an ounce of proof or substance. One single word! 
Swastika. Evil? No! A mere sign of fertility! Jews make Whites scared to death 
with single words or pictures. Imagine what a whole movie does. The 92% of the 
Jews who come from Poland are called “Ashke-Nazis” but we worship them. Jews 
can’t deny they come from my land, which is why they have forced such drastic 
action against Whites who love our countries, ourselves, and want “all” people in 
the world to have rights. But it’s sinister if Whites don’t have any.  
 

https://youtu.be/PIaj7FNHnjQ
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 12:16 White Dalton Trumbo meets John Wayne. Trumbo says Congress has 
no right to say how we make movies. He goes to shake Wayne’s hand. In the 
background is an American flag. Automatically, the White subconscious mind 
kicks in: American flag = patriotism. Communist White Writer must be right! The 
Whole movie is like this. I learned the principal when I studied oil painting that 
one object is the “star,” but all the other objects mean something.  
 

 
Figure 9 Trumbo, White Communist Writer slave to Jews shakes hands. The man who’s in the back of the picture, Michael 
Stuhlbarg, played actor Jew Edward G. Robinson (red arrow), from the movie, “Double Indemnity.” It was about fraudulent 
insurance money in an accident and how a couple obtained twice the amount. It was really a murder. Jew Larry Silverstein also 
received double for “all” seven World Trade Centers with a new policy. He’ll get all seven new buildings plus $3.5 billion! 
Stuhlbarg was raised Jewish and the roles he played were “dark” Jewish ones, such as this. Note arrow point to the American 
Flag. When the camera wants to get a point actress, they position the actor in front of the flag. But Trumbo was guilty as the 
Republican House on Un-American Activities Committee proved. He was “not” patriotic. See my American Flag pictures below. 

 
 Note the seven American flags I’ve taken on stage as tributes to our 
beloved country and people. All of them. White people didn’t want them. Also, 
there’s a picture of the mink coat in the form of an American Flag I discovered 
and wore a few days after 9/11 as an act of patriotism.  
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Figure 10 I sang "God Bless the USA" and got people to go on stage with me. In this version, where Lee Greenwood sings, note in 
the background are merely the “stars” of the flag. I never saw this until now, but I wrote in this book that the Jew Polish Banker, 
Haym Salomon, who was to be executed for treason to the USA in the American Revolution, demanded those stars on the flag. 
In this YouTube, there are no red and white stripes of the American flag in the background, just Jewish Stars of David! 
Republican President Trump isn’t a Jewish “Star of David,” but the son of God as Jesus taught us. Also watch who the camera 
stops on. I’m only into the first part and it’s Yellows! Both Jews and Chinese are Communists. That’s who my Veteran fought and 
died for. Please be aware of this from now on. We must regain our pride. It’s hard for me to watch anything, since all the shows 
are for the Jews. Whites don’t even know this until now. When I see the evil enacted on this country it makes me sick. I need to 
recover but it’s our only reality. I took this snapshot of the stage in D.C. with Greenwood’s performance. Note the background. 
They don’t have American flags, but the Jewish stars with the stripes on the right! But in our flag, the stars only occupy a small 
portion. The Stars on the background is equal to the stripes. I’m wondering if the Jews will do away with our flag and we’ll be 
heralding the Jew Israeli blue and white flag. My sister attended a Christian church that already has only that Jewish flag! Well, 
if you don’t mind your children as White slaves, who am I to complain? It’s all of our responsibility not just mine. 

 

 
Figure 11 Jews show the Stars of David throughout the Lee Greenwood video at Republican President Trump's inauguration. 
Only in the middle do they include six of the stripes! Naturally, Jews show a shot of President Trump but then races to President 
Abraham Lincoln who supposedly “freed the slaves.” (pampered workers.) Jews made us believe Lincoln was a hero and makes 
us feel like good Christians. To genocide the White people is the work of the devil. Lincoln wanted the Blacks back to Africa. He 
already started with Liberia (liberation.) Instead, the Jews made sure that the Blacks went to D.C. after the 1865 Civil War. They 
sent two Blacks for every White person! It’s the same today. I’d say that’s intimidation. Try sending blacks to Israel, twice the 
number as the Jews. Or China, India, Africa, Mexico who has extremely strict immigration laws and they enforce them. Note in 
the final scene of the song, the camera focuses rightfully on President Trump and family. It’s “his” day. But look above his head . 
. . a sea of Stars of David! I was just guessing but it’s so apparent. I think this is treasonous. There was a play call “Breaking the 
Code,” that helped win World War II. I don’t think the Jews in their wildest dreams imagined a little lady from Poland-America 
would break open their 1,000-year code! My Polish people were pre-historic illiterate barbarians, they weren’t capable. It took 
my love for my Veteran, our sons, country, and myself that made me suffer the agony that goes along with it. Don’t give up our 
American Flag; don’t give up our country. Please.  
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Figure 12 This picture shows four, six-pointed stars, like the Jewish Star of David’s on their Israeli flag. But where’s the American 
Flag? 

 

 
Figure 13 I’m sure everyone caught this. Note at the end, is an explosion of stars over President Trump’s head for the finale. He’s 
not a White slave to Israel. Whites will have to learn how to operate Hollywood and have our own movies and news. 
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Figure 14 As President Trump turns away to leave, the six-pointed White Stars cover his head. Although this seems good, in my 
analysis at the end, Jew Hollywood put a big star (made from lighting effects) over fervent Republican, White Hedda Hopper 
writer with 35,000,000 readers who was a staunch supporter of the House of Un-American Activities Committee against Jewish 
Hollywood writers. You’ll see later, above her hat was the sign “Exit.”  

 
LEE GREENWOOD GOD BLESS THE USA TRUMP INAUGURATION 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e5JmaUU4O_g 

 

 This is a version with all the lyrics. The picture is of the US Marines, like my 
deceased Veteran, who put up the flag on Iwo Jima as a victory. Don’t let them kill 
the American flag. I wept during the lyrics, I have so much love and heart and 
MIND AS THE BIBLE TEACHES. 
LEE GREENWOOD- GOD BLESS THE U.S.A. LYRICS 
https://youtu.be/yH61hFsma24 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e5JmaUU4O_g
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Figure 15 It was the Jew from Howard Furs who loaned me this American Flag mink coat. He first gave me a White leather coat 
with fur trim for entertaining so well at a silent auction. Oddly enough, the word, “Chosen” is on the label. As he went to retrieve 
the coat from a storeroom, I couldn’t help but see the red and white mink stripes sticking out of the coat rack closet. I told him to 
put it in the window, not stuff in a closet of old furs. He said, “No one wants it. It’s a White elephant.” I asked him if I could 
borrow it if there’s ever an event that required my patriotism for costumed karaoke and the job I had on Saturdays at Ed 
Debevics Restaurant as MC for 50s, 60s, and 70s music. Shortly after that event appeared the 9/11 Tragedy! All of a sudden 
patriotism was fashionable again! I borrowed it and wore it in appearances all over downtown Chicago. A man who sings the 
Star-Spangled Banner at hockey games purchased it and it has gotten the wonderful attention it deserves.  

 
 John Wayne replies, “Congress has the right to go after anything that’s a 
threat.” Trying to save the White people, our country, values, Christianity, all we 
worked for 400 years since The Mayflower, next year 400th anniversary, is “not” a 
threat. It’s called our “inalienable rights” that come from God. They can’t be 
taken away or transferred to other people. To have us suffer genocide and 
degenerate into a 3rd world country is the worse threat possible in our own 
homeland. When John Wayne walks away, just as I intuitively expected, he stands 
right in front of the American flag behind him. Pause it and at other times. 
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 Photographers all snap pictures when the Commie White Trumbo says if 
John Wayne is going to hit him, Trumbo will take his glasses off. Jews agitate like 
that as they incited Anti-fa against Whites at Charlottesville, VA.  
 
 Republican House of Rep J. Parnell aids actor John Wayne. Jew Hollywood 
stereotyped Wayne the “Strong, Silent Type,” which has paralyzed our White 
man’s ability to speak out for his rights or that of the White people and defend 
our country, not Israel. Jews have the highest speaking I.Q. at 143. When Jews 
silenced Poland for 1,000 years, Jews did all the talking. Now it’s the Whites turn. 
It’s my turn. 
 14:02 Newspaper Columnist Hedda Hopper’s picture is on Jew Time 
Magazine. She wears a telephone for a hat with a telephone receiver. I never saw 
this movie, few in my life. But I also made a hat out of an old-fashioned telephone 
and receiver. 
  
 14:02 On the newspaper stand the sign reads: “Out Today!” It really means: 
Hedda and her crusade is out! The White woman loses, the Jewess wins for her 
offspring. 
 
 Jews, MGM, Metro Goldwyn Mayer, will make White Communist writer the 
highest paid writer in Hollywood. MGM Jews owned the Mandalay Bay Casino in 
Vegas where the I was beaten crippled, covered up, and silenced in August of 
2013! Note in picture, the Jew movie by Jew Hal Roach places a silver globe with 
golden countries. Jews often have last names: Gold or Silver as Jew Larry Silver-
stein, 9/11 Tragedy owner and now multi-billionaire! Lower right. Behind the 
MGM Jew’s desk is a water fountain. That makes the White viewer feel refreshed 
and think the Hollywood Jew is so good. Also, alongside of MGM Mogul, is a 
picture of a Veteran. If Jews fought, they were put in strategic places. Makes him 
look good. Trumbo is surrounded constantly by Jews alcohol and Jew cigarette 
smoke. They are responsible for both in the White Species’ condition yesterday, 
today, and the future. 
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Figure 16 Map shows part of the globe exposed in "Trumbo." It's not the Western Hemisphere. It’s the Eastern one: China, India. 
I now discovered Israel is not even in Europe. It's in Africa! Note "Niger" by it in green. That's where the word "nigger" came 
from, not a curse word. Jews have Black blood and used that word to make Whites think they are haters for using it. Jews want 
to conquer all the Arab countries to make them into another country like Superpower China. What happens to the Whites, USA, 
Missouri? India is also there, the “dark horse,” that no one anticipates but rises calmly, slowly. We’ve been in wars since the 
Jew’s 9/11, for the countries she hates. Jews did the same to my Poland. We don’t need Middle East Oil, which is one reason we 
fell for these Jewish wars. Even Germany wanted that territory years ago. The USA has all the oil we need. We’ll eventually go to 
something more modern. Vietnam is also on the map, where all our army age White men were sent to and pulverized by the 
Chinese Communists. That way the country focuses on the horrors and nightmares of foreign war and not the war within our 
borders. Jews took over all laws and forms of communication. It’s why Whites can’t speak up for their rights. The USA went to 
war in “Korea” right after the Jewish Communist’s Revolution against China and won as they did in Russia, France, Germany, 
Poland, and now the USA. As a White geography lesson, I circled Poland, so you remember that 92% of the Jews came from 
there and kept us in 24/7, 365, 1,000 years of alcohol, worst slavery in world history, bankruptcies, rapes, and wars! 
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Figure 17 Note as Communist Writer, Trumbo, smiles he looks at the odd globe positioned in front of the camera. One would say 
it's indicative of a Jewish Communist world take over. Note the countries are in "gold," Jews favorite topic. 

  
 There’s more secret Jewish symbolism going on. I only write what comes to 
me naturally. Trumbo’s wife juggles glasses with symbols on them. It’s a Cross of 
Jesus as Jews hung Jesus and another one. She balances another glass on her 
head, which reminds me of a crown. White Mrs. Trumbo says, “You know this 
means war.” Sounds funny, innocent. It’s not. It’s occult. Jew fake idol, Madonna, 
is a member of the Jewish occult, Kabbalah. She showed painting symbols on her 
open hands in her Jew-owned YouTube videos. When White Communist writer 
Trumbo’s wife says, “You know it means war!” It’s a war against Jesus Christ by 
the Jews who were Christ-killers!  
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 16:09. USA agent says to White Writer Trumbo, “See you in Washington!” 
Listen to the music the Jews play to affect their White audience victims. The 

Whites are helpless. In the 
1,000-year Secret Jewish 
Empire of White Polish 
Slaves, Jews ran the 
entertainment. The date on 
the Subpoena from Un-
American activities: 
September 23, 1947. The 
government needs to issue 
these for all Jewish crimes, 
even back to Poland. Jews get 
holocaust blackmail money 
until today. They demand 
$300,000,000.00 more from 
my Poland, after Jews turned 
them into war body bags for 
their profit, rape victims, 
alcoholics like President 

Trump’s brother 
died from, 
bankrupted, 
stole their 
homes, starved 
them to death, 

and robbed their corpses. Do you want that to happen to the Whites and USA?  
 

Figure 18 Mrs. Cleo Trumbo juggled glasses with symbols on them. It appears as if the glass is a 
crown on her head. (The Jewess and her eternally supported offspring off White wars and misery?)  
I see a white cross on the left. But Jews can’t make that obvious. The other symbols are more 
prominent. I’ve seen such strange ones on Madonna's videos on the inside of the palms of her 
hands. She's a member of the Jewish cult, the Kabbalah. Immediately after Trumbo’s wife 
completes her feat, the Republican House on Un-American Activities Committee representatives 
arrive to arrest Trumbo. 
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Figure 19 While this committee occupied the headlines in 1946-7, all news, even Hedda Hoppers Hollywood gossip column that 
reached 35,000,000, Jews busily invaded Palestine and killed Americans, British, and Palestinians for a Jewish takeover of what 
is now erroneously called "Israel." It’s like a magician has the audience looking at one hand, while the other does the trick. It’s as 
if the Whites were in a 2,000-year-old trance. Christianity should be living in the “now,” to make our White lives more 
harmonious, productive, healthy, sane, and holy. I look at history as a point of reference. Your honorable stamp of the Speaker 
of the House of Representatives is on the Subpoena, 778. While the number “7” is a Jewish symbol for completeness, it was 7 
Jewish banking families who ruled all 7 Polish tribes. The Jews also use the number “6” for their nefarious purposes. I looked up 
the date on the subpoena, November 25, 1947. On that date also, Jews who had recently immigrated to the USA and Russian 
Jews conducted the Nuremberg Trials, after World War II. Whites had nothing to do with the trials, except to pick up a Jews 
newspaper and read about them or hear the Jewish lies. Remember, Jews started World War II against their host country of 
Germany, in 1933, not Germany against the Jews. It was “Judea” that started war and it was a religious Jewish war against 
White Christian Germany, England, and the USA. On November 1947 also: Died: “Dr. Hans Eppinger, physician at Dachau who 
oversaw experiments on making seawater drinkable. Eppinger committed suicide as the Nuremberg War Crimes Trials were 
concluding.” Also, both British and American soldiers swore there were gas chambers at Dachau, there were none. There’s a sign 
that’s posted that corrected our American error. My girlfriend was born in Dachau, and the first time I went on talk radio in 
2005, the radio host, Hart Kirsch’s parents and he were in there. I used to talk about my Veteran, the Whites and our place in a 
dying White society. I made a mistake and accidentally said the single word, “Jewess” Gloria Steinem ruined our White women 
with feminism. Jews are rich and don’t have to work 12 hours a day as our White women. Look how much power the Jews wield 
around the globe to not only punish me, but also for the White Las Vegas radio listeners that the 50,000 watts of power radio 
station that it reached. Within a short time, the Jewish New Jersey Beasley family bought up the 50-year-old White family radio 
station, fired Hart and the other White radio hosts, and put in Jews and rabbis! Whites are part of the fake Jew religion. The first 
speaker of the House of Representatives was a White German “minister,” Frederick Augustus Conrad Muhlenberg. He wasn’t a 
rabbi or Jew like the one who runs White Pelosi. 

 
 16:37 Republican J. Parnell stated that the Communists (he doesn’t say 
Jews) want to bring about the overthrow of this nation! As I said, Jewess Emma 
Goldman, started Communism in the USA, incited the assassination of Republican 
President McKinley, openly lectured to kill (White) leaders in business and 
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presidents. Jewess Rosa Luxemburg started Communism in Germany. White 
Christian Germans fought the Communists. Julian Hammer fomented the first 
Communist war against White Russian Christians. The hammer on a Communist 
flag is for “Julius Hammer!” J. Parnell continues: “Movies are the most powerful 
influence ever created. They are infested with hidden traitors.” (I never had Jew 
movies. I can think, reason, love, protect. Speaking of Republican Richard Nixon, 
he’s in the next picture I took of the paused movie. Jews destroy our White men, 
which is why they destroyed the General Lee statue, $350,000 in Charlottesville. 
Jews and Blacks against White leaders. Just as Jewess Emma Goldman demanded 
when she called for the overthrow of the USA, president, and business leaders. 
Now that Jews stole businesses and have 100% worship, no one dare protest 
them. They aren’t God; they are mortals. Daddy worked for Jewish book 
publishing: $.40 an hour, overworked, underpaid. That’s ok in America. Blacks had 
it better under Southern Christian plantation owners. 1,000 times better. Richard 
Nixon is studying each frame of the movie, as I’m doing now. I’ve never seen this 
movie before. It’s right thinking, not Jew chaos, confusion, terrorism, or fear. We 
can’t think now, but we can add new thoughts, images, words, and sounds to our 
conscious mind and create a new subconscious. We don’t want the USA to 
become like the Whites in Poland under Jews.  
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Figure 20 Republican Richard Nixon, soon a President that the Jews took revenge against. They brought him down to his knees 
for a scheme the Jews concocted. See the section about him. Note he has a magnifying glass to study each frame. It's exactly 
what I did. Although I hadn’t seen this movie until I rented it recently. It took seven days to watch a 2-hour movie and let all this 
evil in my loving consciousness. It took the Jews 30+ years to enact their revenge against him, but they did it. They may do the 
same to me for exposing their 1,000-year-old genocidal and secret enslavement against White, Christians, Poles and now 
Americans! 

 
 17:17 Woman background actress with dark glasses. Jewess spy? Whites 
don’t notice in movie. They look at Ronald Reagan. (Eventually, Republican 
President.) 
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Figure 21 Future Republican President Ronald Reagan testifies and agrees with the House Un-American Activities Committee. 
Mama said she was born in 1911, same year as President Reagan. Even though she only had 5th grade education, she read the 
Chicago Tribune and prayed daily for all of our public officials. She also wrote them letters and boarded a bus to talk to them 
personally. Mama really thought the USA was government by the people, that this country and her family were in trouble, and it 
was our sacred duty to pray to protect ourselves from the evil in it. Mama knew it was the Jews; so, did Grandma from Poland. 
There’s a strange woman with black glasses looking on President Reagan. 

 

 Note in the next frame, the camera background actor is Yellow Chinese or 
seems to be. Back to President Reagan, then a second Chinaman appears 
laughing! Jews and Chinese knew the outcome. President Reagan said the 
Communists were a disrupting influence. Jews bankrupted Walt Disney, who was 
the only non-Jew in Hollywood. He recovered and continued to make wonderful 
cartoon movies. The only non-Jew. White Walt Disney was on the side of the 
Alliance. But when the war started, the Jews forced him to make anti-German 
cartoons. What we see in Jew movies or Jews use subliminally in this movie, Jews 
do in real life as if our reality were a Hollywood manuscript and we the actors 
without knowing.  
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Figure 22 The Jew Hollywood camera focused the last scene on the dark woman with the dark glasses, now it looks like a 
Chinaman or such. As an accomplished oil painting portrait artist, I also took photography classes. One must wait until one gets 
the shot that has meaning. Did the White (Christian) audience know? Did Ronald Reagan know? Does Congress know? No! 

 
 18:12 Jew movie dialogue says the Jew Hollywood 10 know they will be 
cited for contempt of Congress but will do it anyway. 10 seconds later. One says 
that the Supreme Court was a 5-4 Liberal (Democrat?) majority and they want the 
charges killed against the (Jew) Communists. 
 
 18:22 Painting behind White Writer Communist Trumbo shows a grotesque 
dead White horse upside down. Jews turned America upside down. To the right is 
a dead agonizing White figure lying with face toward the camera. The back of the 
dead horse and Trumbo’s head are next to each other.  
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Figure 23 Horse's face is distorted. Is it a dead horse? It is a "White" horse. Our White true nature has been distorted into a 
grotesque Jewish one, like the twisted dead body that is on the ground. To confirm my analysis there’s a picture of a man on a 
brown horse. Jew theater owners (and they owned them all, now the Chinese buy them up) in Germany before World War II 
forced the desperate White Christian men to have sex on stage with donkeys. Just as the USA has accepted all the rest of the 
genocidal White practices of homosexuality, lesbians, and trans. Jews did the same to Germany to destroy them while they 
remain religiously heterosexual. The Jews crashed the German economy. In those days, to buy a loaf of bread cost a 
wheelbarrow full of money. The White Germans had 200,000 suicides a year. Jews pulverized them. Our country’s now also 
spreading these practices it’s killing the White people. It’s not fair to my son’s ancestors from the “Mayflower” who deliberately 
brought wives on the ship and then sent for 42 more. On the other hand, Spain sent only men to mate with the Blacks and 
Browns of South America. The captain of the “Anne” ship after the “Mayflower” was Myles Standish who married one of the 
women, Barbara, like me! St. Barbara was a great saint, but the Jewess also takes that name such as Barbara Walters, Barbra 
Streisand. The Jewish men make their women into super-stars with household names, even as Black Oprah and Obama. Please 
repeal Obamacare and give it President Trump’s name.  

 
 19:30 White Trumbo will cover the expenses of the other guy. Whereas two 
Whites can’t get together on any topic, Jews and their ilk are united into one 
mental mass. The actor says to Trumbo: “You live like a radical. You talk like a rich 
guy.” Same true of the Jews. Whatever they do, is for their benefit. Every law, 
thought, movie, dollar, book, course at schools.  
 
 In this trailer of the Jew Jay roach film, Trumbo, his friend says, “You talk 
like a radical; you live like a rich guy.”  
 
20:31 Trumbo, White writer-slave to Jew Communists responds, “The radical will 
fight with the purity of Jesus, but the rich guy wins with the cunning of Satan.”  
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Also, at the end the words blink on the screen: “Nobody has the right to tell you 
how to write, act, pray, speak, vote, protest, work, create, live, talk, and think.” 
Whites lost all of those! But those word now only apply to Jews and non-Whites 
who have all the rights. YouTube is owned by Jewess Susan Wojcicki, who took 
down all of the YouTube references I used for my autobiography of Pro-White or 
those who cast the light of truth about Jewish crimes Jews. Jews not only 
controlled Hollywood since 1927-today, but all films including YouTube. Whites 
have nothing. On March 29, 1960, I saved a little three-month old baby, Pamela 
Wojcicki, same last name as Jewess Wojcicki’s husband. I ran with my brother 
Eddie, through their apartment that was being holocausted in smoke and flames. 
Afterward, I ran back to school; brother Eddie received the reward. We began at 
an early age to save White babies without realizing it.7 Brother John pioneered 
Pro-Life to save (White) babies in the 1970’s until today when everyone called 
him a fool. 
 

 
7 Trumbo Official Trailer #1 (2015) - Bryan Cranston, Diane Lane, Helen Mirren Biopic HD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0dZ_2ICpJE 
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Trumbo Official Trailer #1 (2015) - Bryan Cranston, Diane Lane, Helen Mirren 
Biopic HD 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0dZ_2ICpJE 
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21:02 The Jewish movie starts 
with the trial. Their camera focuses on their Jewess, for whom all their crimes are 
committed to keep her offspring and her wealthy for eternity off the host nation. 
In this case, the USA. Her name is Lauren Bacall married to the tough gangster 
character in Jew movies, Humphrey Bogart. Always free advertising. Whites have 
none to save us. 
 
 
 The committee says to Trumbo, “Do you solemnly swear to tell the truth, 
the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God?” Jews don’t believe 
in God. They believe and as many Whites that the Jews are the Messiah-God to 
save the world. (92% non-Whites.) A rabbi said, “Lucifer is their G-d.” For Jews 
and others, to put their hand on a Bible in court means nothing. The USA has 
become a lawless nation as Jews did to my Poland. Only one like that in history. 
Jews have been on good behavior, but they’ve left a trail behind them that they 
now want to destroy. 
 
 21:27 Trumbo responds, “He won’t answer yes or no. Only a moron or slave 
would do that.” Jews turned my dear people into morons and slaves for a 
millennium. Concerning the Jew-only Communist version of the holocaust fantasy, 
we have only one side not the White, Polish, German, or Christian version. Worse: 
General Patton took all the German documents after the war and brought them 
to USA. 1,500,000! I’m sure Jews made sure anything that pertained to them in a 
negative way were destroyed, since Jews don’t leave clues. My Polish Christian 
people lost double in the German work camps in Poland. There were no camps in 
Germany for Jews. If Jews say 6,000,000 of their people died, White Christian 
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Poles lost 12,000,000. Red Cross actual figures say Jews lost 275,000 and most of 
these to Typhus and starvation. The Allies bombed the German railroads leading 
into the camps, which cut off food and medical supplies. It was a Hollywood 
manuscript in real life. White Christians were all actors but didn’t know it. William 
Shakespeare said, “The world is a stage.” A Jewish stage, play, movie, book, and 
news are no different from their Hollywood movie sets. My Polish people were in 
the camps twice as long 1939-1945. Jews mid 1943-1945. Not a word is said. Jews 
pushed another Anti-Semite bill. I called all 535 House of Reps and Senators. one 
month of my valuable time. This particular Anti-Semite bill in article 4 read that 
even if a Jew commits a crime, it’s against the law to tell anyone. That gives the 
Jews free reign to commit all the crimes they desire. That’s how it was in Poland: 
all laws for the advantage of the Jews, none for the White Polish Christian 
citizens. Jews reduced my ancestors to prehistorical barbarians. Is that what we 
want for Whites and the USA? Europe expelled Jews 359 times! The House of 
Rep’s Anti-Semite bill to protect Jews and Muslims, the “other two religions” but 
punishes only Whites and Christianity, before the one I called on, passed 535-0! 
Whatever Jews have going on collectively is beyond a religion. God Almighty isn’t 
worshiped by the world, 100%. Jews use the Evangelic Whites desperate to 
survive and will do anything as Whites take our last breaths on the earth. My only 
hope was that the last bill the Jews put forth never made it to be voted on. The 
Jews in Congress tricked them with a vote that merely passed with a Yeah-Nay 
vote of hands! But Jews don’t think of Washington D.C. they are shutting down 
our foremothers and forefather of Europe, while all the other non-Whites cherish 
and adore their ancestors. 
 
 White writer Trumbo, Communist slave to Jews, argues to the panel, “You 
criminalize thought!” But that’s exactly what Jews did with their avalanche of 
Anti-Semite bills around the world against White (Christian) descendants. My 
thought knows there’s another version of the holocaust fantasy. There’s a White 
French saying in 1644 by Rene´ Descartes, “Principles of Philosophy” “I Think 
Therefore I Am!” The world has taken away my thinking; hence I no longer exist, 
as well as the other White writers who struggle for truth. Jews killed us merely to 
keep their money and power. I have a quote in my book, “If you can’t write; you 
can’t think. If you can’t think, someone else will do your thinking for you!” Jews 
do our thinking! All forms of communication: Movies such as this through words, 
music, pictures. Billboards, Art pictures, TV, radio, Internet, Facebook, and 
YouTube. Google Jews manipulate put in the first searches what they “choose,” 
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move what they don’t want to the back, or delete. No evidence against them. 
Whites can’t read or write, especially little White boys, nor do advanced math and 
science. How can we improve if we have no White resources to equal or even 
surpass Jews which is competitive? They use that strategy. The USA sent $38 
billion to Israeli Jewish families. Jews are illegal there and here, as the Brown 
illegals encroaching over the border. The entire Western Hemisphere that the 
Whites (Christians) founded, colonized, civilized, bled, fought, worked, and paid 
for, now goes to the 92% of the non-Whites through Jews whose #1 goal is to 
destroy the White male and people. 
 
 Jew anti-Semite laws protect the other two main religions: Semites = 
Muslims and Jews! Their Semite-protecting laws punished White Christians, the 
third religion. The USA belonged to us and both Jews and Muslims were banned in 
immigration, 1924. Now they force laws to hurt Whites. They continually make 
Whites suffer and be afraid even more. My God from the Bible doesn’t punish 
anymore. He loves us and will not allow the Whites who served him for 2,000 
years to be genocided. The other raced new Christians will say anything to 
appease those who give them work and money. Jews merely play the Old 
Testament God, like actors in Hollywood. As in Poland, Jews had their own laws, 
the Talmud book, since Babylonia, where Jews turned on that host country. Jews 
arranged for that country’s dignitaries a drunken festival. They were double-
dealing with Persia who then conquered Babylonia that was in an intoxicated 
state. The Persian Army merely stepped over Babylonia’s border and who offered 
no resistance as the Mexican Brown army that invaded the USA. It took Persia 200 
years to figure out the criminal Jews and deported them. Poland couldn’t do it for 
1,000 years. Our neighbor, Germany, helped get the Jews off our back by 
rounding them up for deportation to Madagascar, not fake gas chambers. There 
isn’t a single autopsy, weapon, death certificate or piece of evidence that shows 
Jews died in gas chambers! There’s only Jewish verbal testimony and Jew Steven 
Spielberg Hollywood fictitious movie writer of Schindler’s List, and his 50,000 
videos of Jews saying there were. So far 25,000 recanted! No gas chambers. 
Jewish illegal immigration into the USA! The USA has had the Jews over 70 years! 
Are we not as smart as the Persians or Germans our most intelligent and religious 
people that Jews warred against? Jews started and won World War II, not 
Germans, USA, or England, all controlled by Jewish bankers and Democrats. Hitler 
and Roosevelt died two weeks apart right before World War II ended. No 
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witnesses for the fake Nuremberg Trials run by Jews and Russians, not Whites, 
Americans, or British! 
 
 22:57 Congress interviews, Arlen Herd, White Communist Hollywood 
screenwriter. But he was a fictitious character. Jews made him up. He was a 
compilation I guess of the nine other guilty writers. Jews inflicted Arlen with 
deadly cancer. We indirectly felt sorry all the Jew criminals! Republican J. Parnell 
calls him a hostile witness. The witness smokes like a fiend, (victim of Jewish 
tobacco since at least 1650 America and the Jewish army of Black workers, who 
barely worked. Arlen has cancer. Daddy’s death certificate as a slave to Jews in 
South Chicago, as our kin in Galicia, Poland, stated he died from lung cancer and 
starvation. Jews caused both deadly diseases. Galicia had the highest Jew 
population and according to Jewish records the smeariest of the Jews. It was the 
same when Jews blanketed Lower East End New York, 1.6 miles from the World 
Trade Centers. They had the worst of the world’s gangsters, such as Lepke, and 
Meyer Lansky mathematical dictator of Murder, Inc. Jew Lansky’s White 
drummer, Tim, who worked for him at his Miami nightclub, when aged 14-21, 
recently died in the apartment adjacent to mine.  
 
 Jews will have to compensate all the White victims from 1650 until today 
for smoking injuries, like my Daddy, veteran husband, our son, and his wife.  
 
 Notice Arlen’s gold wedding ring by his white handkerchief. He should 
weep in it or ask the Jew why the Jew did that to him, his family, ancestors, 
descendants and the country. Instead, we laugh at Jewish sitcoms or clap at 
Jewish movies like this sinister one!) Jew descendant of Sigmund Freud, Eddie 
Bernays, used a successful Easter Parade advertising and marketing prank in the 
1950s He started the White women to smoke and ruined their embryos, offspring, 
and them. Jewess’ offspring: untouched for 1,000 years! 
 
 Jew Hollywood always showed the White man sick. These images make our 
White people even sicker. In my book, I quote that when a Jew enters a country, 
they take over and brings disease. The unprotected people get sick and have to 
turn to them.  
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Figure 24 Cancer: Jewish tobacco 1650 Barbados islands near America had millions of Black workers misnamed slaves. It belittles 
the term "slavery" as applied to my Polish ancestors, family, and me. Arlen is red headed. Jews hate the fact that Whites are 
diverse. Red, Blonde, Brown, Black, Grey, and White. Eyes of green, blue, hazel, and brown. Jews want to melt only the White 
race down in a Brown “melting” pot. I wrote about that extensively and have seen much more respect not bullying against red 
heads for being “different.” When we see pictures and don’t accept disease and that God made us perfect, well, whole, 
complete, and healthy, we spread diseases. We only look at disease long enough to cure it. White Arlen, a victim of this Jewish 
movie, wears a wedding band. But after the trials he lost everything, including his wife and family, as many of us White writers 
have who oppose Jew and Chinese Communism. Jews will have to pay restitution for every White American who died of lung 
cancer from cigarettes including Daddy’s descendants. Now you see why Mama was at the politician’s offices to stop the human 
Jewish curse on our family. The rest of the White women either ran away, accepted it, or worse, joined it.  

 
 The most of the Jew’s DNA, no alcohol, tobacco, shedding war blood, or 
starvation. They unite as a single organism. Their families have a father, mother, 
children and laws to protect them. At the same time, they conquered the Whites. 
The best strategy of war is to leave the infrastructure intact for occupation. 
Churchill said after Jewish World War II: the next war will be through the “mind.” 
The new USA Revolution began in the 1960s, 15 years after Jews illegally 
immigrated to the USA: Affirmative Action Act, a Jewish war tactic against the 
White men, assassination of their sacrificial lamb, Democrat President Kennedy. 
My autobiography showed Jew’s assassinations of our historical White leaders: 
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• Religious saints since White John the Baptist 

• Jesus 

• St. Paul 

• First 300 years of martyrs 

• Polish King 

• Polish Queen 

• French King and Queen 

• Russia’s entire royal family,  

• Germany’s Ambassador 

• USA presidents and officials 

• Their own Jew Israeli Prime Minister 
 

 In 1961, Affirmative Action passed against the White males of the country. 
Conquered a potential White army to resist. In 1964 - A Jewish rabbi-in-a-
synagogue drafted the Civil Rights Act. They forced rights for themselves since 
the Whites had a ban on them and the Chinese since 1924. Also, the 1965 
Immigration Act granted themselves an eternal USA-Jewish home. 1967: Jew 
banker and Chinese soldier’s Vietnam War. With our White army-age men 
overseas, the Jews effortlessly passed all their laws against Whites (Christians.) 
Jews not only won World War I and II, but World War “III.” It was the Jewish-
Chinese (now both Super-Powers) Communist Revolution against Whites in the 
America.  

 
 In 1095, Jews infiltrated French and German royalty, church, and 
government leaders. The French and German men got on their horses and drove 
them out. China massacred them. Poland took them in for the next 1,000 years. 
Worse misery, illiteracy, war, starvation, rape, and slavery, debt, war in history – 
silenced as Whites are today. Now the Whites can’t read, write or think. Only 
what Jews and Chinese partners allow us. Nothing. No truth, just continuous 
historical fake lies. 
 
 Note in the Polish painting by Jan Matejko who warned of the crooked 
Jews: Reception of Jews into Poland 1096. Even in 1968, the Poles expelled them 
again. Where did all the rapists, Jew criminals, Jews lying so-called Chosen go to? 
How unfortunate for the USA, those Jews came here! As we didn’t have enough 
problems. The USA was supposed to be a Promised Land for Whites. Instead it 
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turned into a degenerating criminal state. Note the Jewess on her knees with her 
Jew baby offering either babies or sex to the King like the 50% of all the world’s 
prostitutes who lived in Lower End New York after 1875 did to our White leaders, 
officials, anyone with power or money. The painting is in Lublin, Poland, home of 
the Polish pope. You can’t see since I cut the picture’s sides off, but the artist 
painted a Jewish boy and a snake coming out of a receptacle! An artist speaks 
through pictures, especially when people are silenced. 
 

 
Figure 25 Polish Jan Matejko's painting, "Reception of Jews into Poland, 1096." He wrote an entire essay on how this painting 
warned the audience of how evil the Jews were. No one listened to him, and Poland suffers today. No one listens to me. The Jew 
Man in white robe, pointed up to heaven, faked he’s from God and the Bible. In 1095, I found in an entirely different study that 
Germany and France had expelled them. Their men actually got on horses and drove the Jews out. The Jew man in yellow begs 
on his knees. “Feel sorry” card. Somehow, as Christians taught us to “feel sorry” for White Jesus, we “feel sorry” for Jews, Blacks, 
Muslim women with scarves on their heads, Brown illegals, Yellows, Reds, and dogs and cats, water, fish, oceans. But not a 
single word for Whites and White babies. Speaking of babies, the Jewess looks up to the White male king. She’s flirting with him 
like the 50% of the prostitutes of the world did to their White male and female victims. The painting hangs in Lublin, Poland, 
where the Polish pope was from. On the left side where the Jews begging for citizenship are set, off the section is a Jewish child. 
There’s a receptacle with a snake curling out of it! I asked a Polish immigrant from Springfield, who travelled there for four 
months to take a picture of the painting. She didn’t. She put a letter to the Editor of the Springfield, MO, News-Leader and said 
she thinks the Jews are the greatest people and religion on earth. She said that after I confided in her. That’s called ‘inner-
fighting’ as Jews did to Poland since this painting. The woman in black points also to heaven. She may be a ½ Jewess-White 
Polish descendant a Jew male married when the males arrived in Poland 965. Jews killed their Jewish women, children, and 
elderly so the Jewish males would survive. Think of that when you deal with Jew Schumer, Pelosi’s brain. (Lover?) 

 
 24:01 Headlines scream: HOLLYWOOD 10 CHARGED WITH CONTEMPT. But 
the movie centers on and tortures the White man, who seems to be enjoying it. 
Jews made hell seem like heaven; heaven seem like hell. Sub-headlines: (United 
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Nations = Jewish) U.N. APPEAL ADOPTED, REPLACING ‘WARMONGER’ BAN . . . 
(JEW) SOVIET COMMUNIST RUSSIA. “VISHINSKY BLANKS IN TESTS.” Vishinsky, 
with “sky” at the end is generally Jew’s whose ancestors married into royalty. The 
news article is from “Lake Success, New York,” another catchy place to make their 
works effective; speaks of no punishment for “warmongers.” Jews are 
warmongers and whoremongers. The Jew cameraman strategically placed the 
Communist Hollywood 10 Writers on a hexagon. 
 

 
 
 Checking the November 25, 1947 date of the contempt charges for defying 
the courts and the USA, there were two airline crashes. Also, the last indictments 
of German White Christians for the Nuremberg Trials run by Jews, were handed 
out. 13.  
 25:13 Hedda Hopper pleas to Jew Louis Mayer, who was born “Lazar” Meir. 
The “M” in MGM is for Meyer. She tells him to fire their Hollywood Communist 
Writers and keep them out. The Jew pervert says she is still in his “heart.” She 
reminds him of how he always tried to get her on the couch. That’s what the 
Jewish doctor did to me after I forgave him for his rape of me in 1968. I fled the 
second time. Also, Hollywood Harvey Weinstein is Jewish. His rapes were only the 
beginning. Not just Hollywood needs to be investigated but the dangerous Jewish 
behavior in all fields.  
 
 Jew Jeffrey Epstein’s scandal involved the Jewess prostitute ringleader, 
Ghislane Maxwell. Her father, Robert Maxwell defrauded many British out of their 
lives’ savings! She not only taught prostitution to unsuspecting girls as young as 
14, but she demanded sex from the girls! Our White men and women are 
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unaware! Ignorant. It’s worse than being dumbed down, it’s not being able to 
think or have the tools to expose or resist it. Jews used Hollywood movies as 
merely one weapon against Whites and Christianity. They soon will openly sell the 
world that they are the Messiah. They did it with White slaves. He says, “Do you 
think I love every person on my payroll?” He hates them. Hate = evil. Don’t know 
who the statue is on the pedestal. Jews do. Whites don’t have the knowledge 
about the Jewish Secret Empire of White Christian Polish slaves for 1,000 years! 
USA Jewish people merely act from their DNA subconscious, as they did in their 
Polish Empire of White Slaves. Hedda has 35,000,000 readers. She doesn’t know; 
she’s a Jewish idol promoter. All we have today is Jewish idols. No saints, no 
White role models. Jewish dictators. 15,000,000. Fake Bible “Chosen.” 
 
 25:30 Hedda Hopper says, “Exactly who runs Hollywood and won’t fire 
these traitors? How about I name names?” She calls him a “Kike,” which Jews 
hate, but they named my people, “Dumb Polaks,” 1,000 times worse than the “N” 
word. Jews named White women “Dumb Blondes.” No one would dare say 
“Dumb Jew.” Whatever I.Q. they have was by replacing their host country’s 
people on the universities. I made a blog “I’ll Name Jewish Names.” I looked over 
my own life, not just a movie. In 1999, a famous Chicago Jew marketing and 
advertising conned me. I dubbed him a copy of my Jenny Jones Talk Show VHS 
tape as the Queen of Karaoke. I gave it to him as he commanded. He called and 
told me he turned it into American Idol. Being a White slave to Jews, I didn’t and 
still don’t have TV. It’s only when I put my Veteran’s life and mine in chronological 
order of events to put him in the Purple Heart Hall of Honor, did I discover that 
American Idol was the #1 TV show of all time. I get no royalties not just for that 
Jewish show, but the Voice, America’s Got Talent, and the rest that are similar. 
Our Whites can ascend out of the Jewish snake pit of ignorance and hatred, but 
we must start a little at a time. All laws are for Jews; none for Whites. Same in 
Poland 1025-1945!  
 
 Hedda continues with “real” Jew names, including the Jew Warner Brothers 
who syndicated the Jenny Jones Talk Show. In the movie, Hedda calls the Jew by 
name, “Louis Mayer,” real name, “Lazar Meir.” “Lazar” Kaganovich, leader in the 
Jew Communist Revolution against Russia, has his signature on the Death Order 
to kill 22,000 of my finest, smartest, most religious, White Polish men, on April 10, 
1940. To destroy the best men of a nation is “genocide.” That’s what’s happening 
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to White American men. The Jew-owned MGM, Mandalay Bay, worst shooting in 
US history, where I was beaten and crippled below in August 2013. 
 

 
Figure 26 Jew-owned Mandalay Bay, 2017 worst shooting in history. Country and Western concert. Hatred of Whites. August 
2013, as I had my Princess Diana wedding gown on for a costume, I was beaten in front of the audience at this casino. I had 
performed there for seven years. For free and out of love for the audience. I didn’t know Jews owned Las Vegas. I knew our dear 
Whites had no new form of entertainment and deserved to be happy for about 3 minutes the time of a song. I have the 
document for the crippling and also have on my will to have an autopsy done to prevent further mischief for me. It’s hard to 
believe this is the United States of America. Jew-S.A. If it’s not, point out what major ideas aren’t. 

 
 In this picture, I’m on stage during the week of European St. Patrick’s Day 
with my self-made or designed costume, Made in America, as White Irish Lady 
Leprechaun. It’s the Jew-owned Mandalay Bay, House of Blues. Later I was beaten 
and crippled there in August 2013, when I had my Princess Diana Costume on 
doing a tribute to her new grandson, Baby George. It’s odd, but awhile before this 
tragedy, the drummer came up to me during a break and said, Hi, I’m Max. I’m 
Jewish.” Why? Did they read my blogs? Does the Jewish Mossad Spy Agency track 
me? The day of the crippling, I went to a cage located behind the curtain on the 
right of the stage. It didn’t have a top and I put my luggage in there to change 
costumes for a second song. (Free and out of love. Even Black women mock me, 
“You’re crazy. I’d never do it for free. I’m not a slave.” But my Polish people were 
for 1,000 years, Mama and Daddy, and me. On that particular day, the cage, 
which usually was empty had a single item. A drumstick! I thought of Max the 
Jews, but dismissed it since I was overwhelmed with the performance details, 
since I’ve always slaved alone. I did it out of love for all the audience, but 
especially the poor Whites who have only Jew repetitive entertainment. The next 
morning, my body jolted from my chair, I saw flashing lights, my heart and breath 
seemed to stop. I thought I was dead and prayed. The paramedics came, took me 
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to the ER. I had no insurance. That’s only for non-White illegals, the 2nd happiest 
people in the world. The ER doctor’s name was Dr. Goldberg. Mama worked as a 
White Polish slave for Dr. Goldberg and his family, while we all starved in the 
worst misery in Chicago, perhaps US history. I contacted a pro-White friend, a 
pastor, and told him. He said it probably was the Jew drummer. They always leave 
a calling card for their crimes.  
 
 It’s like the Jew, Owen Robbins. He wanted a copy of my VHS tape when I 
was on the Jenny Jones Talk Show as the Queen of Karaoke. He called and told me 
he turned it into America Idol. I get no royalties. They make trillions around the 
world with my ideas, copies of my costumes, hats, ideas. For every White idea or 
business, there’s two Jews (or now non-Whites) to steal it. Max the Jew 
Drummer. Note the sign behind him, “House of Blues.” But it’s the “White Blues” 
that is agonizing. I think the Jews had something to do with the British and USA 
copyright law. Jews had already stolen The New York Times and White Edison’s 
movie machine since 1927-now. The current copyright law protects all creative 
work since 1924. The white Republican put a law into effect banning the Jews in 
1924. Now silenced! 
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 Did I mention, Lazar Kaganovich’s descendant is Jewess Elena Kagan, who 
Barack Hussein put on the Supreme court? On May 10, 2010, I publicly wrote on 
the Internet about a registered letter I sent dated December 2, 2008 to the nine 
Supreme Court Justices about the fake Obama’s birth certificate. I then looked up 
the race and religion of all the justices. I discovered and wrote that there was 
merely one White Protestant male on the Supreme Court.  
 
 The Protestants funded and built the USA for over 300 years since The 
Mayflower! How could all the other races have taken over? The single White 
Protestant male who symbolized the 400 years of slavery to build America was 94 
years old! John Paul Stevens. He suddenly stepped down after I openly wrote 
about that. In 2008, the rest of the judges: Woman, Catholics, 60-year old Black 
man, Jew and Jewesses. Catholics and Jews in significant numbers didn’t arrive 
until 1875, 1890.  
 
 Note that in May 2009, Barack Hussein appointed a Brown Mexican 
woman, not a White person. (does he hate, or did he discriminate against 
Whites?) Not just any Mexican woman, but one who voted against 20 White 
firemen who decried “discrimination” against them because of their race! 
Obama’s advisors wanted her to make decisions unfavorable toward Caucasian 
men during her tenure. She’s been programmed to think Whites are evil!  
 
 A half-Mexican college student told me that during a review of essays. He 
said he hates his White half. We have no future according to his paper on 
“Intelligent Design” where it’s not survival of the fittest as before, but survival of 
the smartest! In addition, he said Whites have no lives, no culture, heritage as his 
proud Mexicans do. Whites can’t read, write, or think. Our entire school system, 
(by Jews) must change to save Whites. It’s odd, but the Jews made a song, “Say it 
loud. I’m Black and I’m proud.” Jews have no self-esteem problem but delusions 
of grandeur. Yellows have tens of thousands of years of history of unity. What 
about Whites with such low self-esteem? To solve a problem, one must find the 
cause. When I first wrote an email to the media, it was October 10, 2002. I didn’t 
know Jews ran it or that they are spies. They know about what I’m writing. Whites 
don’t. Writing is exercising my mind, brain, and improving my I.Q. 
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 Same as White Pope Benedict from Germany who was the first pope to 
step down in 1,500 years. Why? I openly wrote that Hitler Youth, which saved and 
trained White boys, trained the German pope as a child. Do Jews control the 
Vatican? In 1095, Jews controlled churches, royalty, and the government of 
Germany and France. The men had to get on horses to drive them out. That 
German organization taught boys and girls not to drink and smoke, which Jews 
plagued on them. To bring my point to the USA, in 1970, Brother Nicky was an 
English teacher in my town of Sauk Village, Illinois. It was the only place my 
veteran husband could get a Veteran’s loan. Worse city in Illinois. Nicky couldn’t 
teach when he arrived at school. Why? At 8:00 a.m. he had to be a warden in the 
boys’ bathroom for the first-class period. White lads would arrive drunk, vomiting 
in the toilets, smoking cancerous cigarettes (age 12 going into puberty to have 
White babies) fighting, sassing teachers back, taking father’s illegal drugs, 
mother’s prescription drugs in the cabinet. German Shepherd dogs patrolled the 
school halls for drugs. That was USA 1970. Same time Elvis met with Republican 
President Nixon to stop the damage that had occurred to his audience.  
 
 Under Jewish rule in Germany after World War I, they degenerated the 
White German people, our smartest and most religious at one time. Jew bankers 
brought the Germans to their knees. For a German to buy a loaf of bread it would 
cost a wheelbarrow full of their dollars. And we fought, not knowing with the Red 
Jew Communist and anarchist ‘s citizenship rights in the USA! Whites were their 
$.37 body-bag Christian slaves for Jewesses and their offspring to rule the planet! 
Whites now need speedy but calm measures to rectify our problem. It’s not the 
Jewish question, but the White question? Will whites be genocided and wiped off 
the face of the earth?  
 
 Here’s the Jew, “Lazar” Kaganovich who butchered my smartest Polish 
males and ½ of the officers so there were no military leaders. He signed the Death 
Order for the Katyn Massacre. 22,000 White Polish men dead. When one kills off 
the best men in a country, as Jews brought down our White USA male, it’s 
“genocide.” White women and children have no protection. It’s heartbreaking! 
What’s the penalty for genociding the entire White Species? The Jews blamed the 
Germans even though they did it.  
 
 Jewish Supremacists, Kaganovich, Yagoda, and Ilya Ehrenberg, are 
responsible for tens of millions in the European breadbasket, the Ukraine. The 
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Germans had autopsies done, notified the Red Cross, documented the event, and 
had a list of the names. It’s odd, but Whites and Christians don’t have any of 
those for the holocaust story. We merely “believe.” We don’t “know.” If 
documents appear now, or Jews start a World War to distract us, or the usual 
Jewish banking collapse, we’re one step ahead of them. Jews don’t have soul. And 
they teach that. But they do have criminal minds.  

 
 
 26:04 Hedda Hopper says to the Jew Mayer, “The greatest country on earth 
takes you in. You were starving.” Note as she speaks as shown in the picture, 
there’s is a standing globe. We have a standing army in the USA since Jews and 
Blacks won the White Civil War 1865. It’s no secret Jews sent so many Southern 
Big black thugs to Washington, DC, that there were two of them for each White 
person. It’s still the same today. One is scared stiff but hides it. Hence, our White 
men die withdraw, become addicted, or die young. A White lady told me she grew 
up in D.C. and the Blacks were always nice; we civilized and trained them. But 
after Black Barack Hussein become President, they turned mean and arrogant. 
She fled D.C. 
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Figure 27 Again, devout Republican Hedda Hopper is all dolled up. Note the globe Jew Hollywood placed by her. It looks like the 
continent of Africa. Jews wanted the diamonds and gold without a White South African middleman. Yellow Communist China 
wanted the farmland. Wars are fought for farmland. Jews and Chinese didn’t have to use weapons to take all the Whites of 
South Africa worked for hundreds of years. It’s all about world domination and a Jew-Chinese Dynasty. Although when the Jews 
tried to get into China in 1095 after the White French and German men chased them out, Jews ran to China who massacred 
them, so those Semites better be careful. No more wars for Israel and Jews. 

 
 Hedda continues as she snaps her fingers, “The second we need you, you 
do nothing. Wealth, power!” Why is it that the House of Reps runs the USA with 
Jew Democrat Schumer and his sidekick White Gentile Female Pelosi? Jewish men 
used White women for not only sex but also power. That Jew man and White 
woman control the USA today, not the President. Since 1945, Jew Democrats 
have either controlled the President or House of Representatives.  
 
 25:53 Hedda says after “. . . You do nothing. And that’s exactly what my 
readers expect from a business run by (Jew) Kikes.” She tells him he was always 
trying to “f’ her on the couch.” (Think Harvey Weinstein, Jeffrey Epstein, the Jews, 
Jewish doctor who raped me, and non-Whites who get our best White woman our 
of our gene pool. And they also get our best White males and young before they 
even know a White girl!  
 
 In my studies, Jew Arthur Miller, a Communist writer married unsuspecting 
White, Marilyn Monroe. Jews used her to get off free from the later Republican 
trials. He took her to judges, lawyers, lunches, and who knows who else. He got 
off Scot Free, which I declare happens to Jews since Jesus’ day until now. Jew 
gaslighted her to drive her crazy and a divorce from her once he was acquitted for 
Un-American activities. There’s an old movie, “Gaslight” you may want to watch. 
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He treated her coldly and never talked to her. Sent her to a Jew psychiatrist, 
divorced her, put her in a small home with a Jewess housekeeper. The Jewish 
maid watched over her and her love affairs with President Kennedy. Marilyn then 
told her Jew psychiatrist her secrets, so the Jews knew everything the president 
planned. She was murdered with poison in an enema so an autopsy wouldn’t pick 
up. She once said that she hoped she’d become famous, so she didn’t have to be 
a sexual slave to Jews again! She had no children. Jew doctors probably sterilized 
her. Another Jew inherited her entire fortune. All her estate from a life of slavery 
as a Jew sex slave, went right back to the Jews as if she didn’t earn a single penny. 
Polish Jews did the same to wealthy White Christian Polish Nobles who worked 
with Jews. But then Jews turned the rich Nobles into slaves. My ancestral country 
of Poland: the only all-slave country in history with just a few at the top! 
 
 26:15 Hedda smokes. Thanks to Jews. The Jewess never smoked for the 
ruination of her offspring and herself. They race ahead of us. 
 
 27:11 Jew actor Edgar G. Robinson begs for money. Again, he’s from the 
movie Double Indemnity as Jew Larry Silverstein received double indemnity 
insurance money after 9/11 for 7 buildings and cash equal to all the skyscrapers! 
Only 2 were hit!  
 
 27:21 Several times, the Hollywood camera focused on the living room 
paintings. 
 
 27:53 White Writer Trumbo says to Jew Edgar G. as he looks at an empty 
spot on the wall, “You sold one.” The Jew replied, “Oh a (Vincent) Van Gogh!” 
Jews control 80% of art. He was a victim of suicide. Penniless. Once he died, Jews 
cash in and use White European art like gold. The Van Gogh painting below is my 
poor White Christian Daddy and Veteran husband crying from the grave. Jews 
now get nearly $100,000,000 on Van Gogh’s works from non-Whites! We haven’t 
much left of our cultural civilization. 
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Figure 28 Vincent Van Gogh, “Skull with Burning Cigarette,” 1886. Daddy, my veteran, and my son, all victims of Jewish tobacco! 
Jews don't smoke and their Jewess babies are healthy in their DNA for 1,000 years. We need to start and right away to help save 
our White people. 

 
 28:18 Mrs. Trumbo says, “What he’s trying to say is that he loves you.” Jew 
replies, “I love you too.” It’s hatred by Jews and a White false sense of 
desperation and reliance on Jews. The Jew then puts his arm in Trumbo’s arm and 
says, “I got a great offer on the (White Renaissance) French Monet painting . . . if 
you want to bribe the jury. (everyone laughs at our Jewish legal system as in 
Poland, punishing Whites for the advantage of the Jews.) The camera shifts to the 
jury trial. June 1949. By October 1, 1949, Jews would foment the Yellow Chinese 
Revolution. I was two and had double pneumonia. Incurable at the time. It was a 
miracle I survived according to Jew Dr. Rosenblum. In the second half of the 
1800’s, Daddy’s boss, Fr. Nelson Baker, saved an orphanage for boys. (All 
Whites?) 600 pregnant women who might have jumped over Niagara Falls, and 
6,000 babies.  
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 28:39 Jury found the White man guilty. The movie doesn’t show the 
Hollywood 10 Jews guilty of being Communist writers, or heavily smoking, 
drinking, drugged, abused. They never do. Only the White man who the Jews 
taught the entire world to hate. In a country with so-called love and calls us 
haters for telling the truth and risking our lives.  
 
 28:40 After guilty verdict for her White husband, wife walks out. First thing 
Jews show on camera: A Black officer next to the White woman as if the Blacks 
are an army to protect her. Will that army destroy her White family, White 
people, White religion, and her? Jews portray a Black policeman a larger-than-life 
authority with the badge symbolling Black Power. Trumbo’s wife, Cleo, looks in 
the direction of the Black man.  
 

 
Figure 29 Mrs. Trumbo's eyes are fixated on the “tough” Black policeman with "authority!" While at the same time, the Jew 
made the White man appear, weak, weak, weak! War tactics. They never had to shoot a bullet at the Caucasian man, just mind 
tricks. She conspicuously wore a Black scarf, not in a pocket but to show the entire thing. It validates the Black in our White 
mind’s subconscious. Blacks shouldn't have authority over Whites. It’s intimidating. Unfit for the children of God. Let the divine 
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take care of the other races. Whites shouldn’t play God over the other races. We must focus on our own and come up with 
solutions, not the Jews or non-Whites. We must discipline and mentor our own. Jews must begin to discipline their wild kids, and 
Black mothers discipline the Blacks. The Black mothers beat their men. Note the Black in authority has a “badge” that makes 
them some sort of a minor g-d that the major g-d, the Jews, put in over Whites. It’s an army, when a Jewish mind. I believe we’re 
all God’s children, and Whites need to reflect that now. There’s a microphone positioned at the mouth of the Black so he can 
speak, speak, speak, sing, sing, sing. In contrast, Whites remain silent. 

 
 I once protested with eight Whites against 85,000 criminal illegal Brown 
Mexicans and babies where they had free reign to march on 4th Avenue 
government section. They had no permit. We were on Las Vegas Blvd. Jews had us 
surrounded with Jew news cameras, SWAT team, National Guard, Vegas Police 
(Vegas Jew Mayor. The mayor of a city the most powerful over the citizens, not 
the president.) All those people were Jews and non-Whites surrounding 8 White 
truth-tellers. When the end comes, and Whites are outnumbered as today, it’s 
going to be frightening. Armageddon, End Times, Jesus won’t come, but it will 
only happen to Whites. Evangelicals believe Jesus will come to save Whites. In the 
late 1800s a woman and husband started a religion based on Jesus’ coming and 
Rapture. She set a date. Whites around the USA met at certain places in great 
anticipation for Jesus to relieve them from their misery. Jesus never showed up. 
The religion failed. Poland was the first Zionist State or Jewish New Jerusalem. For 
Jews it was the “Promised Land,” “Golden Age,” “Paradise.” For my White Polish 
Christian ancestors for 1,000 years, the “Dungeons of Hell!” 
 
 28:51 White Communist Writer for Jews, Trumbo says he had total 
contempt for USA Congress! Where’s our legitimate White American pride? Every 
other race, religion, and country have it. Not Jew-hype but real. Lawyer says 
Supreme Court will help. Brother Nicky taught English Grammar so necessary for 
Whites to think, read, write, and speak correctly. He also taught his high school 
class tennis and took them to 2nd place in the state of Florida, which is the top 
state for that game. He worked in West Palm Beach, the highest concentration of 
Jews. Other teachers complained that Florida was the worst school system in the 
USA. Brother Nicky was an activist and spoke for them. But the school gaslighted 
him until he was forced to quit by doctor’s orders. He sued for pension and won. 
The school took him to the Supreme Court, he lost! Jew idol, Black James Brown, 
Jews named “hardest working man in show business.” Lazy. He took salt pills to 
look like he sweated. Jew fake idol Brown raped his songwriter, White Jacque 
Hollander, at the point of a rifle. He foamed at the mouth, like the black Mamba 
snake, which has the worst deadly venom on earth. It took her 20 years to sue. 
She found a lawyer who agreed to help. I have nothing. God, I hope. She lost. 
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Then the Supreme Court. Lost. But she changed history and ended the statute of 
limitations in Illinois, which would have benefited me in the 1968 Jew doctor 
rape.  
 
 29:44 Actress Comedian Lucile Ball says we must fight for Communist 
Writer’s rights. All White writers like me have none today – only an entire chapter 
of danger in my autobiography. Simply because I love, I’m hated.  
 
 29:55 The desperate White man needed $100,000.00 for lawyers. He began 
to write Porn, (Jews #1) with the script, Princess Ann. It degraded White leaders: 
Royalty. When a couple marry and make love, they can’t think straight for the 
next year and a half. When you think from the bottom, the mind can’t think with 
the top. Our country would collapse without males and females thinking. Once 
that honeymoon time is over, they are productive again. We need babies, and 
romance, and love, but under Whites, not a foreign alien race of Jews and their 
92% of the non-Whites of the world. 
 
 
 

 31:45 White Trumbo 
says what if Congress asks 
you if you’re a Democrat. He 
replies, “I am and feel awful 
about it.” Everyone laughs. 
Big joke. In my writings, Jew 
movie referred to World War 
II and our White Christian 
suffering as “slapstick 
comedy!” 

 
 32:34 Movie 
poster of Son of 
Lassie is behind 
the Jew Ross, 

which confuses the White sub-conscious since he’s a criminal, not the beloved 
dog. But the White mind associates the two. On the left of him, is a glamorous 

Figure 30 Remember Trumbo worked for a smut Jewish Hollywood company, as opposed to the 
mainstream one for which he was arrested, tried, and prosecuted. Jews reign as Porn Kings, (very 
destructive to our White male and female. It’s the #1 business in America, illegal and rightfully so! 
The movie Princess Ann turns into White “Roman Holiday.” Jews who run the Academy Awards, 
gave one to a favored White Communist writer. It’s why Whites write only to please the Jews. 
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woman to solidify the audience’s positive attitude toward the Jew and 
Communism. 
 
 35:01 Republican J. Parnell: “All Communists to internment camps.” In WW 
II, Jews and even my White Polish Communists were sent to German internment 
camps in Poland. They were work camps not death camps. The USA had camps for 
Germans and Japanese. 
 
 35:19 White J. Parnell gets slammed with tax evasion. Jews did the same to 
white Al Capone, but not Meyer Lansky, Jew accountant, Murder Inc. worst gang 
in USA history: Scot Free! Note the Hollywood Jewish light signal in the form of a 
Jew Star of David. Jew later mayor of Las Vegas, Oscar Goodman, was the 
attorney to the Italians in Vegas. He double-crossed them and bought up Vegas, 
pennies on a dollar. I talked to a White banker who told me had had just come 
back from Yellow Commie China. He predicted within a year Vegas would crash. It 
did. Richest Jew, Jew Sheldon Adelson from Vegas, built the first super-casino in 
mega-China. Vegas declined. USA declined. Whites declined. Christianity declined. 
Vegas: Whites populated, but Brown Mexicans took over $300,000 homes for 
$80,000. Whites still had to pay for mortgages on homes they didn’t own. I would 
have been homeless after the Mandalay beating when I went to the ER. I owned 
and paid cash for a mobile home. I turned into a self-rehabilitated urban 
homestead, organic orchard, and veggie garden. Fortunately, I paid to homestead 
my home. It was a safeguard so the hospital couldn’t take it from me. White 
gamblers suffer the same. 
 
 35:35 After nearly going bankrupt, White Writer Trumbo says, “We’re rich” 
waving two bottles of booze. What else would the Jews portray a happy White 
mand and woman doing? 
 
 In the movie, two of the judges die. The Republican House of 
Representatives send the Communist Jew Hollywood 10 to prison. Jew Commie 
protestors cheer the White Communist Writer for Jews, Trumbo. Communists can 
protest. No one arrests them, shuts down, no prison, no violent counter-
protestors, no prison sentences. On the other hand, there may be a prison 
execution in Jew / Black Charlottesville, for a man who accidentally hit the car in 
front of him that hit a woman. Her mother said she died of a heart attack and was 
obese.  
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 The Trumbo White son is totally silent in the entire movie, as our boys and 
men today. He doesn’t exist. Jews have the highest verbal I.Q. Whites can’t out-
talk them since we’re kept down as White silent slaves in our own country as 
happened to the Polish White Christian people for 1,000 years. In 2000, after I 
began dancing in Chicago Polish parades on Lake Michigan, singing Polish songs in 
karaoke and on stage, magically Poland went from the lowest economy in history 
to the #1 by 2012. 
 
 41:11 A Black supervisor gave White writer Trumbo a typing test for a job in 
prison. The boss reads the heading: “Protocol.” What comes to my mind are the 
Protocols of Zion that recorded the dangerous behavior of the Russian Jews and 
the ones we deal with today. Jews argue: “Authentic.” Only “their” Communist 
writings are what we read today. When I look up Protocols of Zion in Jew Google, 
only their websites come up at first. Most Whites don’t scroll, or Jews remove or 
“burn our materials” on the Internet. Jews even own eBay, PayPal, if one can find 
a copy there. Here’s a synopsis. I hope you protect Freedom of Speech for our 
dying Whites and not kneel to the Jews and punish the few Whites who write:8 
 

Number Protocol Number Protocol 

I 
The Basic Doctrine, Gold, Might is 
Right, We are Despots, We Shall 

End Liberty 
XIII Distractions, We Decieve Workers 

II 
Economic Wars, Destructive 

Education 
XIV 

Assault on Religion, We Shall Forbid 
Christ 

III 
Methods of Conquest, Poverty Our 
Weapon, We Support Communism, 

Jews Will Be Safe 
XV 

Ruthless Suppression, Secret 
Societies, Gentiles are Stupid, 

Gentiles are Cattle, We Demand 
Submission, We Shall Be Cruel, We 

Shall Change History 

 
8 Metapedia.org 
https://en.metapedia.org/wiki/The_Protocols_of_the_Elders_of_Zion#David_Duke 
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IV 
Materialism Replaces Religion, We 

Shall Destroy God 
XVI Brainwashing 

V 
Despotism and Modern Progress, 

Masses Led by Lies, Monopoly 
Capital 

XVII 
Abuse of Authority, We Shall Destroy 

the Clergy 

VI 
Take-Over Technique, We Shall 

Enslave Gentiles 
XVIII 

Arrest of Opponents, Government by 
Fear 

VII World-Wide Wars, Universal War XIX Rulers and People 

VIII Provisional Government XX 

Financial Programme, We Shall 
Destroy Capital, We Cause 
Depressions, Gentile States 
Bankrupt, Tyranny of Usury 

IX 
Re-Education, Jewish Super-State, 

Christian Youth Destroyed 
XXI Loans and Credit 

X 

Preparing for Power, Our Goal - 
World Power, Poison of Liberalism, 

We Name Presidents, We Shall 
Destroy 

XXII Power of Gold 

XI 
The Totalitarian State, We Are 

Wolves 
XXIII Instilling Obedience 

XII 
Control of the Press, We Control the 
Press, Free Press Destroyed, Only 

Lies Printed 
XXIV 

Qualities of the Ruler, King of the 
Jews 

 

 
 
Chinese, Japanese, and Jews only hire Whites at the bottom of their companies. 
We give our top positions to other races. Whites gave even our USA presidency, 
nuclear weapons, army, and treasury to an undeserving Black Democrat. Israel 
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should make their next Prime Minister a Palestinian. Barack Hussein only had one 
job in his life. He was a “Community Organizer” to develop a voting base of 
Blacks, Jews, Browns in my neighborhood! Whites took care of Blacks for 369 
years. That is more than enough. The Black prison supervisor says to White 
Trumbo, “If only I could read!” However, the opposite is true. Now, Whites can’t 
read. If you’ve gotten this far, it’s a miracle. Jews make 20,000-page Congress bills 
that no one reads, for their right, as in Poland. None are for Whites. Black calls 
White writer for Jews, Comrade, meaning fellow Communist. Big Black thug 
frighten Whites, but we laugh since we can’t cry or run. We can’t fight or resist. 
Barack Hussein, Democrat President (two Jew advisors) had a Communist mentor, 
Frank Marshal Davis who had a Chicago Communist newspaper. Some say, Davis 
is his father. (Need a DNA test on Democrat Barack Hussein.) Odd but Democrat 
Black Barack Hussein’s White grandmother suddenly died 24 hours before he was 
elected president. Why? Jews and their imps wanted an all-Black White House! 
The White grandmother worked to pay for his education. Her reward: death. His 
White mother, Anne Stanley, divorced 2nd husband because: “He wasn’t (Jew) 
Communist enough!” 
 
 In 1997, Democrat President Bill Clinton lectured in front of a mostly White 
university audience. He laughed about the death of the White Race! Had the 
entire student body laughing hysterically! Terry Graham wrote a RE: Formal 
Complaint Charging the U.S. Federal Government (Democrat Bill Clinton) with the 
Crime of Genocide of European-American Christians. Please download these files. 
When Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn wrote his book about 200 years and the Jews, he 
had to bury it. The Communists found it and put him in prison for 12 years. He 
memorized his book, 12,000 pages. We’re dealing with a mentality that Whites 
can’t even conceive. Jew radio host Michael Savage said that Jews talk in Yiddish, 
a language with such evil words, White Congress doesn’t understand the language 
nor are their equivalents of such evil in any European language! What Terry 
Graham didn’t know was at that time 1,200 of 1,800 of the United Nations were 
of the Jewish race posing as a religion! I co-signed Graham’s and mailed it to the 
United Nations. Since then, Whites have descended much further. The worst has 
been the last two years for White truthful writers, not Communist slaves to Jews.  
 
“There is no greater sorrow on earth than the loss of one’s native land.” 
Euripides, 431 BC, posted on the United Nations Human Rights website: 
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http://age-of-treason.com/2010/09/23/terry-grahams-genocide-complaint-to-
the-un/ 
 41:40  

 
 
 The Black inmate supervisor, (also the Black authority figure over the White 
man) says to White prisoner Trumbo, “I got 20 years because I killed a White man 
who robbed my bar. I did it. I’d do it again! You look down on me (White man) I’ll 
f’ you up like you never been in your whole life.” We’re all terrorized in our own 
homeland. Does that mean Whites can kill everyone who robbed them? Even our 
country, our people, Christianity? Thieves robbed me 12 times when I lived 
downtown Chicago, which went down to 28% Whites. When I moved to Vegas, I 
deposited the $77,000 I cleared after selling my Condo to a Brown who could 
afford it. I couldn’t because I’m a good White woman. After I moved to Vegas, 
someone tried to rob that $77,000 from my Wells Fargo Bank Account. Criminals 
defrauded my credit card seven times. Mail tampering 11 times. Beatings. I’ve 
asked for asylum in Poland, but they can’t break the Jewish 1,000-year hypnotic 
spell. They surely will put me in a dungeon to appease the Jew gods.  
 
 42:41 Wife develops pictures the old-fashioned way. Jews only know that 
meaning is. They not only rule pornography movies, but snuff films, where the 
predator kills the child after sex on film. Hollywood Jews. No Jew or Muslim kids 
in those, who have all the anti-Semite bills like wallpapering to cover White walls. 
Jew Hollywood always puts mean looking, intimidating Blacks in roles to terrify 
Whites. Blacks don’t bother Jews, who taught them Whitey’s their enemy. But 
that Jew & Black tight relationship is 370 years. Whites should have all Whites as 
role models of excellence not terror! 
 
 43:07 Picture. Republican J. Parnell who headed the anti-(Jew) Communist 
Hollywood 10 trials was found guilty of tax evasion and sent to the same prison as 

http://age-of-treason.com/2010/09/23/terry-grahams-genocide-complaint-to-the-un/
http://age-of-treason.com/2010/09/23/terry-grahams-genocide-complaint-to-the-un/
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White Trumbo. We know that was a set-up. The White House of Representatives 
former leader mops the prison floor as the Black supervisor inmate towers above 
him, both in size and power. Yes, Jews have reduced Whites not just down to 
Blacks but worse, since Blacks have rights and use them like crazy. Many Black rap 
songs sing, “Blacks can commit all the crimes we want. We got good (evil) Jewish 
lawyers who will get us out of anything!” Whites have nothing. We don’t exist or 
merely wait to die while the others whoop it up. It was Jew Democrat David 
Geffen who popularized Black rap music. At the same time, after the strange 
plane crash of the Southern rock group, Lynyrd Skynyrd’s, White Country and 
Western music declined. Jeff Bezos from Amazon banned most White right-wing 
writers but entertained left-wing Communist Geffen on his yacht.  
 
44:57 After the scene where the Republican House of Representative, J. Parnell 
Thomas is convicted of tax evasion, Mother Cleo takes pictures of her son who 
never speaks and seems forlorn and weak compared to the Jew and Muslim 
Semites (race and religion with strict rules), Communists, tough Blacks, Yellows, 
and happy Browns. There’s a white horse with brown spots in the background. It 
will be a sign later to program us to accept illegal brown Mexicans and all other 
races, not Whites into the USA. They will blame Jesus, or God, or love, for all the 
92% non-Whites taking over America, but it’s diabolical. The Bible in the Chapter 
Numbers 23 and 23 says “No race-breaking.” Read how God gives the 10 
Commandments to Moses, who goes to his brother Aaron, who goes to Phinehas, 
who grabs a spear, and drives it into the race-breaking couple in the tent who are 
mating! God says: “Pure White babies!” Jews command: death to the White race! 
 
 The White silent son doesn’t communicate in Trumbo but does so with this 
next picture. The frame is placed right after actor John Wayne’s speech and clips 
from a movie on “war.” Do the devils dream up our wars and we listen to them? 
Do the Jews? He goes up to his mother’s camera and makes the sign of the devil, 
two horns on the head with his finger. He then sticks his tongue out at his White 
mother and movie audience. And the White mother and son laugh! Laugh at our 
White demise? God, from our Christian Bible commands us to “Honor they father 
and mother.” The Jewess and non-White women automatically get respected or 
else. If we treated our fellow Whites half as well as we treat the Jews, Yellows, 
Reds, Browns, and Blacks, I wouldn’t be writing this letter/book.  
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 This scene is dangerous turning child against parent. Divide and conquer, a 
smart but now detected Jewish weapon of war. No bombs, no bullets, merely 
frames in a movie aimed at their target, the unknowing dumbed-down Whites. 
Without information like this we can’t expand our minds, get smarter, and 
compete with the other races for our survival. The accumulated Communist Jew 
Hollywood effects from 1917 until today are genocide of the White species in our 
own land that we slaved for 400 years! Do the Jew or Chinese boys stick their 
tongues out at their parents in real life or movies? No, they worship their elderly 
and ancestors or become disinherited of the Jewish trillions of dollars. Yellows 
cherish the older people for their wisdom they pass down to each generation. 
Gaze and analyze this picture of how the Jews destroy our White country through 
the destruction of the high standards we once had for our White male and White 
female. 
 

 
Figure 31 Jew Hollywood Movie, Trumbo, depicts the White son as a devil sticking his tongue out at his mother and making his 
white hands into horns, instead of using them for love, hard work, and labor for the pride of our country, fellow Whites, parents, 
and self. We already love all the other races and that’s all the schools teach nowadays is race-breaking. White horse with brown 
blotches behind the son: No White boys only Mexicans! 

 
 As a White slave to Jews, I never had music, until karaoke. I learned as I 
went along. I saw the picture of the Rock Stars “Kiss.” Jewish Supremacists 
determine who is a star. Jew Gene Simmons. However, kiss conveys love, and 
affection. Jews control entertainment and it was bullying and hatred. But Jews 
accuse only Whites of being “haters,” simply because we strive to tell the truth or 
debate it. Jew Simmons not only got away with his defying pose, but the 
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monopolized moguls heralded him as a super-star of David. An idol, a god for our 
children to adore. Figurately speaking, even in this entire movie, Jews stick their 
tongues out at us and laugh all the way to Israel and the banks and have the 
highest places in our society. It’s not that they’re smarter, Whites are held back. 
But Jews perfected that system in Poland. The higher Jews went up to the top, the 
entire country’s people descended to the lowest people of any race in human 
history. It’s in their DNA. John Lennon of the Beatles knew it clearly. He said to be 
part of any form of entertainment, one must be part of the Jewish religion! Not 
Business. We are White bodies with Jew slave minds as in my Polish ancestry. I 
didn’t know any of this when I started karaoke. I think the divine or the Holy 
Ghost perhaps, led me through this. I pray for our country, our president, our 
executive and legal branch, and Congress. God works through man. He doesn’t 
want the Whites to suffer or needlessly die or go bankrupt. 
 

 
 
 The Jew horror film trained us in the “monster” theory, which they then 
converted to gentle White Hitler and then kind Dr. David Duke or England’s 
Michael Walsh. The White British are scared to death too, yet they founded this 
country! Keeps all Whites scared. Here’s from the 1931 Jew movie first horror 
film, Dracula. In it, the White Aryan looking guy, blonde hair blue eyed, Dwight 
Frye, goes into Dracula’s castle. A Hungarian woman warns him and give his 
rosary with the cross of Jesus on it to defend against evil.  
 
 As Dracula descends the staircase, he wears a Star of David. Frye or 
character Renfield cuts his hand. Jew Dracula then attacks him and sucks his 
blood so the Jew can be eternal. Jews sucked our blood, wars, money, addictions, 
crimes. Even the White Jesus’ cross didn’t save Renfield. Jew movie says, “They 
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win; Christ Jesus loses and is powerless.” I don’t believe it. God works through 
man and woman as he did through Jesus and Mary.  
 
 Jew Hollywood Dracula wears a Star of David like the one on the Jew Israeli 
flag that we worship. After he drives the White man crazy, he doesn’t wear it in 
the rest of the movie! Jew Hollywood then typecast Dwight Frye, who was a 
devout Christian Scientist man. See YouTube “Hollywood’s Favorite Lunatic.” 6-
parts. Frye, the actor, laments that the only role he gets are lunatics, madmen, 
crazy, hunchback, and murderers. That was to stereotype the White Christian 
man yet elevate all the other races. It’s too horrific to even contemplate.  
 
 Jew Larry Geller dyed Elvis’ light blonde hair black, tanned his White skin, 
covered his blue eyes with sunglasses so Elvis could look like the Jew-envisioned, 
world’s one race: The Brown man. Jews believe and guarantee their race must be 
pure. Blacks, Yellows, Hindus, Reds will remain pure. Only Whites die. We will 
change that. The Bible teaches to turn the other cheek. I only have two to turn. 
It’s now time for action. Note the Jewish Israeli Star of David in the 1931 Jewish 
Hollywood Horror film, Dracula. Even the cross of Jesus didn’t stop the Jew from 
attacking Renfield, (Dwight Frye), sucking his blood, and turning him into a White 
maniac, lunatic, murderer, monster, hunchback for all the rest of the movies he 
made. He prayed to God for a decent role but died at the age 42. 
 

 
Figure 32 Jew Dracula wears a Star of David as on the Israeli Flag. Odd but once he attacked White Renfield, Dracula no longer 
wears the Star of David. 1931. First Jewish horror film to make us believe we need to be terrorized and scared to have fun. Same 
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with smoking, drinking, drugging, or crime. Jew Dracula points to Renfield’s finger that he accidentally cut. Once the blood starts 
to come out, Jew Dracula who lives on the blood of the (White) people, Dracula goes for the White jugular vein. See below, 
before he entered the castle, a Hungarian woman gave White Renfield, (typical Aryan, blonde hair and blue eyes model) a 
crucifix of Jesus to ward off any evil in Dracula’s castle. But in the movie, Jews made sure Jesus was no match for them. Do the 
Evangelicals know this? Christianity can’t be based on worshiping fake Jew idols. It’s only in our minds. Don’t let the Jews 
victimize them as Jews did to my Polish Catholic Christian people for 1,000 years. We didn’t know until now. 

 
 Jews made the House of Representative, J. Parnell look like a White fool in 
prison and the Communist White writer for Jews a martyr, saint, and hero! It’s 
time to reverse that. 
 
 I’m the little girl near the radio. If a tube burned out, we had no money to 
buy another one although Daddy could fix and build anything. “The Man with the 
Golden Hands.” Mama and Daddy had an angelic marriage until after the war 
when Daddy lost his union job when Vets came back in 1945. Daddy became a 
White slave to Jews. It was then the domestic violence reports exploded. So did 
our White large family lives. We had no civil rights. 
 

 
Figure 33 Brother Nicky's first birthday. Number 11. Mama and Daddy had an angelical marriage, until Daddy worked as a 
White slave to Jews. Note how Mama's arm is around Daddy and the other on her baby that she breastfed, even when all the 
other White women didn’t work and used baby formula: sugar and water followed by 46 drugs. I’m standing next to our tall 
radio. When it needed a tube, Daddy could fix it. He was the “Man with the Golden Hands,” a Polish expression. But soon we had 
no money for even tubes. Hence no radio, besides no TV, plays, books, movie, magazines, distractions, churches or government 
who cared. They pampered the Jews and the 92% non-Whites until today. It’s sad; they don’t deserve that.  

 
 While I’m a Christian trained good White girl, here’s the Communist trained 
White girl. Picture: White Communist girl laments her White Communist Writer 
for Jews father’s imprisonment. She’s standing next to a talk old-fashioned radio 
like the one we had in the ancestry picture above. In the Jew Hollywood painting 
below, the White horse with skinny legs are racing in the air! 
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 47:35 John Wayne is not only posted by the American Flag, but also his suit 
and tie match the colors. Jews control fashion. Note gold horse next to his butt. In 
a camera shot just seconds before, Hedda Hopper stands beneath a painting of a 
brown horse who has one leg lifted up toward her as if to kick her. Hedda’s 
clothes also match the flag as do the drapes. Did you know Jew Polish Banker 
Haym Salomon ran the American Revolution? To end Kings and have Jews run the 
country through White figureheads. Study your Polish history. Poland used to be 
called The United States of Poland. Polish Jew Salomon traveled from Poland, 
then to England our so-called enemy, then to the USA. General, later President, 
George Washington, captured, imprisoned, and demanded the criminal Jew’s 
execution for treason against America. Jews always outsmart Whites. We don’t 
have a chance. Polish Jew Salomon had gold sewn in his coat seam, bribed the 
prison guard, and got off Scot-Free. But the victimized Whites were in a war they 
couldn’t finish without Jew $$. Jews wanted the USA broken of any ties to destroy 
White people’s unity between Europe and America. Loss of both identities. Jews 
and all other races have theirs. After the war, Jews Salomon demanded: 13 stars 
on the American Flag. Stars of David to represent states run by Jews. It why 
Hollywood calls its idols, “Stars!” They too are White slaves to Jews.  
 
 The American Flag also is in front of Jew, Double Indemnity movie, Edgar G. 
Robinson as John Wayne walks forward. Only instead of showing the White stars 
of the Flag it shows the red and white stripes. Polish Flag, where almost all Jews 
came from: Red / white stripes. Our USA was first to have a Constitution in 1789. 
In 1791, poor Poland was kept in further bondage and was second! Our minds 
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digested all this, and without debate or rejection. It’s your mind, all Whites, and 
world’s today. The Duke, John Wayne, unknowingly, promised Jew movie roles 
that would pour in. No accusations of Jews! 
 

 
Figure 34 American Flag behind Jew Edgar G. Robinson's profile. This time the red and white stripes show, not the Jew Stars of 
David. As I said, the Polish flag, home to the Jews from 1025-1945 has red and white stripes the two Polish national colors. Jew 
Edgar G. played an insurance agent in the movie, “Double Indemnity,” where the couple took out a fraudulent insurance policy 
on the wife’s husband. She wanted double for an accident before the murder. Jew Silverstein got double for all seven World 
Trade Centers. You may have buildings, but do you have people in America, White people? I point an arrow to the Jewish brain 
behind this misery. Same as in Poland. While Jews broke down the Polish I.Q. into pre-historic barbarians, killed the smartest 
Polish men at the Katyn massacre, and they killed the I.Q. of our White male who can’t compete with Jews and Chinese. Blacks 
and Browns consume our time and money.  

 
 48:49 The picture below is of the worst criminal couple in US History. Jew 
Mr. and Mrs. Julius and Ethel Rosenberg. 1953. It was snapped on their way to the 
USA electric chair, not a gas chamber, “after” World War II.  
 
 Why there is a fire hose on the left of this picture, only Jews know. Perhaps 
to put out a holocaust fantasy which would arrive about 1954. Churchill wrote 6 
volumes on WWII. Thousands and thousands of pages. No gas chambers. Red 
Cross who visited, the German camps at Auschwitz, Poland, saw no German 
crimes. Pictures from airplanes over the German camps in Poland show no 
chimney smoke gas chambers or ovens.  
 
 If the Jews did enslave my Polish people for 1,000 years, what penalty 
should they now pay to my Polish people us? To my large Polish American family, 
to my Veteran, my son, our ancestors, descendants, and me? Now, heralds the 
Jewish King and Queen of spies. Did I say that after I openly wrote about Jew 
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Jonathan Pollard in USA prison, the worst single spy in US history, Barack Hussein 
awarded him a Presidential Pardon!  
 
 Believe me, Jew Democrats have been reading my emails since I began 
sending them to the famous DJ on October 10, 2002. He worked for Jewish CBS 
radio. Jews are voracious readers. And they are spies. They don’t think up ideas, 
they steal and use our White ideas. It’s the Whites that don’t know. Example, I 
wrote and openly protested in 2007 for a wall on the border. President Trump is 
elected and hopefully gets a wall. If it were me, I’d make it beyond the Chinese 
4,500-year-old wall. I’d use space-age technology. No Jews if possible, because 
they would manipulate the project. Top secret! It would be a big boost and 
interest for our American people, especially our Whites if you show them a little 
compassion as I try to do always. Either as is, or the opposite as if they are always 
thinking up something new.  
 
 Black Democrat President Barack Hussein pardoned Pollard back to the 
criminal state of Israel, home of the Christ-killers that Whites somehow 
mistakenly worship. The worst criminals in US history: the Jewish couple, Julius 
and Ethel Rosenberg. They gave the atom bomb secrets to Communist Russian 
Jews during the Cold War. They were executed.  
 
 Why Jews put this in the movie, I don’t know. The Jewess is very strong. 
Mexican and Black woman stronger. What about our White women? Why is the 
White man wasting his and her time being the disciplinarians of the world? We 
only have seconds left in the historical hourglass of time. We shouldn’t have these 
crimes. Poland was the only lawless country in the world, like the USA today with 
highest prison rates. Mama disciplined us. African black women beat their men to 
work. Today, they just want to make 15 Black babies each for Whites to support 
with boatloads of grain but none for our own.  
 
 I know of a White missionary male who lives in Africa. He cares for 24 Black 
boys in the jungle. He says they are in the starving season until the boatloads of 
grain arrive. But there’s all kinds of plants, fish, bugs, and animals. Why do they 
wait on poor exhausted Whites to feed 1 billion people who don’t want to work? 
Whites shouldn’t have to beat their kids. I didn’t, even though I’ve been beaten in 
my entire life, perhaps since Mama’s womb! No Jewess beat her children. 
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 An acquaintance told me she taught in Hawaii for special education kids. 
She was a White French teacher, but no one wants European languages. All the 
White immigrants from Bosnia, Poland, Romania, etc. are going back. They’d 
rather face poverty than what has happened to our country! They said America is 
not fit for families or children. They’d rather face the worst poverty in Europe. 
Plus, the Brown Mexicans treat them terrible. The Polish lady, (my Polish 2nd 
smartest of Europeans after Germans) in Vegas told me the Mexicans have a 
Mafia against them. The former French teacher became a special education 
teacher. She walked into her first class and wept as she told me. She said she 
faced a sea of deformed children: crack cocaine babies hidden away in Hawaii. 
Horrified! Real monsters: One eyeball on the forehead, one on the chin, 
disfigured features.  
 
 We pay $100,000 for druggie babies’ education, plus welfare for the crack 
cocaine mother and father. Why doesn’t the government pay my son double, or 
$200,000, for each of his babies. I raised him superbly. He has top 1 1/2% IQ in 
the nation. 6’5”. Whiter than snow. I raised him with an organic garden much of 
the time, natural birthing at home with a doctor and midwife and two Christian 
Science ladies; one a nurse, one to pray for us. Husband and first son there. No 
drugs, no cutting of the woman for childbirth, no circumcision. Only Semites: Jews 
and Muslims do that barbaric procedure of circumcision on baby boys. Americans 
never did that until the Jews arrived in 1875. It’s a religious practice and actually 
bad for the little boy. The little White boy’s screams are the worse pain in the 
hospital. No anesthesia. The Muslims and Jews, Semites, are probably used to it in 
their DNA. Barbaric for our boys. I breastfed for over 2 years. I lived in solitary 
confinement and prayed, prayed, prayed. There are some atrocious videos on Jew 
YouTube of the Jew rabbis at their boys ‘circumcisions.  
 
 When my baby was two days old, I put him in the Sunday School to learn 
that God is Love as I made a large oil painting with those word and a still life set 
up. Also, to learn about Jesus’ healings and metaphysics. From age 9-22, Christian 
boarding school education. They saved my son’s life. My older son didn’t have it 
very well in our society. After all we are the drug capital of the world. But a White 
“mind” is a good thing not to waste. He had a lot to overcome with his Dad a 
veteran and me from a family were destitute slaves to Jews in South Chicago. He 
has no offspring. His line from the Mayflower, 1620 will end. And all we worry 
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about is more illegals, $38 billion for Israeli Jewesses and their babies, Black Civil 
rights, Chinese and Hindu grants for businesses and education! 
 
 Did I mention Jew carpetbaggers brought cocaine into America through the 
South after the Civil War to destroy them and turn them into addicts? They are 
also the ecstasy drug kingpins and queenpins. A Jewish family spread the 
dangerous oxytocin medicine which killed tens of thousands! They have no 
remorse. A quote from my book said that Jews bring in disease when they arrive 
in a country. The people don’t know what to do and have to turn to them! The 
Mexican La Familia (Family) gang doesn’t drink, drug, and they get along. Worst 
gang. Yet they smuggle drugs, guns and even the date rape drug to ruin White 
women, men and our pure race with the “Spanish Fly.”  
 
 In South Chicago, where I grew up, Jew real estate agents forced violent 
Blacks and Browns on us. Most Whites fled in terror and rightfully so. My friend, 
Polish Irene and I couldn’t run. She fell prey to the Mexicans. I watched and didn’t 
get too involved. She joined the City of Chicago Park District for the drum and 
bugle corps to march in parades and make them happy as I did later in self-made 
ethnic costumes not just for Whites but Black and Brown functions. I was the 
Mother Teresa of the entertainment scene. I loved everybody.  
 
 When my friend Irene was merely 11, the Mexicans had her on wine, 
alcohol, marijuana, cigarettes, and even deadly glue sniffing from a dirty rag they 
all shared. That product is now locked up in glass cases at the hardware stores. 
They should have locked up the drug dealers and taught our White children, make 
it fashionable, and help those innocent Whites who are addicted. They even 
seduced her in a drunken state. They convinced her that in the race-riots, for her 
to have a White gang of girls to fight for them. She formed one. In fact, she beat 
me up for initiation for the Browns.  
 
 Although I never went to a race-riot. In 1964, after the Jew Civil Rights Act, 
our White boys put their arms together to form a human chain to block Blacks 
from socializing with their women in the school stores. Police with bayonets 
escorted the Blacks and forced them in. Today, the non-Whites took over that 
school, 100% and the neighborhood. It was about “their rights,” and we suffer 
until today. We’d all be millionaires today in America from the money we made, 
but we gave it away. Jewish Communism.  
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 About 1962, an Illegal, Brown Mexican Epigmenio Prado forced my slave 
sister into marriage. Within six months he obtained his apartment lease through 
her, driver’s license, Social Security card, new Jew union job already waiting with 
“connections,” apartment lease with her name, and driver’s license. One day, 
Mexican Prado went home to my sister. He grabbed her and went to kill her by 
putting her head in the oven! He screamed he had a wife, Hope, and 5 kids, and 
they’d be arriving soon. He had to get rid of her. She was able to fight him off and 
divorce, but our country is loaded with his descendants for Democratic voting. 
She had “0.” 
 
 Who were the worst criminals in USA history: The Jewish couple, 
Rosenbergs! The USA government executed them for treason for passing our 
secrets of the atom bomb to our Cold War enemy, Jew-controlled Communist 
Russia. 
 

 
Figure 35 Master criminal couple of evil, worst in USA history, Ethel and Julius Rosenberg. Spies. Gave away our top secrets for 
the atomic bomb invention. They had already stolen the movie machine thirty years prior from the White men. Shame when the 
brightest of the men in history, our White men, now face disaster! No other race or religion. There’s a big hose in the Hollywood 
movie picture, perhaps to put out the holocaust fires. Holocaust means fires. The Germans didn’t use fires to kill them, nor gas 
chambers. Most Jews died from typhus and starvation due to no supplies after we bombed the railroads and streets.  

 
 48:43 Republican Senator Joseph McCarthy. White hero. He wrapped up 
investigations that said that (Jew) Communists infiltrated our government 
(churches) military, and our schools. He said Communists got traitors and dupes 
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to do their dirty work in our government. “One Communist faculty at one 
university is one Communist too many.” I attended Missouri State University. I 
didn’t talk about Jews or Whites. I handed in 3 pages of my book for help in 
editing. I missed one week of school, since I flew to Washington DC and handed in 
my Anti-White, Anti-Christ bill to my Republican House of Representative. It 
should have been called the Anti-Communist bill also, and those who forced that 
on us until today. 
 
 As in Las Vegas in 2006, after my veteran’s tragic death, the entire school 
was Communist. The first Vegas essay assigned: read about Jewish homosexuality. 
I trace the last names of people their ethnicity. The author was a Jew. 25 essays. 
All favored non-Whites, except for two that bashed White males, as is happening 
now to our White writers. The first suggested that the White man was impotent, 
(no power anymore) and the other bashed the Irish alcoholics. If Irish stay in 
Ireland, they are sober. What have we done?  
 
 There’re two block-buster autobiographies about the Irish poverty. 
Angela’s Ashes and Hillbilly Elegy by J. D. Vance a former marine. In the Ashes 
book, the mother had six children, but didn’t work and drank and smoked. The 
autobiographer’s Irish father was an alcoholic. They went back to Ireland. She’s 
on the dole with welfare. But Polish American Mama worked outside the home 
with her 12 babies, breastfed, took care of grandpa, cooked and baked from 
scratch . . . if . . . she scrubbed extra floors on her hands and knees for the 
Jewesses and we had money. Jews liked to see us on our knees looking up to 
them.  
 
 Why can’t I write my Polish American book about what my Polish American 
family overcame as the two Irish autobiographies about Irish poverty? I changed 
history already several times. Jews bullied my people when they started the 
“Dumb Polak” jokes. I slaved at this keyboard because I love my God, truth, White 
people, country, and self. God will take care of the other races. I’m not God. 
Those are the only Laws Jesus gave. Not the 672 the Jew Pharisees commanded! I 
think Whites have 20,000 laws in DC, states, city, jobs. It’s probably more. It was 
Jew Roy Cohn who infiltrated Republican McCarthy’s committee and brought the 
White man down.  
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 "Von Hoffman reminds us that Jew Cohn ‘lived in a matrix of crime and 
unethical conduct,’ "derived a significant part of his income from illegal or 
unethical schemes and conspiracies," and thrived ‘cheek by jowl with so many 
men of sharp practice and dim luster in business and politics’ that Cohn's pal Joey 
Adams, the comedian, would say of Cohn's dinner parties, ‘If you're indicted 
you're invited.’ 
 
 “The sleaze of Jew Roy Cohn was no secret. Why ignore it? Why excuse it? 
The only important questions forced on us by these books have nothing to do 
with Roy Cohn, but everything to do with judges and lawyers and publishers and 
writers and TV stars and politicians and developers–the wealthy and the powerful 
people who for many years ate Roy Cohn's shit with a grin. 
 
 “An example. Jew Cohn was attorney for Studio 54, which von Hoffman 
identifies as ‘perhaps the most glamorous, fashion-setting nightclub to popularize 
drug use among white-collar people.’ Cocaine was its mother's milk. ‘That the 
establishment was run on lines contravening half the laws in the statute book 
made it not one whit less popular.’ For special celebrities, the wildest parties were 
held in the basement, where, along with high society's homosexuals, transsexuals 
and transvestites, one could find many illustrious souls who were there for the 
kick of watching and smelling. (Never wonder why all the non-heterosexuals now 
rights have, but we Whites don’t.) 
 
 The New York Times, (Jew-stolen) the most prestigious of the print media, 
continued to put Roy in its news columns in a most favorable light, while (Jew) 
CBS News, then the most prestigious of the broadcasting media, did a laudatory 
60 Minutes piece.’ Sometimes lawyers settled cases with Cohn not because they 
couldn't whip him in court but because they feared that Cohn would smear them 
and their clients through easy manipulation of the press. As one lawyer told 
Steven Brill, publisher of The American Lawyer: 
 
 “We weren't buying off the lawsuit. We were buying off (Jew) Roy Cohn. It's 
Cohn we were interested in, and what he said he could do to us in the press…He 
can get a headline in The Wall Street Journal or The New York Times picking up a 
phone…. These papers printed uncritical, big headline accounts of Cohn's charges. 
(Jew Adolf Ochs stole the New York Times from Whites in 1896.) Jews already had 
plenty of money since they used my White Polish as slaves for war over 900 years, 
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bought in black workers, (misnamed slaves for the ‘pity’ card) and Jew money 
being the worse criminals in America since before 1776 until today. Once Jews 
dirty work is done and conquered the vitals of the host nation appear “good” and 
are Jewish Supremacists. 
 
 “Cohn was famous among lawyers for winning cases by ‘delays, evasions, 
lies, and fixes,’ and by some he was ‘considered the brains behind whole 
networks of thieving public officials.’ 
 
https://www.thenation.com/article/king-cohn/ 
 
 Is this fit for the USA “Promised Land for Whites” that the 1620 Mayflower 
Pilgrims prophesied? Or as in Poland, did the USA become the “dungeons of hell,” 
for many of us.  
 
 Studious Republican Senator Joe McCarthy pictured writing notes at the 
trials to expose the Jews. Make sure you take notes and write all over this book. 
That’s how I read five books at a time sometimes. Although I don’t read much 
now. I need to get this book and my autobiography out. I don’t want my secrets 
to go to the grave with me. I hope I live to be a 100. Even if nothing is done, Jews 
will make sure in 40 years, 400 years, they will destroy my life’s work as they did 
Dr. David Duke’s, U.S. House of Representative. 
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 52:26 White Communist Writer desperate for work goes to King Brothers 
Productions. Kozinsky Brothers. When a Polish name end’s in “sky” it’s generally a 
Jew who married into Polish Royalty. “Ski” at the end is usually Polish royalty, like 
Mama. Kopaczew’ski. Even the low-class films where Trumbo applied for work are 
Jews.  
 
 52:29 Jew Kozinsky says to White Communist writer, Trumbo, “We make 
crap.” Jews made that word a curse word one might use when one’s upset. It’s 
not – It’s another Jew taboo. Being an organic gardener, I’ve handled horse 
manure for my melons and compost tea, worm manure so valuable that the 
White people on the ship before the Mayflower perished because the USA soil 
where they landed had no worms to poop and add oxygen to the soil. (It didn’t 
surprise me, recently, when I heard that Jew scientists won the Nobel Peace Prize 
for their study of worms. They read my works. Famous Las Vegas fashion 
designers viewed my costumed karaoke ideas. They took a picture and told me 
they would send it around the world to the other fashion designers. Were they 
homosexuals who get credit for my original and creative thinking? That will never 
foster new inventions and ideas.) 
 
 California is the breadbasket for the USA. But the farm soil is dead from 
overuse, poisons, and artificial fertilizers. A teaspoon of soil should have 100,000 
microbes. It has merely six. Did the Mexicans do that because they are not literate 
in English and didn’t read the labels of the poisons they used? In contrast, I built 
up my garden soil since 1970. Just as I build up Whites, and don’t break them 
down. I used cheap composted cow manure. $.88 a gigantic bag. Chicken manure 
from the garden center. I think it’s why Whites are sick sometimes. They obsess 
about poop. The other curse words are just silly references to body parts, again. 
Jews are obsessed about excrement and body parts.  
 
 Jews say in their occult Talmud book that Jesus is boiling in hot excrement 
for eternity! That his dear mother is a wh---! That’s Jew punishment at its 
harshest level. Jews say they still keep Jesus suffering today. What if we said that 
about their holocaust fantasy ancestors? If you want a debate, let’s do it now 
before Holocaust Exactitude Revisionists die. Jews hate Jesus’ mother and say she 
was a whore. The Internet reveals much more Jewish hatred against Whites in 
their Talmud. Remember Jew Mega-Google searches take you to what their 
religion wants us to know and no more. All the first clicks on a topic are what Jews 
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want. They will refer you to their Jew Mega-YouTube or Jew-Mega Wikipedia. 
Encyclopedia Britannica, also taken over by Jews.  
 
 54:11 Watching all White Trumbo’s smoking and drinking makes me 
physically ill. In metaphysics, one can say, I don’t need alcohol or drugs but show 
displeasure at them. God made us perfect already. The rest is collective “beliefs” 
and programming.  
 
 I live in a smoking building and it affected me. I contacted a no-smoking 
website. They suggested I give the knowledge to the owners to change it for the 
owner and dwellers’ benefits. It’s subsidized. Missouri is one of the nine states 
who doesn’t have laws for non-smoking. No word. After I moved here, I was bed-
ridden in the middle of December. I kept telling my sister, it happened when the 
furnace went on. I then contacted a no-smoking website. They sent me literature. 
Indeed, it said that if the smoke from other apartments bothers you, you’ll know 
when you turn the furnace on. I gave the building info to switch it to non-
smoking, but nothing changed. To see Whites living in smoke-filled rooms is 
frightening.  
 
 I don’t blame the White smoker, but the cause of their smoking. Jew 
tobacco since 1650, merely 30 years after the Mayflower arrived. I love my white 
people even if they hated me. I know it’s not their fault. Our poor White people 
never deserved this for the ultimate sacrifice of time, labor, and money to help 
the 92% of the world, including the wealthiest people in the world who enslaved 
my ancestors and parents, the Jews. 
 
 58:02 White Trumbo says the (Jew) King Brothers need scripts. Quality 
minimum; Quantity maximum! He’s a slave in his own house. I feel the same. He 
says every workday is 7 days; every day is 18 hours. (I have sometimes.) I used to 
have 22 hours days after the divorce, when a White woman who practiced 
voodoo stole my husband. They wanted me dead and hired a hitman to kill me. 
She didn’t want to pay child support. I didn’t get any. I gave up 16 years – saved 
my Veteran’s life, (he saved mine) but became a displaced homemaker. I 
sometimes worked 8 jobs. I drove our 9-year-old son to Christian boarding school: 
2 ½ hours each way, twice a week. Then had to work 12-hour shifts! I did well on 
the job. But only after they brought in the Total Quality Management where I 
could use my brains for ideas! The others at the company, (Jew union) didn’t want 
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to work, worked as little as possible, couldn’t wait to get out, and bullied me so 
badly I was forced to quit. The USA is losing her best White minds, bodies, 
families, and babies, now unborn. I worked 12 hours straight. Didn’t talk even 
though the Black women made fun of me.  When I worked at Quaker Oats and 
assisted the manager, a gang of five Black women bullied me and had me fired at 
Quaker Oats during their merger with Pepsi. My manager was upset, but she said 
the (Black women) had witnesses. Each other. It was planned. 
 
 The #1 Roadway used Black women for double credits from the 
government for taxes. Now a Black woman can make twice as much as I can 
based on the color of her skin and the White (Christian) pampering and 
mentoring, she received in the USA since 1650. No alcoholism as Jews kept my 
Polish people. It’s it wonderful, we did all that for people who cultivated tobacco 
to make Whites die from cancer. They think we ‘owe’ them. I’d tell them even 
Walmart doesn’t keep employees for 350 years and keep paying them, housing 
them, giving medical, food, exclusive perks, and double tax credits as Black 
women demand and obtain. 
 
 59:02 When White Trumbo speaks of the men at the other table, some of 
the Hollywood 10, most are Jews nominated for awards. A pretty woman with a 
big diamond necklace flirts with Jew Kozinsky. It reminded me of the Jew brothers 
“diamond necklace” scheme. In my studies, Jews used that and brought down 
French royalty, government, and the church. 1789. Same time as USA and Poland 
came up with the Constitution and got rid of White British Royalty. France was 
next. Jews made King Louis and Queen Marie Antoinette appear as lavish 
spenders while the country starved. She never said, “Let them each cake.” Jews 
controlled advertising and made wooden plaques like newspapers, to show her as 
an evil spend-thrift. She wasn’t. She was 15th of 16th children. Her Austrian 
mother, Marie-Thérèse, highest bred for royalty. Whites breed for crack cocaine 
babies, not like Germany who wanted to breed healthy White babies with old-
fashioned Christian character. Although the Jews had the French King and Queen 
guillotined, not a hair of their Jewish heads was touched. They were billionaires 
by today’s standards. And France was so good to them, not persecuting them!  
 
 59:21 Trumbo talks of “fixing” or editing bad scripts. Almost all books are 
published by Jew editors who only allow what “they” in their almighty (not) 
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wisdom want us to read. My book needs an editor, but no White will touch it, let 
alone a Jew who I truthfully expose. Is it a sin to tell the truth in America? Why? 
 
 1:01:31 Picture of the Jew Movie poster says it all! Telemachus Thomas 
Timayenis, a Greek Historian in New York, stumbled on the Jews, who tried to 
shut him down. 1888. He wrote that no one could talk about Jews for 100 years or 
since the American Revolution. Timayenis bought his own book publishing 
company, Minerva. Jews ganged together, shut his company down, had him 
arrested, paid off police, judges, etc. Only a genius lawyer saved him and his 
company. I contacted the government Library of Congress to obtain the book by 
Timayenis: Judas Iscariot: An Old Type in a New Form. The rarest book of all. Two 
Jewish synagogues had a copy. When I asked the Library of Congress for 
information on their book, I asked them to do a physical check. It was gone. So 
were Timayenis’ other three books that told the truth about Jews. The head of 
the Library said there was a great heist of history books. That’s why no one knows 
the information the other good White writers and I discovered. It’s the biggest 
loss in our country after the 9/11 Tragedy. To lose one’s history is to lose one’s 
identity, mind, past, present, and future.  
 
 White American Timayenis wrote in the book, The American Jew: An 
Expose, that Jews burned down New York homes after they put discarded 
furniture and collected the insurance money. In the 1870s, a Jew and Jewess 
couple burned down 100 blocks of South Chicago where they and their Black 
army lived - a few miles from where I grew up. Also, a Jew at the scene at the 
second Great Chicago Fire. 300 dead. In 1911, Jew brothers burned down their 
own Triangle Shirtwaist Factory and locked in their employees. 146 dead. It was 
the worst industrial fire in history. Also, in New York! This Jewish movie poster 
showed how much bravado, bullying, and no remorse for their evil and 
destruction, they have for the White audience. If anyone invented what a devil 
would be, they would do no better than to describe the Jew.  
 
 The poster, Arson, Inc. is similar to the top criminal, mathematician, Meyer 
Lansky, Murder, Inc., the #1 criminal organization in US history. It’s all a big joke 
on the USA, Whites, and Christianity. I’m not laughing – we should be weeping! 
The poster, Arson, Inc., appears at the moment the Communist book manuscript 
is transferred at the window. Jewish-only writing is a burning holocaust of the 
White (Christian) mind, heart, and soul. 
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Figure 36 Jews: The Arson criminals of the world. They bragged in the movie how easy it was to get away with their crimes. 
Think Great Chicago Fire I & II. Burning down New York buildings for insurance money. The Triangle City Shirtwaist Factory fire 
where they killed 146, including some of their own Jews. See “The American Jew” an Expose, Telemachus Thomas Timayenis, 
Greek Historian who discovered the Jewish crimes as he studied his Greek American ancestry as I found my Polish one. In this 
Timayenis book, he writes of the Jews who stole the “Crown Jewels.” This book was stolen from the Library of Congress, along 
with his three others by him on the Jews. From his book: “The first act of the Jews, who were now anxious to prove themselves 
worthy of their emancipation, was to steal the crown jewels.  The sight of these treasures, patiently accumulated during 
generations, and which consisted of royal crowns, cups offered by Suger, jewels given by Richelieu, magnificent and glorious 
souvenirs, divided hastily on the bank of the Seine, secreted underground or thrown into a pool of water, dragged into the vilest 
resorts, concealed in tatters, is the very image of the brilliant past of the unfortunate France, now delivered to a horde of Jews. 
The religion that teaches the Jews that they are superior to all other men, that they must annihilate everything foreign to them, 
and that everything upon the earth belongs to them, is the source of the delirious conceptions peculiar to the race. 

The theft of the crown jewels nourished for a long time the commerce of the German Jews.” (you can see why the White most 
religious Germans wanted to deport all Jews to Madagascar. But the Jews won, Germany lost, and Whites will also go extinct 
soon. No witnesses to the perfect Jewish crimes. From the chapter, “The Degeneration of the Jews. THE JEWS DURING THE 
REVOLUTION AND THE FIRST EMPIRE. You can print out the book and mark it up. See if it applies to the USA. 
http://www.yamaguchy.com/library/drumont/juive_03.html 

 
 1:01:46 The White, Communist daughter is upset because she demands to 
live her life for Black Civil Rights and not to help her desperate White father. 
(Where’s White Civil Rights?) President Lincoln wanted to free the Black workers 
and send them back to Liberia and Africa. To support Blacks from 1650-2019 is 
insanity. No being on earth animal, bird, plant, or human will survive like that 
preferring the other species over their own. No company either. 
 
 1:16: Picture of a White girl as Jew kisses not her but the manuscript. 
The word “Receive” is on the wall to the right of Jew after he “receives” White 
Trumbo Communist manuscript.  
 
 “I’m certain your (Jew) father told some nasty things about me, (a White 
writer.) They’re all true!” Hate! But America was based on “White Love.” I don’t 
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hate anyone. I love! What happened? A 2-hour Hollywood Jew movie erased six 
months of Christian Sunday School or White family teaching. 
 
 1:01:59 Jew TV: “Keep Out White Schools White KKKK” Gov. George 
Wallace wanted segregation, but Jews forced integration since they have black 
blood and need them as an army. Now if we are to save our White boys, they will 
have to be segregated not just from other races, but girls, and perhaps the two 
other main religions: Muslims & Jews = Semites.  
 
 Recently, Missouri State University expelled me and refused to mentor me. 
Over the age of 62, I was able to take a free college course, Creative Writing. I’m 
not professional and need a good editor. I’m a widow of a US Marine. I had his 
two (year 1620) Mayflower sons, saved his life, changed history in many positive 
ways, yet they prohibited me from attending the class. My book includes his 
biography about being a White homeless Veteran. They said I wrote a book 
already. I begged. The assistant who edited the pages I handed in, wrote 
corrections on it necessary for my book.  
 
 Mama merely went to 5th grade. She was a White slave to Jews in South 
Chicago even though she was born here. I’m a proud hardworking White asset to 
the USA. I begged worse than the lowest of all Americans of any race. God will 
never save this country the way it is. He’s not evil and won’t genocide our White 
people.  
 
 The teachers had a class discussion on an essay that “felt sorry” for a Black 
Haitian and placed the White in a bad light. I didn’t say it but thought, “The same 
Haitian black pampered farmworkers who under the direction of Polish Jew 
soldiers butchered the entire White French people around the same time as the 
Jews executed the French Revolution?” Polish Jews and Black workers chopped 
off White French heads of the finest of that ethnicity. Since then, the US Marines 
have been to Haiti five times to save the Blacks who slaughtered our White 
European brethren.  
 
 Right after Democrat Barack Hussein was elected, Haiti had an earthquake. 
We were told 450,000 died. No one counted. No death certificates like the Jew 
gas chamber stories. I read since the 1970’s the USA and Russia has technology to 
create earthquakes. Barack Hussein then flooded Haiti with workers and money 
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from our White treasury. The first foreign country he went to after elected was 
Germany. They tried to save their people and made it an all-White country. Jews 
sent him there to bully them since he was Black. Germany has 1.6 birthrate. 
Doom, no chance to survive. Africa will though! Israel and all the Jews of the 
world will. China. Browns.  
 
 At the MSU class, during the comment section after the Haitian essay, the 
first student said, “My two sisters married Blacks. But you know how it is in a 
small (White) town.” The class and teachers had this “Oh yuck! Those Whites in 
small towns. Then a White male student said he was glad when the (Jew) 
Hollywood movie, KKKlansman, knocked down Ph.D. Republican House of 
Representative, Dr. David Duke. The movie is fictional. Dr. Duke had 10,000 
members. Not one case of violence. In contrast, the Communist enemy tried to 
kill him with a crack over his head! The Jew Communists hate White leaders. Our 
people believe the Hollywood movie was real, like fake Jew Steven Spielberg’s 
Schindler’s List horrors. It’s fiction but a must-read in some history classes as real. 
Germany was the most religious country of Europe, yet we believe Judaism, which 
is the opposite of Christianity. 
 
 At the same time, the book publishing industry contacted David Duke’s 
friend for 50 years, Don Black. The man who assassinated Martin Luther King tried 
to kill Don when he was 16! The book agent lured Don’s son to write a book 
against his father: Up from Hate. (Communist goals: Destroy David and Don. Our 
only White leaders.) Jews hypnotized Whites to react to anyone who wants White 
Civil Rights, with the single word: Hate. Or two words: hate speech. Did I hate the 
Jewish doctor who raped me, or did he hate, hate, hate me? He could have 
impregnated me! Mama and Daddy couldn’t afford me let alone a criminal 
doctor’s baby! As a Ph.D. he knew better!  
 
 When I trained my pure-bred German Shepherd Queenie. I saved her from 
the gas chambers for dogs. Her former owners named her. She had problems as a 
puppy. When I rescued her, I read a book called “The Good Dog” book. The 
master of the animal only uses “one” or “two” words to the animal. Doesn’t talk 
or debate it. I’d say, “good dog,” or “stay.” That’s all it takes to control Whites. 
“Hate.” “Racist.” “Bigot.” “6,000,000.” “Holocaust.” “Sexist.” “Homophobe.” 
“White Supremacist.” “Nazi.” All weapons and attacks that will genocide the 
White people. Look at our people’s suffering. It’s probably from all these attacks. 
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Instead it pops up as a disease, addiction, debt, decline, unable to compete, 
death, and surrender of our countries.  
 
 Just as fake Jew news made Hitler an avatar monster, they did the same to 
Scottish American Mary Baker Eddy founder of Christian Science healing church. 
They lied about her in the news and made an avatar out of her as they did former 
Republican House of Representative Dr. Duke who has spent 50 consecutive years 
for a thankless position. I used to hire speakers who would get $4,500 to speak 
plus amenities. Dr. Duke gets paid “$0” and labors out of love as I did in costumed 
karaoke. Jew rabbis forced Amazon to ban his autobiography and books, and all 
other writers people like me. Since when do rabbis rule the world as a religion?  
 
 Amazon never banned a book, but now only and all White books. I called 
Atlanta Georgia board of education to help me publish and edit my book, since 
Missouri State University banned me a quiet, soft-spoken, intelligent, saintly and 
loving person. No one would dare ban, hit, or discriminate against a non-White or 
Jewish student? The Atlanta school system bragged they have six all-Black 
colleges, even one for their Black (tough undamaged pampered) women. But 
there’s no help for me in that city, nor in the entire world with my ancestry and 
historical autobiography. 
 
 I studied the KKK since Communist universities only teach to hate Whites 
and love non-Whites. KKK were merely costumed entertainers as I have done, 
since 1997. I danced in parades; they marched in them. They rode on horses and 
courted the single Southern Women with mandolin playing. But after the Jew 
carpetbaggers ravaged the South, (Jew Judah P. Benjamin ran off with the entire 
Southern Treasury to the Jews in England) the crime against Whites (as in 
Germany after WW II or South Chicago after the Jew-Democrat 1964 Civil Rights 
Act) was inhumane and brutal against Southerners. I would have doubted that if I 
didn’t see with my own eyes, what happened after the 1964 Jewish Civil Rights 
Act in South Chicago. I grew up in the most violent Black Panther’s neighborhood. 
Mama said earlier that the Jew Real Estate block-busters would bring in the worst 
Blacks and Browns for violence against the Whites. It happened.  
 
 Brother Bert said that Haiti opened up their prisons and insane asylums and 
sent them as boat people for free USA citizenship to Miami, USA. (A foreign 
crazed, violent Black army, the kind Jews love to spring on Whites in a war.) 
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Although our large family was terrorized, we were too destitute to move as the 
other Whites raced to get away for their lives. Three Black gang members, like the 
Black Panthers, (Chicago has the most murders but it’s a no-gun city) went to beat 
up and rob Mama of 12 babies with pennies in her purse. She was about 65! They 
beat up Daddy on his 2-hour bus ride to work for the greedy Jew book publishing 
company. Beat up my two brothers who were home from a religious seminary 
and merely walking down the street. A Black beat, bloodied, and kicked Brother 
John in the groin.  
 
 Brother John has a master’s degree from DePaul University, who was going 
to be a social worker and give up his life for minorities (now the majority). When 
he worked nights to pay for his education, a Black at work kicked him so hard in 
the groin and beat him so bloody, he’s disabled since the 1960s! He’s living 
without electricity, gas, and phone at age 76. He was starving to death. We’re too 
busy helping the 92% of the world’s non-Whites. Our welfare system is so 
overloaded that the White people don’t matter like my homeless White Veteran, 
mere roadkill. White people hurt. 
 
 1:02:40 TV screen picture of an Indian. Please don’t do what Democrat 
Barack Hussein did at his first Thanksgiving address. The other races like to 
humiliate the White people to feel guilty. It’s an insult to Christianity. He stated 
we owe everything in America to the Red Indian minority. With the upcoming 
400th anniversary, please dear God, have the Whites honor the Whites who made 
the extreme sacrifices not just for themselves, but for the 92 % of the world. 
Whites are damaged, divided, divorced, drugged, indebted, dying, diseased, 
drunk, or dead early. Help them. Whites have a glorious history. While everyone 
goes after Whites for trying to save our people, we lose valuable time in tending 
only to the needs of the other races. Forget the Indian. They need to all get jobs 
now and take them off the White mother’s milk and cut the umbilical cord. Just as 
an addict is addicted to alcohol, Whites are addicted to other races, especially 
Jews. We are not God and need to stop playing God. Jew TV had a Red Indian on it 
with dark skin to continually make us believe they are all better than us.  
 
 Again, Whites must not give the Red Indians all the credit for colonizing and 
building America. It was the tremendous and heroic sacrifices of the White 
Pilgrims, who withstood the savagery of the Indians, the terrain, and their own 
fears. Whites treated like pampered pets the Jews and non-Whites even Muslims 
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get $1 trillion of our taxes, 360,000 brain injuries (I.Q.?) and 1,000,000 casualties 
for Jew Middle East Wars since 9/11. We not only give them all our money, but 
our time and attention. Do you want the next 1,000 years of wars as Jews did to 
Poland?  
 

 
Figure 37 When it comes to the 400th anniversary of the Mayflower, please don't make the Red Indians appear like saints for the 
Whites to worship while they hate each other. We need to create and harmonize into White organizations, as all the others 
already have. We need to only support White babies, not support Red or other races anymore. Were’ going to have to have all-
White classes for boys, or the USA will become a third world country with the lawlessness of the Jews as happened in Poland. 

 

 
Figure 38 From my studies, the White men who came to the USA and formed the KKK were costumed entertainers in parades. 
I'm a costumed entertainer who danced in parades in Chicago, Vegas, Branson and Springfield, Missouri. I did it not only for 
Whites but also Blacks, Browns, Jews, Yellows, and have a long Indian headpiece that I took on stage for a performance. Do they 
return the favor and honor my Polish people? 
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 1:04:00 Jew King demands a script about a White farm girl mating with an 
alien monster with a big head. Let them use a Jewess for that role and all roles 
like that for the next 1,000 years! We don’t intimidate but elevate the Jewess and 
her offspring. We can’t have all this crazy stuff in our heads. Arlen says the Alien 
impregnates the farm girl to start a “new species.” (did the Jews do that to our 
best White women to make their race stronger? Or destroy the “White Species?) 
 
 1:04:25 Arlen Herd complains that the Pulitzer Prize group nominated him 
for the Pulitzer Prize. It’s a Jewish Prize. I expound on the true story of the villain 
who hated White women, even God: Jew Joseph Pulitzer.  
 
 In 1865, the same year the Civil War ended for Black rights, Mary Baker 
Eddy founded a spiritual healing religion based on the Bible: Christian Science, it 
helped heal my family, veteran, and me in many ways. I still pray. Her healings 
were based like Jesus’ as I have in my book. She was the richest woman in the 
world. She never charged for healing work. There were few cures in her day.  
 
 In 1907, when Mrs. Eddy was 87, Jew Joseph Pulitzer, who attacked her 
continuously with lies through his newspaper, The New York World, then took her 
to court. (Heartless to do that to an elderly woman who helped so many people.) 
He tried to shut down her church, declare her incompetent, shut down her book 
Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures, even the copyright! They wanted to 
gain control of her fortune and turned her two sons and granddaughter against 
her in court. Jews run the medical since Poland, Germany, now USA. A Jewish 
clown, who was out of work, started the American Medical Association. Jews 
crush the White competition. Although Mrs. Eddy won the case. It’s why Jew 
Warner Brothers made me look like a fool on the Jenny Jones TV Show.  
 
 1:06:16 White slave writer to Jews, Trumbo, recalls a Mexican boy with 
tears. Artificial movie scenes like that, materialize in sanctuary cities for Mexicans 
who soon will be the majority and have taken over the USA. No space sci-fi movie 
could be more dreadful. Plus, the foreigners aren’t damaged. 
 
 1:06:35 Academy Awards on TV. The Jew actor Kirk Douglas presented the 
writing awards. Teen White daughter screams for the Jew man and even calls her 
older White sister to hurry not to miss him on TV. It’s how Jews of Hollywood coin 
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household words like the word “Idol” in American Idol. They designate and groom 
one single White, or Black, or Brown actor/actress as a superstar. Then lavish on 
them for the audience to idolize. Singer Madonna can’t sing, but they 
manufactured her with vocal techniques. But around the world, millions of people 
like me will perform and entertain for free or little in the hopes of obtaining 
employment in the entertainment industry. Now to impress on the White girls, 
the Jew Kirk Douglas reads her father won the award but had to use a different 
name.  
 
 1:08 Poster behind Buddy Ross: “Mutiny.” Open rebellion as Jews started 
Revolutions against Whites since the American, French, Polish, Russian, German 
Revolutions. 1960-1970, there was a Jewish Communist Revolution in the USA, 
but we didn’t know it. 
 
 1:09:30 White Communist Writer for Jews tells Arlen they are tearing down 
the “Black-list.”  
 
 1:09:30 Next scene. The camera closes in on a faceless hand who closes the 
door on the caged White bird walking around on newspaper. Then the camera 
shifts to the stone Silent White son.  
 
 1:10:29 Trumbo addresses the other White man (who’s merely a 
composite) This is probably Jew fiction dialogue not non-fiction or truth as an 
autobiography. One must only write what happened not imagination or outright 
lies for deceit. Trumbo convinces him not to sue for freedom of speech, so the 
Hollywood 10 don’t lose. Today, White writers, bloggers, YouTube video are 
makers shut down by Jews and their ilk. Please don’t be their ilk or slave. We 
merely want to save people, our countries, and keep what we worked for. NO 
WHITE FREEDOM of SPEECH OR ASSEMBLY! Constitution. It was good for all the 
Jews and other races, but now that Whites finally speak for the first time in US 
History, they shut us down. Trumbo curses in the Jew film. He says, “Then the 
whole God-d - - - - - country stays scared, dead.”  
 
 Black Democrat with Jew advisors, Barack Hussein’s pastor in Chicago Rev. 
Wright, screamed on the pulpit, “Not God Bless America; but God Damn 
America.” For 350 years, Whites pampered them. Democrat Barack Hussein’s 
Black Christian pastor had no gratitude for the ultimate sacrifice the Whites made 
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for them. It will cost us our Race. Damn means: be condemned by God to suffer 
eternal punishment in hell. "Be forever damned with Lucifer" the devil.  
 
 Jews damned Jesus to boil in excrement for eternity! Now that’s Hatred 
with a capital “H.” They still have Him boiling in hell today and forever! In my 
book, I quote a Jew rabbi: Lucifer is their God. They operate the Church of Satan 
in California, a state which was conquered by non-Whites. That area is our 
breadbasket and the primary source of US food. Expect starvation as in Poland, 
France, 1,500,000 White German Christians after World War II, (see book Other 
Losses) Also, the Jew Yagoda was responsible for tens of millions of White 
Ukrainians before World War II. The Ukraine was Europe’s breadbasket. If the 
Jews didn’t win the war, they planned to starve Europe to death.  
 
 In this video, Barack Hussein’s mentor and pastor, Reverend Wright, 
unleashed hatred against the White people who were their wonderful employers 
for 350 years. Even China can’t deal with the Blacks in Africa as China buys up 
their farmland. Barack and Michelle’s pastor in Chicago spews hatred against the 
Whites who ruled over Jesus. But Jesus loved them and said to his disciples to pay 
the taxes due to Caesar. It was the Jews who ruled Jesus’ territory. But it’s easy 
for Blacks and the world to say how much they, “hate, hate, hate” the Whites. It’s 
a shame after giving them our presidency, land, White women and their wombs, 
my entire neighborhood, 4,500 student high school, easy access transportation in 
Chicago.  
 
 All that the Whites worked for 100 years now goes into Jew, Yellow, Black, 
and Brown hands. Even the dear church I was raised in, St. Mary Magdalene a 
multi-million-dollar church, closed their doors. On the front wall mural, was the 
Jew’s crucifixion of Jesus. But no one dare to say or even think the word, “Jew.” 
Jesus said the words, “Father forgive ‘them’ for ‘they’ know not what ‘they’ do. 
And ‘they parted his garments.” Who did Jesus forgive? The Jews! Never, he 
wouldn’t be God if he forgave such evil. “They” parted his garments: The White 
Italian Roman soldiers who indeed did not know they were pawns of the wicked 
Jewish Pharisees and Sadducees. How sad to share this American soil with such 
hateful, hateful people.  
 
 All Democrat Barack’s preacher could do was to lie and hate White people. 
We must be careful. Jews have poured so much hatred against Whites into the 
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world, we’ll end up like Poland fighting seven different countries at a time for 
different reasons, while fighting our own within our borders. It’s going to be 
worse. Poland was one race, religion, ethnicity, people, not dual citizenship 
preferring their other country like Israel. What do Whites have to look forward to 
in the USA? World politics is too delicate to keep this a “laughing” matter for fake 
news to “spin,” until we’re dizzy. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDsyw-T23mQ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdJB-qkfUHc 
 
 The programmed Trumbo White audience wept for the poor Jew son at the 
Jew father’s funeral, not their damaged White man. White handkerchief tears for 
the most moneyed people in the world with millenniums of international 
connections and crimes, the Jews. Why? 
 
 1:12:59 White daughter angry at her dad, Trumbo. He won’t take one 
minute for her birthday party. Horror author, Stephen King, locks his door. His 
wife puts lunch on the floor outside of it, so he’s not disturbed. 
Autobiographically speaking, I worked at a company, where the Jewish owner and 
president left every afternoon to have rendezvous with a Black woman nearby. I 
talked to her. I know. Our Whites practically kill themselves or drive themselves to 
addictions to merely survive. The White Mrs. Trumbo shows her how use a 
punching bag. The daughter says she wants to pretend it’s her White father’s 
head. Mother tells her, “yes.” Is bashing the White man’s head a sport around the 
world? For Jew interests and movies that way pay for with hard slave labor! Jews 
who make all movies, don’t make ones bashing in Jew father’s heads or even the 
other races. They had it easy in the German work camps in my Poland. I know, the 
Polish are my ancestors. Jews lied. Faked it for illegal citizenship into America, 
since the Whites banned them in 1924 in the Immigration Department (banned 
Chinese also). Jews solution: invent the holocaust fantasy. There were no 
autopsies, no bodies, no gas chambers, no list of 6,000,000 names. Worst, my 
Polish lost twice the number and were in them twice as long. Typhus, starvation 
killed them in most cases. Jews were only in there 1 ½ years.  
 
 The #1 autobiography of all time is about a Jewess teen: Anne Frank from 
World War II. The Germans saved her father’s life, Otto, from typhus in the 
hospital. Germans didn’t beat and cripple her as I suffered in the USA as a good 
White woman, wife, mother, employee, and citizen. They didn’t starve, torture, or 
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rape her as I agonized. They didn’t expel her from the university. They didn’t try 
to kill her. She died of lice bugs, typhus. For that, she’s treated with international 
respect more any person in history! She’s not a role model for my granddaughter. 
Her autobiography is a fraud. Another Jew man, Meyer Levin, wrote it. The Courts 
ordered Anne’s father to pay him $50,000!  
 
 In World War II, during the two years the Jews were in the Auschwitz, 
Poland work camps, generous German Christians provided the comforts of:  

1. Swimming pools with diving blocks 
2. Soccer games with the German National Socialist leaders 
3. Stages 
4. Plays 
5. Entertainment 
6. Musical instruments 
7. Art supplies 
8. Prostitutes 
9. Paychecks 
10. Cigarettes 
11. Freedom to come and go 
12. Barbers 
13. Dentists 
14. Doctors 
15. Hospitals 
16. Kitchens 
17. Mail privileges 

 
 In the movie scene, White Mrs. Trumbo taught her daughter how to use a 
punching bag and pretend that it’s her White father’s head. 
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Figure 39 See plainly that Trumbo's White daughter is boiling mad at her father. He couldn’t take time away his from his book to 
watch her blow out the candles. I never had a birthday party or games, toys, even a paper and pencil. All the Blacks did, Browns, 
Jews, Reds, and Yellows. I never complained, I only compare. The role of White parents in the USA has been reduced to fools. I 
took hours and hours of “Love and Logic” and agree with the concept. Who taught my children or grandchild to love, respect, 
and help me? Other races get that automatically. It looks like those are jugs of moonshine on the shelves, but not sure. We had a 
metal tub for bathing since we didn’t have a bathtub in our shack of a house. We had a pull-chain toilet though. Mrs. Trumbo, 
Cleo, has the perfect answer on how to deal with negative emotions toward her White partner. She puts on boxing gloves and 
punches the heck out of the punching bag. Perhaps she’s a White drunk. Then the daughter says, “Oh I should pretend the 
punching bag is my (White) daddy’s head. Who dare would do that to a Jewish man’s head even on the screen? No wonder our 
men are in such trouble. The White daughter then viciously beats on the punching bag pretending it’s her White Dad’s head. 
Nowhere in the movie, does a Jewess daughter vicariously beat on her father’s head, nor Black, Brown, Yellow, or Red! 

 
 1:17 At the Jew’s funeral, White Trumbo refuses a small amount of money. 
White Trumbo says to kneel to the Jew’s son, “The debts are all mine.” (It’s same 
today. The White man is carrying the cross for all the Jew’s crimes and debts. 
Same in Poland 1025-1945 where 92% of Jews come from.) 
 
 1:18. Camera: Paintings on the wall mean something. Asian butler with a 
white coat walks through the door. The mirror reflects the same man as in the 
portrait with the painting of a little girl on left side of man. Subconscious still 
takes it in. I think White Trumbo is at Jew Edward G. Robinson, real name 
Emanuel (Messiah) Gold-enberg, who starred in Double Indemnity same name of 
movie about the crooked couple who take out “double indemnity” insurance 
policy and kill her White husband. Jew Larry Silverstein “received” “double 
indemnity” on all 7 World Trade Centers. He purchased the skyscrapers right 
before 9/11 with a “terrorism insurance policy” for double. Think all bombing and 
burnings of Polish buildings and cities under Jewish rule from 1025-1945. the Jews 
and New York Fires, two Great Chicago fires. Shirtwaist factory Jew fire. Fire in 
Chicago during riots. Jew paid a black to burn down his jewelry store during the 
1968 riots and collect insurance. 
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 How did the Jew Hollywood 10 handle our US Congress? Why has no one 
has been arrested for 9/11? If not solved, the problem will endlessly repeat itself 
as the Jews, Turks, Mongols, Tatars, and Muslims did to Poland for a millennium. I 
don’t believe President Bush had anything to do with it. We weren’t aware. I 
associated with people at the top of President Bush’s administration.  

Jewish Rabbi Dov Zakheim was Comptroller of the Pentagon’s money. He 
said that OK to misplace $2.3 trillion. Republican Donald Rumsfeld reported it the 
day before the 9/11 Tragedy and before our Pentagon was hit. Jew Chertoff 
missed the information.9 Jew Zakheim says it’s also OK to rape White Christian 
woman.10 And the US laws protects Jews and Muslims in our worldwide blanket 
of Anti-Semite laws which only punishes White Christians? The Jew name “Dov” 
gives the illusion of a harmless white bird. Courtesy of Maurice Pinay: Jew Meorot 
theology journal of Yeshivat Chovevei Torah Rabbinic School, on permissible rape: 
"It is the consensus of many halachic decisors (judges of rabbinic law) that the 
yefat to’ar can be subject to involuntary intercourse...” 

 

 
 
 White Trumbo says that Jew Edward G. Robinson did it more for the 
movies, money. (Edgar G’s real name is Emanuel, meaning “Messiah.” Any human 

 
9 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L0r1-5t8b1o 
10 https://atrueott.wordpress.com/2010/08/10/dov-zakheim-retires-oh-please/ 
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that takes that name is a megalomaniac. His real last name is Gold-enberg. Jews 
and their Gold. Like the old myth of the “King Midas” touch, everything Jews 
touch turns to White Gold for them.) White Trumbo says, “Dead bullshit on your 
walls.” Oil paintings of dead White starving artists for Jewish mega profits off our 
creative ideas and misery. 
 
 Jew Robinson is elegantly dressed to the nines. Jews and their ilk fashion 
designers put Whites in the color black or ripped up jeans getting us ready for 
debt, starvation, homelessness, and death. It’s what they did to my ancestors in 
Galicia, Poland. Jews drove my people homeless. There’s an old Polish saying 
about Jew mortgage bankers who foreclosed on the citizens homes after Jews 
destroyed the Poles through alcoholism. Jews laughed, “Now OUR homes, YOUR 
streets.” Will White Americans be homeless and enslaved? All White countries? 
Jew calls White Trumbo a Rebel Genius but makes the audience think the White 
man is a heel. A White man is a genius. Mama would repeat to me, “You’re smart 
and you’re intelligent,” in a kind way, not degrading like the movie. She was hurt 
of the Jew Dumb Polak jokes and in her motherly, 5-grade education wisdom 
wanted me to overcome that defamation. 
 
 1:21. Hedda Hopper walks in to sit by him at the bar. Her trademark was a 
hat. Mine was cleavage to bring back breastfeeding for our White women to go 
up higher in nutrition raising White babies. I used my self-made or designed 
costumes. Made with American hands. Rejected. 260 costumed tributes in 
karaoke. Chicago, Vegas, Memphis, Miami, DC, Nashville, Branson, MO. 
Springfield, MO. 
 
 1:23 From Jew New York Times, stolen from Whites by Jew Adolf Ochs, 
1896. Today eight Jews still control it, including the “Cohens.” There are 2,500 
Cohens who rule the World as if their religion. Headlines: REPORT ON SOUTH: 
THE INTEGRATION ISSUE. (How about a REPORT ON JEWS: RACISTS AND 
SEGREGATIONISTS. Trumbo’s White daughter Nikola reads, “Democrats vote for 
Southern Segregation.” “Dixiecrats!” It was Democratic President Kennedy who 
forced the USA government to allow black race-breaking into our schools. Whites 
never had to allow that. American schools now the lowest of 31 industrialized 
countries. No hope for Whites.  
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 Now Southern Atlanta, Georgia has six all-Black colleges. But there’s none 
for White writers like me in all 196 countries and seven continents. Where’s even 
a White History 101 class? And worse, the university expelled me because I wrote 
merely three words: White, Jew, and Polish. To think Jews used their newspapers 
and hype for election favoritism and Whites pay for it. Trumbo’s White daughter 
got 1,000 signatures to force Whites to give up their schools, lands, ancestors, 
and babies as slaves to Blacks and Jews in segregation. In my book, “White boys 
will need over 20 mentors to overcome the damage that the Jews and their ilk 
have done. And must be segregated from Blacks and Jews, etc. even girls. It’s not 
the Jew New York Times, Communist “Karl Marx Was Right,” but Alabama 
Governor, “George Wallace was right” when he tried to stop integration.  
 
 Here’s White angry Communist daughter who hates her White Dad but 
loves, even adores Blacks (as Jews, Mex’s and all their babies we pay for.) Why 
isn’t the Jewish racist state of Israel integrated or Yellow Communist China? In 
1652, Whites colonized South Africa, an empty land. Communists Blacks have 
taken over all the White’s land and soon possessions after Whites slaved to 
support and civilize them. Jews can have all of Africa’s gold and resources and 
China all the fertile untouched farmland! Jews forced integration to dilute and 
weaken the White People while Jew Israeli laws command a pure race and even 
require DNA! 
 

 
Figure 40 I just found this article: New York Wants to Eliminate Gifted and Talented Classes for Whites. I worked for Jews. The 
grandparents have their grandchildren's college paid for by the age of two with questionable 1,000 years of slavery, war, drugs, 
and criminal money. After the Civil Rights Act in 1964, the White USA robotically went into the cotton fields to give free benefits 
to Black mothers and their children from birth to Ph.D. On the other hand, they left my son with top 1 1/2% IQ in the nation, who 
had one gifted class, degenerate with a drugged-up school population. It happened in Germany after World War I. It was the 
German teachers who brought in the National Socialists. Now New York wants to lead the way and close down special classes to 
promote Whites, who can't compete with favored Yellows and Jews. It’s always bring down the Whites to the lowest level. It has 
effortlessly succeeded, until now. 
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https://slate.com/human-interest/2019/08/gifted-talented-school-programs-discrimination.html 

 
 Jews not only took over the White (Christian) man’s New York Times, but 
also Nickelodeon movies. “By 1909, there were 42 nickelodeons adjacent to the 
Lower East Side and ten in uptown in Jewish Harlem. (Lower East End of New York 
was home of the Jewish gangsters since 1875, worst in history. 1.6 miles for 9/11 
Tragedy. See the book, Rise and Fall of the Jewish Gangster, Albert Fried. History.) 
In 1888, Colonel William Austin was the first to use the Nickelodeon machine to 
show movies. Then two Jews. For every White man’s business, there’s two to 
steal it from him.  
 
 Beware. Jews turned Nickelodeons into showing pornography films to 
entice White men. 50% of the world prostitutes were Jewesses from Lower East 
End New York. Not only did they use and abuse White men for money, but 
politicians, police, businesspeople, and presidents. The evil Jewesses then had 
plenty of criminal money with her Jew husband and kids to buy big homes in 
wealthy, respectable White neighborhoods and appear like the ‘good Jew’ of 
today.  
 
 If Jews keep collecting money because of a holocaust fantasy for 70 years, 
Whites can go back 1,000 years ago and demand restitution for Jews enslavement 
of White Polish people. Now we should make an “ex post facto” law as Jews used 
“after” World War II to execute White German Christian leaders: the Nuremberg 
Trials. Jews used the nickelodeons to increase fictional films, which are worthless. 
They only create silly stories that people can’t achieve and only frustrate them. 
But Whites have nothing else, no choices. It’s a Jewish dictatorship. Either that or 
Jew lies in the news and fake celebrities made by Jews as “idols.” Nothing 
Christian with role models of yore. Jews destroyed.  
 
 I put an Anti-White, Anti-Christ bill in Congress last year August. I haven’t 
heard back yet. There are tons of Anti-Semite bills, which protect the other two 
religions and races: Jews and Muslims who call themselves, Semites. My proposed 
law can’t compete with the Jewess and Jew who affected all the laws since Poland 
1025. But I’m at least a little start that’s never been tried before. An 
autobiography like mine, powerfully authentic, historically accurate, heartfelt, 
agonizing, and inspiring can’t compete with the Jewish book publishing worldwide 
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empire. I want to make a movie about my book. But Jews control Hollywood and 
worse threaten those who dare challenge their White Slave Empire. 
 
 1:24. In 1947, White Trumbo’s daughter can’t help her aching writer father 
because she loves Blacks more and will protest for their rights. Jews and Blacks 
won: Right up to the Democrat Presidency of the USA. In the universal laws of 
Nature, Jews and Blacks took over the White man’s territory, which included our 
nuclear weapons, to an unknown, undocumented Black man. Blacks who are 
undamaged and pampered, since Jews forced them in the USA South, 1650-1865. 
Blacks aren’t damaged, (until recently) from alcohol, drugs, tobacco, they barely 
worked, and only did their menial job two months of the year during the cotton 
season!  
 
 I enhanced pix. A White man carries a Black native uphill to the 
schoolhouse with a flag at the top. Now replaced Whites through Affirmative 
Action, Civil Rights, and Fear. Note in pix, the other White man was so exhausted 
teaching Blacks in an uphill battle that he’s dead and buried with only his shoes 
sticking out. This is not Christianity, it’s Judaism, which is the opposite or our 
enemy. Jews won’t even take Blacks into their church and expel them from Israel. 
Israeli women are educated to keep their Jewish race pure and not mate with 
Palestinian or Black men. Jews command a one-race (not religion) Israel. Jews 
dumbed down Whites and we can’t read, write or do advanced math and science. 
Not so for Chinese, Jews, etc. etc. Today, notice who all the rich doctors are with 
big homes? Whites can no longer afford them, nor their descendants. The 
hospital and nursing home staff have steady great paying jobs? Non-Whites! 
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Figure 41 Note the schools, flags, and even a ship to bring all the Blacks here. It's been an uphill battle for Whites. This is only the 
beginning, with Black women and men partying all the time making 15 babies each, Whites will have at least 4 billion more we 
can take care of and neglect our own.  

 
 Same as Red Indians who refused to work for 400 years and we pay them. 
Whites bought and slaved for this land. The smartest Red Indian, the late Dr. John 
Yeagley, went on a White survival radio show to help us stay alive. He said if 
Whites die, so will they. Browns control all South America, through Middle 
America, Mexico, the USA and will be Brown by 2040, and that doesn’t include all 
the other non-Whites. In 1910, Jews outsmarted Whites and put themselves, 
Muslims, ½ breeds, and Hindu’s into our USA Census laws to fool Whites! 2020 is 
the new Census. What’s in there to benefit or at least identity Whites? 
 
 1:25 President Trump was on a crusade to heal alcoholism because his 
German/Scottish American brother died from it as my veteran husband did. 
Scottish father: his suicide weapon. White Trumbo doesn’t stop drinking and 
smoking and adds upper pills to his drugged-up diet. Whites worst addiction: the 
Jews. That’ll be the hardest to break. Poland couldn’t do it for 1,000 years until 
Germany tried to expel them to Madagascar. 
 
 1:26 White Trumbo worried about losing the First Amendment of the 
Constitution, which guarantees Freedom of Speech. But Whites have none! Nor 
Freedom of Assembly also a law. But only the non-Whites have used it and 
surpassed the Whites with it. 
 
 White Trumbo says his own family is guilty of “insurrection.” Odd, but 
Brother Eddie said the same thing before he died about his wife and children 
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working against him. He wrote plays and cut a CD. (He was White.) English 
teacher. Unless one sells their soul to the Jewish devil, one can’t make it in any 
form of show business in the world. Jew Monopoly. Since 1927, not just this 
movie about the 1950’s House of Representative Trials. But also, John Lennon, 
Beatles, said to be part of the entertainment at any level is to be part of the 
Jewish “religion.” Not businesses. We are all now part of it. It’s the only reality 
Whites know, the ones Jews created.  
 
 Trumbo has no friends as a screenplay writer. Just allies and enemies. As I 
carry the burden of the Secret Jewish Empire of White Polish Slaves, I have no 
allies, just enemies. Not true for Jew, Muslim, Chinese Yellow, Black, Red, or 
Brown writers who work together as individual races.  
 
 1:27 Movie does a “jump cut.” It means the movie shifts suddenly. Note 
after the wife says, “I will not let our children be raised by a (White) bully.” White 
Trumbo practically killed himself to please Hollywood Jews. He worked and 
became addicted so that his family had a nice home and things. He could have 
lived in a one-room to survive. When the White audience watched White Trumbo 
deeply puffing a cigarette and sitting in a cloud of smoke, the mind thought it was 
good to smoke. No matter how much evidence there is against it. The Germans 
knew cigarettes caused cancer and banned them in 1938. But we fought against 
them and for the Jews to continue to use cancer as a weapon against our White 
males and gradually the White female victims. Jews are responsible for all the 
White cancer deaths since 1650 and must be held accountable. Jews invented the 
bottle to get White (Christians) drunk. 
 
 1:27: 28 White daughter with a Black man. Above her head, sign, “Closed.” 
Jews destroyed our White women. Other sign reads “Coffee,” like the Jew mogul 
Starbucks to pump up caffeine in our people. Jews did the same to our family. 
Mama slaved for Jewesses. Hence Mama expressed her mother’s milk and put 
coffee in the rest of the bottle for my siblings and me. More caffeine, more work. 
Crashes. I don’t think other races addicted to coffee, caffeine. In the picture, the 
sign “Down with Segregation” is behind Black man next to his White daughter 
who she loves. and in comes her White father who she hates. Christian “love” is 
only for the 92% of the world, not for Whites to love each other or they love us . . 
. Except for our money.  
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 I remember clearly in 1965, Chicago, after the Jewish rabbi-drafted-in-a-
synagogue Civil Rights Act. It really was for Jews, non-Whites, and White women. 
It was pulverized the White male as the Vietnam War that just happen to start at 
the same time. Do they take us for White fools?  America was 91% White, now, 
lucky if 52% with Jews, Muslims, Hindu, and ½ breeds as Whites on the Census. 
2020, next year, is the new one. We have no White rights or tables on the Census 
as the Brown Hispanics have to number them and give them preferred voting 
districts. 
 
 In pix below, White Nikola’s angry father walks through the restaurant 
doorway. He’s not upset because she hates him and White men, but because 
she’s not home on time. She preferred to be with Black men! Note in the picture, 
as he walks through, (considered an Ah! Ha! Hollywood dramatic moment) a poor 
White waitress slaves and pours drinks for a Black couple. Jewish subliminal 
programming of the White mind. The waitress used to able to stay home and 
raise kids before Jewess Gloria Steinem’s feminism dictum. It was a movement for 
Steinem’s rights since Jew males banned their females from the synagogues.  
 
 I know a young White woman in D.C. who was breastfeeding an infant, a 
full-time job. She has to work 12 hours a day and live in someone’s home with her 
family as boarders. She told me if she doesn’t meet a sales quota at a high-
pressure job, she’s automatically fired. Blacks have no self-esteem problem. Jews 
call America Paradise. Browns are the second happiest people in the world. Ask 
Whites. Listen. Act to help change the situation for our forefathers and 
foremothers, today’s Whites, and hopefully, but can’t guarantee, White young 
parents in the future. In the movie, the Black man at the table scowls at the White 
female server. The Black people replaced the White people in America. South 
Africa.  
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Figure 42 Black woman represents the African mother who beat her men to work. But she has time to make 15 babies with them 
and we support! 

 
 This is why in 25 years the USA will be mulatto. The end of Whites, but only 
Whites. Once a White interbreeds, its purity is dead. Blacks will remain black. 
They breed 15 babies each in Africa alone. Jews are strictly, humanly, religiously, 
and nationally pure. Asians are pure Yellow and now have more pure race babies. 
Muslim race demands their own women as wives for their offspring and support. 
Hindus pure and undamaged. What about Whites? Why are White good writers 
punished and excluded and Jew Communist writers against Whites rewarded? 
 

 
Figure 43 Jewish goal since 1927 movie, "The Jazz Singer" forced race-breaking but only for Whites, an endangered species. She 
sees her White father who's unconcerned that her White womb may be used for all the men of the other races. Jews know to 
conquer a race, melt it down slowly. Although it wasn’t slow at all but was done as fast as the speed of light! 
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 The picture below is from a Swedish man, Jonas Nillson, who filmed a 
documentary about the plight of South African White farmers. The picture shows 
Jews in Poland. But Jews united Jews and Black Communists confiscated the 
Boer’s (White Farmers) lands and possessions. The Whites founded that empty 
territory. The Blacks sought work on the White’s lands. My Poland banned Nillson 
from attending a conference in Poland. I sent much of my information about the 
Secret Jewish Empire of Polish slaves for 1,000 years to the Polish university 
presses. I thought they’d help me with my book for honest historical accuracy, 
editing, publishing, and translation. Instead, Poland not only banned him but also 
two other speakers who Sweden invited to speak.  
 
 The film is about Black voodoo, as the woman practiced who stole my 
Veteran, Mayflower descendant husband. In metaphysics, we must guard 
ourselves against mental forces. Even African natives since they “believe” it. 
Witchcraft curses can have effect, but don’t have to. I don’t think like that but 
pray for God’s protection, as I do for you politicians. The picture is of Jews in the 
government of Poland. They wear a beanie to make others think they are 
“Chosen.” They aren’t. It’s a scam like the Jew, Bernie Madoff, who ripped $50 
billion off White people, even a few Jews. That money was never returned but 
circulated throughout the world to Jewish organizations. When the USA showers 
the affluent Jews of Israel with $38 billion for a tiny affluent country, how do we 
know they don’t give it to Poland for business perks to keep them silent?  
 
 I once heard on Internet Warsaw, Poland radio, that the Jews paid Poland 
to send over more old shoes, coats, etc. so Jews can put up more holocaust 
fantasy museums. Those shoes are probably from my people, White Polish 
Christians, not the Jews who abused my ancestors for a millennium. My Polish 
people only became free in 1989, from the Jewish Communist Iron Curtain over 
the people to keep them silent. It’s as if they only are 30 years old in their 
evolution and out of fear, constant terror, alcoholism, mortgage bankruptcies, 
death by starvation, death by non-stop wars for Jewish bankers. Now, those Jews 
are here, and no one says a word? What’s more important than the survival of the 
White people who founded and built this country for 400 years. The picture 
shows a snapshot of the Polish government. 
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Figure 44 Religious Jews in the Polish government. No wine glasses, only for Whites. In Poland, Russia, Germany Jews controlled 
wineries, breweries, distilleries, and all the businesses associated with them. Same in the Prohibition Era to bring down Whites in 
the businesses and cash in. Separation of church and state but not synagogue and state or mosque and state. The Jew and 
Muslims, Semites, aren’t endangered species or religions. Have Jews driven us nuts?  

 
 Jewish traders from Venice, Italy supplied it. 1616, Jews smuggled a coffee 
tree out of Aden and transported it to White Europe, Holland. (8% Sephardic Jews 
from Spain, etc. Less smart. 92% Ashke-Nazi Jews from my Poland. 1025-1945. 
Worse slavery for Whites or any race in history. Like Mama and Daddy: Silenced!) 
In contrast, White British Pilgrim families left England for America, 1620, 
colonized. Extreme sacrifice, pain, difficulties, disease, starvation, and death. 
America was going to be the new Promised Land of the Bible for Whites. Today, 
it’s the Promised Land for Jews, Muslims, Reds, Blacks, Browns, Yellows, and 
mixed races, not the Whites or descendants of the Mayflower from England. All 
laws against Whites: Damaged, addicted, no babies or unhealthy that can’t 
compete with other races and religions. 
 
 1632: There’s nothing the matter with coffee. I finally quit. It uplifted me 
for an hour, then shot me back down lower than before. First coffee house in 
Europe. Livorno, Italy, by a Jewish merchant. “Jacob the Jew” opened the first one 
in London, England. Jew Cirques Jobson opened the second coffee house in 
Oxford, the “Queen’s Lane Coffee House, oldest running in the world.” It gives the 
White “Queen” a bad name. Jews faced anti-Semite laws to limit their reach in the 
world (Jew’s term to scare Whites into submission and bend to Jew’s will in the 
White man’s country.) Germans tried to ban coffee, but as usual, like World War II 
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that Jews started not White Germans, the Jews won. The Germans caved it to a 
robust café culture. Think Jew Starbucks! 
 
 1773. American colonists drank Tea until 1773. Coffee then became 
embraced as the national drink. I drink water.  
 
Jews turned “coffee houses” into “Political houses” to discuss politics. Whites 
must break the imposed taboo: “Don’t talk politics or religion.” Whites should 
discuss real politics for White survival. At the dinner table, churches, offices, 
schools, neighbors, among friends. 
 
 Victim White Trumbo wanted Communism after Jew’s brainwashing. He 
can only be published as their slave. He also suffered through his ruined White 
daughter. She wanted to fight. The battles are not physical as Mama and Daddy as 
starving slaves to Jews, but mental, psychological, and financial against the White 
male. She tells him her Black “friends” are all that matter. Jews instigate “peer 
pressure” instead of respect for White parents. Both Chinese and Jewish children 
adore their parents. The Chinese out of ancient respect for elderly wisdom and 
Jews out of concern for their financial inheritance.  
 
 I took sixteen hours of classes through the county for “Love and Logic,” five 
hours at the bible and horseback riding camp, read the book for grandmothers on 
how to deal with children, have the CDs. No one taught my offspring to love me. It 
was most painful, especially since I was an exceptional mother when we were 
together. I don’t have social skills. I had to work since seven, while the Blacks just 
whined for more, more, more. So do the Jews and Browns for citizenship and 
ownership of our cites, block by block. They out breed and outsmart Whites. The 
White Communist writer for Jews is sorry he is scared his White daughter. (Jew 
makes the White man get down on his knees but what about the scars all over my 
being, that you can’t see. They scarred my mind, soul, heart. Their Jewess laughs 
hysterically untouched for 1,000 perhaps 2,000 years! While I, her White Polish 
slave, recalls the agony so I can find peace and closure and alert the Whites and 
USA.  
 
 1:28 White Trumbo laments to White daughter “how afraid he is.” Yes, 
Jews terrorized us until today. All our White men around the world inwardly feel 
terrorized and replaced in our lands. We’re held captive with nowhere to go or 
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should go. Whites ran like crazy from my South Chicago in the 1960s after Jew 
Rabbi Civil Rights Act. (It’s illegal. The USA has a law of the separation of church 
and state. But there’s no law for the separation of synagogue and state, atheist 
and state, Mosque and state.)  
 
 The White Communist man feels rage against anyone who gets in his way. 
It sounds like the Jew-led Communists against White males at Charlottesville, 
Virginia. Jew Mayor, Black sub-mayor, and newly elected chief of police ganged 
up on Whites, so the White man will never assemble, protest, or try to save 
himself or his White female, ancestors, descendants. All the other raced males 
thrive and progress! God will take care of the other races. Or let them care for 
themselves. Whites must consciously know they are White, not be guilty, and care 
for ourselves and each other. We don’t need another Jewish gimmick to trick us.  
 
 His daughter, “I wanted to be just like you!” A full-blooded Jewish-led 
Communist! Anarchist who wants the overthrow of America like Jewess founder 
of USA Communism, Emma Goldman. Are these role models for White women? 
 
 A White man, politician, businessman confronts Jew King Productions 
Mogul, (Mongol or Asian Jew.) “Fire Dalton Trumbo pickets, headlines, and 
boycotts.” Whites have nothing to save ourselves, and others shouldn’t save us, 
but might have to help until we’re sufficient. Whites can’t assemble, pay tributes 
to White leaders, or speak, such as happened in Charlottesville, VA where Jews 
and Blacks imprisoned White (Christian) men. One White man faces the death 
penalty because of a car accident. No Blacks, Jews, Browns, or White actors in 
Anti-fa who instigated fights were penalized but rewarded. Billionaire Jew George 
Soros not only funds the Democrats, but the protests against White people in our 
own home. How, why, and when did the Whites give away their country? It’s 
scary. This isn’t a Jew Hollywood Horror film. It’s a real-life horror for Whites. 
Black Deandre Harris collected $164,000 of Go Fund Me money for his court case. 
Charlottesville Unequal Justice: Deandre Harris was found not guilty for flashlight 
assault on elderly White man. But the man who hit him rots in a Charlottesville 
prison. Jews commandment. Punish the White man every way possible. As the 
Jew Black rap music sings: For every crime a Black commits, there’s a good Jewish 
lawyer to get him out of it. But the Whites have “no” attorneys, protection, or 
defense, good, bad, or otherwise. Jews imprisoned the few White survival 
lawyers.  
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 The Black Jew-led police force physically kicked White (Christian) men out 
of the park where they were to meet. (Jews and Blacks attacked descendants of 
Europe who built this country and gave all we own to them?) The Charlottesville 
Rally was the first-ever such meeting I knew of in 17 years of my study. Now it’s 
the last-ever. Jews have successfully destroyed the White male. Jews won the war 
the White man never fought in but was just beaten up and pulverized into a 
second-class citizen. Our White man again will never unite again. Jews and the 
others unite on the basis of their race, ethnicity, and culture, except for us. We’re 
punished to the extremes.  
 
 1:30 There’s a dead plant on Jew King Productions’ desk. Yes, Jews killed all 
the White kings. Even England only has a Queen. They covered up the White man 
who should have been King. Worse, they make a cartoon out of Prince Harry 
having ½ breed wife for the world to laugh and rejoice after White England “lost” 
World War II although we thought we won. It’s why Jews put ½ breed Barack 
Hussein in and not a Black man. It was to brand our minds with race-breaking, 
while they stay pure raced. It gives them a business and cultural advantage over 
Whites. J. Parnell wants Jew King productions to fire Trumbo or picket, headlines, 
and boycotts.   
 
 Pause at 1:29:41. Behind the glass door and House of Rep J. Parnell is a Jew 
sexy pretty blonde flirting with Jew King. Jews who run the Anti-Defamation 
Center, which tortures only White men, will now have to confront their own Jews 
for their jokes on the “Dumb Blonde,” “Sexy Blonde,” and for 1,000 years, “Dumb 
Polak.” The Jews started them in the USA in the late 1800s when Jews came to 
the USA en masse as the worse gangsters in USA history. You can barely see the 
woman unless you enlarge the picture as I did. Jews all know their techniques. 
Until now, Whites didn’t know. We glimpsed it in these trials, but it didn’t sink in. 
Nor did we have frame by frame movie analysis as evidence. All Jew movies are 
like that.  
 
 To have watched this movie for the sake of our country and people was a 
labor of love. It was agonizing to put these images and words in my mind. I will 
pray and defend myself that this Jew movie I took in my mind, has no effect on 
me. In contrast, it will benefit and warn our people. I don’t think I’ll watch 
another one. I’ve seen few.  
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 “The Motion Picture Alliance for American Ideals.” Below is movie frame of 
White Republican J. Parnell. Notice the White woman smiling at the Jew King 
behind the glass and J. Parnell’s head. 
 

 
Figure 45 White Republican Chairman tells Jew King that he must fire the Communist writer on his staff. Jews put a blonde 
woman behind the White man's head. She smiles at the violent Jew. How did Jews ever think they’d forever get away with such 
violent attacks against our government officials? 

 
 The Jew, ‘King’ productions grabs a bat as in the Jew Hollywood movie 
Inglourious Basterds, when the Jew bashed an innocent White Christian German’s 
head in with a baseball bat as Jews forced the German to his knees. The other 
Jews watched laughed and applauded at the death of the White male! Jews 
destroyed White Germany. White man, woman, child, Species. When the Jew 
smashed the White man’s head in means the destruction of his I.Q. Jews demand 
no serious competition. Hence, Jews seem to remain smartest. The Yellow race is 
flying right along with them. I’m one of the few souls who risked her life, fame, 
and fortune for my people and all White countries.  
 
https://youtu.be/vCxqydj1FBo 
 
 The White German man in the video said he didn’t want to jeopardize his 
White German people or country. If I have information that protects all White 
people, our nations, ancestors, descendants, then it’s my solemn duty to share all 
this information with you. You can pick and choose what you understand at this 
level, save the rest for later. If Jews forced Whites into a war against each other, 
with 100,000,000 White-only Christian casualties, then they have some answering 
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to do. And I don’t mean after 25 years of Jew counseling or 15 years of Jewish 
courts. Now! Each second that Whites waste, the other nations and united races 
skyrocket ahead of us. They have already gained access to all our inventions, 
patents, ideas, and best personnel.  
 
 1:30 Pause movie second by second. The movie poster on the left over the 
White man’s head: top Killer, “Dillinger.” “Bluebeard” is hung for the most 
ferocious pirate above Jew King’s head. The smiling blonde on the poster looks at 
the so-called brave Jew man who attacked the White man. 
 
I looked up who Dillinger was, supposedly the worst White American criminal at 
the time. But he pales in comparison to the Jewish united gangsters.  

• He operated what was called “The Terrorist Gang.” I see Jews as terrorists. 

• He was accused of robbing 24 banks and police stations. I see that Jews 
robbed all White banks and now control them. 

• Jews exaggerated his accounts and gave him much publicity in the media 
for his bravado and colorful personality. 

• Jew news turned him into a “Robin Hood” character who stole from the 
rich to give to the poor. That’s Jewish Karl Marx Communism.  

 
 As Jew takes his bat to White House of Representative’s head, the 
“Dillinger” poster reads: “His story is written in bullets, blood, and blondes.” Jews 
lust and destroy our blondes as White Trumbo’s daughter, a slave to Jewish men. 
Jews used our White women as weapons against their White male partner in 
nature. The Jew camera angle focused on the dead plant which sits over the 
manuscript rack on the desk. The Republican House of Representative symbolizes 
a terrified White man in the chair and can’t defend himself. As our White men 
today. All laws against Whites as Jews did to Poland.  
 
 The big, bad Jew swings at the frail White man, Republican House of 
Representative. The Jew Hollywood camera focused the White Dillinger poster 
with the dead White body with the gun still in his hand. I noticed in Halloween 
monster costumed masks, the creature always has “blue eyes,” to symbolize the 
so-called “evil White” White man. When will we begin to build up the White man 
and the USA who he slaved for 400 years?  
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Figure 46 Hollywood Jew Poster for movie "Dillinger," worst criminal in the USA. White blonde smokes, bad for her offspring and 
her. Jewess made sure she didn’t damage her children. White man lies dead. Jew programming White's subconscious. If you take 
guns away, the Blacks in Chicago, my old neighborhood with the worse killings in the USA perhaps history, have their guns 
hidden. What happens when Whites are law abiding and obedient, but the Jews trained the other races to hate and war against 
us?   

 
 The Jew used a bat to try to smash the real head or skull of the White man. 
It represents the White male IQ. Destroyed by Jews in Poland. Polish are the 2nd 
smartest and most religious 1,000 years. Germans are our most intelligent and 
holiest Whites. Same as Jew Lazar Kaganovich the Bloody Butcher did at the Katyn 
Massacre of Poland’s finest, most religious, most intelligent, and bravest men and 
officers on April 10, 1940. Jews were guilty; blamed innocent Nazis as the Jews 
wrote our only version of World War II: A fictional Jew Hollywood manuscript.  
 
 Jew screams, “I’ll go downtown and hire a bunch of wino’s and hookers.” 
Jew Booze is in pix. In Poland, the Jew Banker would have a bottle of vodka at the 
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signing of a mortgage for the Polish family. He got the Polish man drunk, plus the 
Polish man couldn’t read or write. Jews, who were literate since before 1 A.D. 
intentionally kept my ancestor’s illiterate. The Polish man worked hard and 
thought he made money and would own the home. But the Jew knew he’d be 
alcoholic, lose the house, and the Jewess would get everything for doing nothing. 
White Polish slavery. Jews worked against Whites and our values since Europe, 
Poland, Russia, Germany and now the USA. The Jew King (criminal Kings) scares 
the White man with the bat and smashes the picture frame with the movie poster 
“Gun Crazy” in it. The Jew didn’t need a gun. He used other weapons: Bats, White 
phosphorous on the Palestinians, women, gays, nuclear weapons, infiltration, and 
mind tricks. 
 
 The Jew King of Criminal Hollywood, just like the Jew Gangsters of Lower 
East End New York, screams, “I’m in this for the (White) money and the (White) 
pussy!” How degrading! A White woman’s womb is sacred! The devil Jew butts 
the head of the bat into the White politician’s throat. Our country’s businesses, 
even White ones have been slavery for Jews, Jewesses, and kids.  
 
 The Jewish Talmud book states that’s why their G-d put Whites on earth. 
Jews, King of Terrorists, terrorized the world with simple word, ‘nigger’ meaning 
Negro, which means Black, and “er” at the end, is Negro with a Southern Drawl. 
It’s the same for tomato, “tomat-er.” Potato, “pota-ter.” Jews scared Whites. On 
our White death certificate, it will read the cause was that Jews scared us to 
death in an on-going genocide. Jew of King Productions threatened to beat the 
White Republican House of Representative to death. It would be the last thing the 
White Congressman would see. Jew King says he’s in it for the (White) money and 
the (White woman’s) p - - - - and it’s falling off the trees there’s so much of it! Is 
this what has happened to our White people, such defamation, disgrace, and 
outright hatred. Jews use reverse psychology mind tricks and make us believe we 
are haters. Think of that in the Harvey Weinstein Trials or the Jew doctor who 
raped me and ruined my life.  
 
 1:30 Jew smashed the door window with his bat as a weapon. Through the 
sharp broken glass hole, he still has the Republican House of Representatives in a 
state of terror. The priceless snapshot must be used for evidence against the Jews 
in courts and not Jew courts anymore. I’m cured of them. Hope we all are. Let all 
Republicans agree to work on one issue: Whites. 
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 Note above Jew criminal “King’s” head is a movie poster of three robbers 
with black masks covering their faces. Jews have used masks the entire time in 
the USA since before 1875 when 2,000,000 emigrated from Russia (Poland) and 
then 6,000,000 from Poland (German camps) in 1945 for illegal immigration into 
the USA. 1924, Ban on Jews, Yellow Chinese, Muslims, Hindus. Now those other 
races and religions rule the Whites and all countries. Infiltrated Christianity. 
Nothing left but worship of the Jewish Empire. 
 
 Look carefully at the screen shot. On the right side of the broken glass is the 
word “King.” Jews made sure part of it is cut off. “Jews” and other races know in 
their underground secret society. Whites don’t. Right above the word King on the 
Jew-smashed glass is part of a King’s crown! Coincidence. No. Jews 
mathematically planned.  
 
 Note the globe of the world under the royal crown on the window and the 
word, “King.” The Jew man is now the King of the world. The Jewess the Queen. 
Also, next to the globe is a picture on the filing cabinet. On the left of the pix is a 
wedding picture by a photographer. The Jewess wife gets supported off her Jew 
husband’s crimes forever. What about the Republican White House of 
Representative’s wives and children?  
 
 In the next frame, it’s clear. Jewish power is an illusion, delusion, It’s 
domination and criminal, the monopoly over the world. They are using and 
abusing Whites in our homeland. If Whites are involved with them, they must 
stop immediately. If we have to die as a species, and we shouldn’t have to, the 
Jews and others won’t die but flourish on our soil. Whites must stand up to the 
Jew and Jewess and kids.  
 
 The next picture reveals on the movie poster the words, “Bad Men of 
Tombstone.” It means in the secret Jew-devilish coded, “White Man’s 
Tombstone.” Jews will not stop until they destroy every last White man in the 
world or reduce us to abject slavery as in Poland. Hence White women and 
children. All Jews know about what’s going on but benefit by this system 
eternally. 
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 Who does the White House of Representative man run into after the Jew 
scared the White Republican to death? Sad, Sad, Sad. A pretty buxom Blonde 
White secretary with high heels! Jew Hollywood and entertainment: sex and 
violence. Subconsciously this has destroyed our men and taken over our sexuality 
needed for babies. Not an excess, since Jews made our White men think about 
sex every eight seconds. Whites don’t get the White women, so White men have 
to resort to Jewish porn on the Internet, while Israel bans porn until 10 p.m. In 
the picture, hidden above a coat rack is another movie poster. It’s of a Mexican 
cowboy with a sombrero taking off with the white woman. Race-mixing. Again, 
“Gun Crazy” Jew holds bat below that poster. 
 
Jew “King” productions barbarically threatened the White Republican Congress 
member. Look at the scared White face. This Jewish brutality against our White 
leaders is agonizing. How did our White people and country ever digress so low, 
that we enjoy pre-historic barbarism? We used to have reverence, awe, and 
respect for White leaders, but now are the world’s objects for loathing, hate, and 
disdain.  
 
 Where’s the White “Promised Land,” our Mayflower Pilgrims planned for 
America? My human mind can barely handle this and won’t repeat, so please 
watch, pause, back-up arrow, start to try to see what’s happening at about 
1:25:00 During the Jewish Revolution against White Christian Russia, they 
kidnapped the Russian Tsar Nicholas and his family, who trusted them since they 
probably were friends with them in the palace and government. The Jews kept 
them in hiding for about a year. Then one day, the Jew said they wanted to take a 
picture of them as a family. The royal Christian Russians put on their best clothes 
and went to the empty room as they assembled. After they were seated, and the 
old-fashioned camera with the hood was placed and ready to go, the Jew 
photographer must have yelled the Russian version to America’s, “Say Cheese and 
smile!” Suddenly, from behind the drapes and door, the Russians blasted the 
royal family like crazy, filling them with bullets and blood. They didn’t kill one of 
the White daughters, so they bayonetted her to death. But the real horror, not a 
Jew horror fake film, was what the photographer caught all the White Faces 
screaming, tightening, agonizing, eyes popping out, blood pouring out of bullet 
holes.  
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 Who has those pictures? I’d use them as evidence in my book about the 
Jewish Secret Empire of White Slaves. But this crime reminded me of the 
Hollywood Jew cameras who filmed the atrocity of the attempted murder of a 
White Republican House of Representatives terror as the bat swung at him. 
 
 Our White government officials can’t act in the interest of the White 
people. Jews are not from the Bible, but the most violent warriors: Turk-Mongols. 
(Turkey-China.) Jew “King” productions took out a baseball bat. Jew movie mogul 
terrorized the White Republican. See the Jew’s mean face. It was the same when I 
went to see the Jew doctor who raped me to let him know I thought I was 
pregnant with his baby in 1968. As soon as I said that, his face changed from a 
friendly, adored by all physician like the movie character, Dr. Jekyll, into the 
monstrous Mr. Hyde, his alter-ego.  
 

 
Figure 47 Jew "King" gets his hate and revenge against the White man through the object he's bringing up from under his desk. 
The White man doesn't suspect anything. Jews never lose. It's programmed in their DNA since 1025-1945 Poland where they 
enslaved us. This scene is also in the movie trailer. 
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Figure 48 Jew "King" terrorized the White Republican House of Representatives. You can see the fear and shock in his face and 
body! The audience then feels that too and becomes afraid of the Jew. The White male had a proper sense of law, order, and 
justice. He didn’t realize the Jews had practices on these perfect crimes since Poland. Can you imagine what the Jews put my 
ancestors through, when it was a country off limits. There was no international Red Cross or Internet as we have today. It’s too 
agonizing to think about.  

 
 Jew “King” lashes out with all his might and a hatred straight out of hell at 
the White man. White Republican wisely and instinctively shrinks in terror, fear, 
for his life, and even his White face that the Jew might destroy. The “Dillinger” 
Poster is behind the so-called powerful Jew. In reality, a Jewish Supremacist. Jews 
used reverse psychology to define any White person who says the word “White” a 
“White” Supremacist. I never met one. We want to survive and need your help. 
It’s not power to me, it’s a Jew coward who lifted his bat and even terrorized the 
audience.  
 
 White Republican J. Parnell stood up to the Jews as Mama begged Daddy a 
White slave to Jews in Skokie, Illinois. That’s the home of the 2nd holocaust 
museum. I protested the one in D.C. for two days. “Where’s the Polish or 
Christian version of the holocaust?” There is none. Those were “my” relatives, 
Christians, Catholics, Whites, that were the victims of Jews not just WWII but for 
1,000 years. I dissected the lies of that museum for two days, as I do this movie. 
The curator and I talked for 1 1/2 hours. I told him I’m a Polish-Christian 
descendant of the victims of the holocaust. Not a word, picture, or movie at the 
museum was for my White Polish people. In the world, it’s as if we didn’t exist. 
That’s mass murder!  
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 The holocaust museum supervisor took for granted I was a Jewess. No one 
knew that my Polish people were in those camps longer and lost more victims! 
Even Jews (religion, race, and business syndicate) tried to push a recent bill to 
force holocaust classes, but they didn’t put the word “Poles” in it, until the name 
“Jews” was mentioned for the third time! I want to represent Poland in those 
classes. All my life I felt like I didn’t exist, now I know why. German’s government 
was merely about having White healthy babies. If we don’t provide that in all 
White countries today, we’re dead. Jews lied! They lied about Hitler, Mary Baker 
Eddy at the trial, and still lie today about Dr. David Duke, former Republican 
House of Representatives who fights to save our White people and preserve our 
heritage. He also wants rights for “all” people on earth. A black woman raised him 
– he loved her. Jews named him a “hater” because the Jews hate and need a 
decoy to take the attention off their deeds. Jews lied and reduced that White 
leader to an avatar. Fake news. 
 
 Note the dead plant on the side of the desk toward the camera. It signifies 
the “Death of the White Male.” In 1997, Jew radio host Michael Savage wrote a 
book with that title. The dead plant is on a pile of manuscripts to kill off the White 
man, but first, torture him to give the Jew pleasure. The Republican House of 
Representatives tries to lift his arm to defend himself. Our White man can’t 
protect themselves at the takeover of his land that he slaved for, 400 years. 
Instead, to bury his bad feelings, he gets sick, drunk, drugged, can’t think for tests, 
studies, job. Diseases affect him early, then suffering, then early death. We should 
close all immigration from all countries. Except Whites who are sober and drug-
free with talents to help us heal. It will probably take 1,000 years. But it could 
start in an instant. As Daddy would say, “Snap out of it!” 
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Figure 49 Jew King Productions raises his weapon, bat, to smash and scare the White House of Representative Chair of the 
House Un-American Activity Committee. But Whites have never done that to Jews in all our history of Europe and the USA. Jew 
Hollywood strategically placed the dead plant sitting on top of the basket with the White manuscripts. I don’t know what those 
boxes are on the closet shelf. The dead plant refers to the fact the Jew continuously wishes the death of the White male and 
destruction of our race. 

 
 The Jew “King” is in for the kill against the White Republican Chairman of 
the House of Un-American Activities Committee who exposed them. We believed 
we won; but wait until the end of the movie. Jews never lose. It’s a one-sided 
game. 
 

 
Figure 50 The Jew's bat underscores the Dillinger poster. He smashes the plant and one can see the white papers of the 
manuscripts flying. The White Republican House of Representative hunches to cover his face and head. Jew's face - sinister. I 
don’t know much about government politics, but is this what the Democrats do with all their rights for Jews, Muslims, non-
heterosexuals, and non-Whites? No one can stop them.  
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 The poster and face of the criminal “Dillinger” always faces the Jew camera. 
They knew exactly what they were doing and relished in it.  

 
Figure 51 The Jew's bat hits the flowerpot, which is in direct alignment with the poor Republican House of Representative 
Chairman, J. Parnell's head. No one does these horrors to the Jews and the 92% non-Whites of the world who now occupy 
America. There was no sane reason on earth we had to give up the USA. That’s a heavy clay pot! Plus, it’s a dead plant, meaning 
the Jew wanted the White Congressman dead, but can’t show it on the screen . . . yet. Since they get away with everything so 
far, it seems no one can stop the Jews.  

 
 Note above, the flying flowerpot’s target: The White leader, whether a 
business, religious, or political one, who the Jews imagine is his enemy and wants 
revenge. They know the laws and programs they have passed hurt us, but they 
will never stop. They didn’t in Poland. We’ve obeyed their every wish and 
command since 1776 and in Poland since 1025. That Constitution must now be for 
Whites only until we heal up or the entire Western Hemisphere will be Brown 
with Jews of Jerusalem Israel reigning over the world. They have no conscience in 
their DNA. The White man runs like crazy, as we had to when Jews brought in 
violent Blacks and Browns in South Chicago not only to scare us with constant 
crimes but also to chase us out of our own land. It will happen to all of America. 
Where do Whites run? South America? Why? We built this country. With blood, 
sweat, tears, wars for Jews, money, back-breaking labor. We don’t need a single 
more person in this country. We don’t want to keep up with China, Africa, India, 
Mexico City’s swarms of people. We want freedom, space, farmland. 
 
 White House of Rep is scared to death of the Jews. He’s bent over. Fight or 
flight! The White government official has no weapons against Jews but for them. 
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Figure 52 The White House of Representative hunches over as he spins away from the Jewish madman who wants to kill him 
with a bat! Worse, the Jews kill the White man with laws and programs against him, his female, and offspring with genocidal 
acts, programs, and laws.  

 
 The Jew Hollywood movie frame shows a tray of alcohol. Jews invented the 
bottle to get and keep Whites drunk, who make good body-bags for their wars as 
my deceased Veteran and White Polish Christian men for 1,000 years. The Jew 
laughs, Ha ha ha ha ha. He’ll get (White) wino’s and (White) tramps to protest. 
Illegal Mexicans protested for criminal rights. Did Jesus’ country of the USA turn 
into a criminal state, which is what he stood up against? Did billionaire Jew 
George Soros supply winos and tramps to protest against the White assembly at 
Charlottesville, Virginia? 
 
 In 2017, protestors mocked the a the White (Christian) men at the 
Charlottesville, VA peace and speech rally. It was a joy for the Jew Mayor, Black 
sub-mayor, and the newly elected black chief of police to see the agony and 
disappointment in the White man’s face. As of today, Whites may never assert 
their rights and protest to survive. The 92% can do so around the world, even 
Europe, South Africa. Jews, not Blacks, founded, funded, staffed, and organized 
the Blacks in the NAACP. National Advancement for the Advantage of Colored 
people. (92% of the world.) Against the White man’s country. 
 
 Jews can’t stop themselves with their alcohol in pictures in this movie. 
There’s no nourishment in it. Reduced to its final level, it’s a poison, agony, 
injurious, induces mental and emotional problems, financial ruin, family break-
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ups like mine, and deaths from addictions. The devil could think up no one better 
than the Jew. Would anyone like to buy a drink from a Jew? How about a 
cigarette, or Oxytocin where the Jewish family knew 35,000 were killed with that 
prescription but gloated in it? How about cocaine, heroin, ecstasy, gambling, 
porn?  
 
 Are the Jews and Muslims smoking marijuana? Jew bankers fed my Polish 
ancestors’ vodka before applying for a mortgage for a home. Jews kept the Polish 
illiterate so he couldn’t read anyway. The Jew alcohol was to get the White 
Christian drunk so he didn’t know what he was signing or couldn’t remember. 
When the Jew foreclosed and left his family homeless, he starved them to death 
and robbed their corpses.  
 

 
Figure 53 Movie: Trumbo. Jew from King Productions has an attractive silver tray to entice and drug the visitor in his office. Jew 
mortgage loan officers did the same to my White men in Poland. The Jew would have plenty of vodka, have the White man sign 
the paper and ask no questions, then take the home away in due time and throw my hardworking White slave people out in the 
streets. Then my ancestors in Galicia, Poland, highest number of Jews, donned golden glittery robes, robbed the corpses of the 
homeless. Look how my husband had it when he was homeless. I only wish his manuscript would surface about being White and 
Homeless.  

 
 The picture below shows the Jew devil’s face with the Hollywood movie 
poster behind him still screaming the “Bad Man of Tombstone.” Tombstone 
meaning a grave monument for the dying genocided White man. Is the “Bad 
Man” the tough Jew who wants to punish the White man for eternity? The White 
woman will be a breeder, part of an Arab harem, or a prostitute for Jews and 
Muslims, the other two main religions, or use her womb for the 92% of the non-
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Whites. On that poster, right by the Jew King’s neck is a man and blonde woman 
ready to kiss. The man on the poster symbolizes either the Jew killer or the new 
Brown man of the future: Mexican. 

 
Figure 54 Jew Kozinsky from King Productions terrorized the White Republican House of Representative, J. Parnell Thomas who 
demanded him to fire the Communist writer, Trumbo. Behind Kozinsky’s head are three guns on the poster. Jews know they 
can’t actually take out a gun on the Hollywood movie screen and shoot the House of Rep, so they do it symbolically with poster 
images. The White subconscious processed and accepted this. Hence, no interest or negative interest in the government.  
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Figure 55 Jews couldn’t put three Black men with guns ready to shoot the House of Representative, so they did it through a 
poster where the face is covered with Black hats and scarves. On the bottom left of the poster is a White blonde woman in the 
arms of a Jewish (Semite) man. King Bros. Production. It's anti-White hate propaganda. King Brothers Productions. If Whites 
used that name, we’d be beaten. Jews gave names to Black singing groups in my days to intimidate Whites. The Black, female: 
Supremes, male, Temptations. Can you imagine a group called the “White Supremacists?” White women shouldn’t listen to love 
songs sung by Black Temptations. That’s effective and race-breaking. We have an urgent case of White genocide going on in so 
many ways, I couldn’t number them all, but must be addressed. My chapter in my book with ideas, don’t want mere funds for 
Whites but solutions that Whites can engage in. As my deceased Veteran said it’s about men not about money. (It’s about 
women and not about money. We need our White manhood and White womanhood restored.) 

 
 It’s Jewish movies that caused all the shootings in our country, not the 
White men or guns. Also, most shooters were on doctors (Jew’s) SSRI drugs. See 
below Movie Poster, Gun Crazy. Now that Jews secured their USA rights and 
world power, they want guns taken away, even freedom of speech, freedom of 
assembly. Jews may take the White man’s guns away but keep their 200 nuclear 
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weapons and non-White army planted in the USA. It was Jew Oppenheimer’s 
whose signature is on the documents to drop the two atom bombs. Hence, the 
Jews of Israel have that technology. In the frame, the Jew holds the “bat” 
symbolizing the Jews didn’t use guns to kill Whites but movies which hypnotized 
our White people. Except me. I rarely have seen a movie and may never again. 
The crazed psychopathic Jew King won’t give up with his weapon, the bat. 
 

 
Figure 56 Movie Trumbo. Jew picks up a bat to terrorize and smash the White Republican House of Representative. On the left is 
the Hollywood poster, "Gun Crazy." Jews have psychological, financial, scholastic, mental, medical, entertainment, and nuclear, 
weapons. The bat symbolized the gun in the poster. The country can take the White man’s guns away, but then who or what 
protects us from the Jews who use mind weapons like this? In metaphysics, an attack on the mind, is worse than a bullet to the 
body.  
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Figure 57 Hollywood Jew poster shows an evil White blonde, never an evil Jewess. Jews induce thoughts and feelings of thrill 
crazy from violence. The White woman’s guns are smoking, pointed at the White man who’s fallen and nearly dead. Jews mostly 
defame or ignore the Nordic blonde men and women. Police car at her feet has an obvious star, perhaps Jew Star of David. 
Other races see this and think badly of Whites.  

 
 Note how the person who perfectly chose the frames to put in the movie, 
shows again the terrorized White Republican House of Representatives who 
dared try to stop the Jews. The word, “King’ on the door window on his left, the 
King’s crown right on the White man’s neck. The White man with mouth wide 
open and eyes that are popped can’t believe the Jewish monster he’s seeing. The 
Jew mask disappeared! 
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Figure 58 The White Republican House of Representative shows his obvious terror as he screams. The word "King "is on the 
window behind him with the crown next to the White man. Jews destroyed the last White kings and the White man in his own 
country.  

 
 The camera shoots threw the sharp broken glass to shock the White man. 
The Jews hate and destruction of the White man is in the Jew’s DNA since Poland. 
Their subconscious is filled with ideas to eternally breed unending harm, chaos, 
destruction on Whites and our lands. The cameraman positioned the World Globe 
on the right next to the “Crown” on the window. Meaning the Jew is the King of 
the world. He’s thrilled at the pain and agony in the White House of Rep’s face, 
hands up to merely protect himself, knowing he can’t fight back. Jew want to 
prohibit gun laws now that they have 100% rights after being banned in 1924.  
 
 Let’s see if the Yellow Communist Chinese let these movies in their country 
that teach hatred and spite toward the White man so they can easily take over 
our country without a fight. Or Chinese War #3 against America: Korea, Vietnam, 
and now. The sharp glass shows another weapon to scare the White man. 
Hollywood Movie poster: Three masked bandits with black hats and masks are 
parallel to the Jew’s profile. Jew top of the Jew baseball bat is positioned at the 
word “King.” Jews are Kings of the world. Jews, Democrats, Communists. Does the 
picture look like the Jew King loves the White man (Republican) or hates him? 
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Who’s the hater? Jews used mind reverse psychology to call people who love 
their own White people haters, sinners, or racists. That’s absurd and makes us 
look stupid in the world’s eyes. No one calls Jews on their crimes or race. 
 

 
Figure 59 Broken Glass. Globe on the filing cabinet with the King's crown adjacent. The Jew King's Productions bat is on the 
broken letter "K" in King. The White Republican House of Representative's wedding ring is shown. Jew family pix above fireplace. 
The White man’s family has been destroyed, while the Jew’s remain intact, as does the Muslims, Chinese and their satellites, and 
Hindus.  

 
 The Jew movie producer and owners couldn’t put enough violence to show 
their extremist hatred against the White man. On the other hand, they show none 
against themselves, Communist Jew Writers, or the non-Whites who all happily 
and merrily work together for their rights, land, property, and rights. That means 
they work against Whites. Notice the three black masked men with black hats. 
Does that signify what the Jews will have the Blacks do to us in the “End Times!” 
Not God, but the Jews and Blacks or perhaps the Chinese and Mexicans? Note on 
the left of Jew’s face is a wedding picture of his Jewess wife and family for which 
he commits these carnages, barbarisms, and butcheries. Three bandits with black 
masks and hats above the Jew “King’s” head. As he faces the globe.  
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 The movie poster above is closer and brighter: Left to right. Black masked 
men, with black hats, and black gangs. “King” Jew with the bat and a world globe 
for Jewish world domination using the other races if necessary, practically scared 
the d White man to death, Republican, which means the USA government. If the 
actor who played the House of Rep is still alive, interview him and let him follow 
along with this analysis. He’ll come up with Jewish jingles as we all do, but we’re 
molding our new pro-White intelligence. The White House of Rep grabs onto the 
bat to stop the Jew from choking him to death. How can a Congressman talk if 
there’s a Jewish bat shoved into his throat? As in the prior picture, the Jew’s bride 
is shown in the frame on the wall. This film picture shows the gold wedding ring 
on the frightened White man’s hand. It’s symbolic of his marriage to his White 
wife.  
 
 The Jew man is now in the perfect Paradise. His USA, not the White man 
who built and paid for it since 1620, The Mayflower. Next Year, 2020, is the 400th 
White anniversary. It’s not a Paradise to live enchained as a slave for the non-
Whites! It’s not being a “White Supremacist,” but a “slave for other’s welfare. 
Whites must have their own culture and heritage as the other races. We’ve 
invested a googolplex of dollars for the non-Whites. The Jew shoves the bat into 
the throat of the White House of Rep so the White man can’t speak. Too scared 
and embarrassed to scream for help. King is a Jewish Supremacist over the White 
man. 
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Figure 60 What a horrible, horrible scene for Whites to endure in our own country. It's evil beyond recognition. I pity and have 
compassion on the suffering on the White Republican House of Representative’s face as he desperately tries to grab the weapon  
from the Jew King's hands. But the human mind only thinks it’s “good” to do these violent crimes. Is there a movie where a 
White man shoved a bat in the throat of a Jewish politician, banker, professor, real-estate agent, Israeli Mossad spy agent, or 
rabbi? This is unforgiveable! 

 
 The word on the broken glass, King, is under the White House of 
Representative’s neck and more visible. The movie poster behind the White man 
means something. The House of Rep alone tries to stop the Jewish bat from 
choking him, but he can’t do it alone, nor should he figurately speaking. 
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Figure 61 Hollywood Jews had 30 years to position and perfect this scene. Above the Jew's head are the three black masked 
bandits. Jew shoves the bat with one hand into the White man's neck. The word "King" is broken. No more White kings, but 
White slaves to Jewish Kings, such as the six Kings of Hollywood. 

 
 The Jew’s hate was because the USA government and White House of Rep 
told him to fire White Communist Writer, slave to Jews, Trumbo. Note this scene. 
Jew not only broke down the government, House of Rep, the White Species and 
Christianity, but all White countries and people. In this picture, the White Trumbo 
Communist Writer slave to Jews gives the manuscript to the King Jew. The Jews 
totally pulverized the White writer’s ability. The White man and woman can’t 
think or write. But when one does, it has to be exactly and only what the Jew 
commands. I’m sure it was the same in Poland for a millennium. Note the movie 
poster reads intact, as Israel is today, the Jew King’s crown, “King Bros. 
Productions,” and the “Mask of Diijon.” The Jew.  
 
 Note in the horror film minute it’s an Alexander – Stern Production, either 
both Jews or Alexander is merely a White $$$$$$$.$$ investment for Jews occult 
rituals called movies. I never saw this. I’m writing each word as I go along. There’s 
a blonde woman in a guillotine like the poor White innocent Queen Marie 
Antoinette of France. Two Jew brother jewelers had her husband King Louis XVI 
husband and her guillotined in the fake “Diamond Necklace Scandal.” Jew 
Revolution against France.  
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 The White French were kind and accepting to the Jews who stabbed them 
in the back. Jews think our White suffering and wars for them are “slapstick” 
comedy as in the Jew and White homosexual movie about New Orleans, Streetcar 
Named Desire. Thee blogs analyzed both the film and the play.11 Jew Communist 
Hollywood destroyed the Polish American Veteran character in 1946. His 
character’s name was Stanley Kowalski, who had just returned from serving in the 
USA after World War II. What’s heartbreaking is that that year was right after 
World War II. Jews wanted out of their old Polish paradise into the new USA one 
to be worshipped and adored. But it was the White Polish people who cared, 
housed, fed, were mere slaves and body bag for Jewish wars for a millennium. 
Vow of Polish silence until today. 
 
 Even the star, Marlon Brando, didn’t talk about that role in his entire 
career. Hollywood Jews made the White Christian Polish man barbaric on the 
screen. Will that be a prototype of the new White male? The Jews did the same to 
the former Scarlett O’Hara actress, Vivian Leigh, in the movie Jew movie, Gone 
with the Wind, a movie about the South during the 1861-1865 White Civil War. 
Jew David Selznick drove her to a nervous breakdown.  
 
 The Hollywood movie about the Southern defeat in the Civil War, came out 
in 1939, right before World War II. Germany expelled the Jewish rapists first and 
probably landed up here in the USA. We never suspected. White moviegoers who 
never saw films before, viewed the images of war and dead bodies, suffering, and 
burning down USA villages. Hence, the Whites easily accepted the World War II 
Jewish Hollywood fake newsreels. See the book by Jewess, Jewish Illegal 
Immigration into America: 1921-1965. 1921 started the White ban on Jew race 
and Yellow Chinese. 1965, Jews passed Immigration Act to assure Jews and 
Chinese of eternal citizenship and rights but denied our White ones.  
 

 
11 https://barb-nowak.com/2016/07/jews-and-homos-attack-white-polish-southern-streetcar-named-desire/ 
https://barb-nowak.com/2016/05/jews-hate-whites-movie-streetcar-named-desire/ 
 

https://barb-nowak.com/2016/07/jews-and-homos-attack-white-polish-southern-streetcar-named-desire/
https://barb-nowak.com/2016/05/jews-hate-whites-movie-streetcar-named-desire/
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Figure 62 Communist White writer, a slave to Jews, now enters the scene after the Jew scares the House of Rep half to death. He 
runs out of the building. Trumbo hands in a manuscript. Behind him is a glass door intact, not smashed, of Jew "King 
Productions." The White traitor is favored by the Jews. All the rich men in America will end up as slaves as in Poland. It’s just a 
matter of time. “Mask of Diijon” sign at the bottom. Odd but Jews and their imps have destroyed any and all manuscripts that 
want to save our White people, America, and tell the truth about the Jews. 

 
 White Trumbo walks in Jew King’s office. Even Trumbo was beaten down, 
only in a different, psychological way. Since Jews control the “mind” field of study, 
we only learn what they tell us. The two White beaten men stand under the first 
door with glass intact that says, “King Brothers Productions.” It’s not the White 
men’s productions or country or even women anymore. It’s all the Jews and 
whichever race wants seconds after the Jews ruin it.  
 
 Movie Poster, “The Mask of Diijon,” is behind the door as Trumbo opens. 
Reads “He (Jew) had magic at his fingertips . . . and (White) women at his feet.” 
Jewish Erich Von Stroheim! “. . . the son of Benno Stroheim, a middle-class hat-
maker, and Johanna Bondy, both of whom were observant Jews.” 
 
 A blonde woman’s head is in the box. There are background actresses on 
the left. One a blonde, the other looks Mexican the new Brown majority in the 
entire Western hemisphere: South America, Middle America, and Mexico. Then it 
runs through the South of the USA, large cities in the North, the Eastern and 
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Western coasts, and into Canada! Browning of the global Western hemisphere. 
Jews nightmare come true.  
The Mask of Diijon (1946) No. 5 - Erich Von Stroheim 
https://youtu.be/q72YKFXNwJA 
 
 It’s not funny – it’s scary. After this few minutes scene, White Trumbo 
blurts out his script is about a “family.” A (Brown) Mexican family. King 
Productions destroyed the White man, woman, baby, child, and family, even 
governments, as in this movie. The White family was genocided while the non-
Whites blossom. White mothers are living like Blacks with no fathers. Yellows 
have families. Hindu’s prosper. Muslims are tight knit as are the other Semites, 
the Jews, as well as pampered Red Indians who refused to work for 400 years. But 
the Whites were brought down lower than Blacks, when Jews hypnotized Whites 
into “equality.”  
 
 African Americans are united in gangs across the country as the Mexicans 
are. I see so much more. All our minds are capable. I provide plenty of good 
material for the new all White Universities coming up to make us equal and have 
the same rights in all aspects as the other races and religions. And mandatory 
classes in all Schools for Whites ‘only’. Let’s pass my White Civil Rights Act, called, 
“The Anti-White, or Anti-Christ” bill. Or you can name it the “Michael” bill after 
my Vietnam Veteran husband whose ancestry goes back to the Mayflower.  
 
Ah-ha! I guessed it before I even forwarded to the next few seconds. (I’m pausing 
every few seconds now.) The “family” Trumbo writes about is NOT THE WHITE but 
the BROWN MEXICAN family! Jew’s family has been intact 1,000+ years at our 
expense and tragedy. A White Tragedy! 
 
 The new script about the Brown Mexicans: “Brave One!” The Brown 
Mexican boy replaced the old White man in the USA! Jewish direction. Jews 
wanted slaves; they were tired of dealing with the Blacks. Whites follow Jew 
dictates and commandments. We must think for ourselves no matter how feeble 
at first. The White writer was an addicted, terrified man, who had no choice but 
cave into Communist Jews to obtain employment for his family or be 
unemployed. Think of the White man’s family who has no way to deal with this 
unless to inquire of Jews or other races. Jew camera focuses on the broken down, 
miserable White family in the Jew audience. Whites pay to be programmed by 
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devilish Jews. We have nothing else in our reality at present. In front of the White 
mother in the audience looks like a Mexican woman with a White husband! Race-
breaking. It’s all we have in Jew monopolized advertising and marketing.  
 
 White Trumbo felt sorry for the bull and the brown boy who cried. I 
occasionally like steak. No more White guilt! Now it’s the Jews who will carry the 
guilt into the next 1,000 years.  
 
 1:31 White Trumbo’s Brave One about the brown Mexican boy and a bull 
was nominated for a Jewish academy award. Same with Jewish Pulitzer prizes. 
When she hugs writer husband, a strange painting appears on the right behind 
her. It looks like White figures of some sort. This is Jew subliminal meaning. It’s in 
their DNA and natural to them. Their mind will only think Jewish solutions that 
will enslave Whites as Jews did to my ancestry country of Poland.  
 
 See what the Jews did in 1946, just one year after White World War II 
ended (agitated by and with Jew loans.) That year was the beginning of the End of 
the White people. The End Times. Armageddon. It’s not the destruction of all the 
other races, merely White (Christian descendants.) After the Jews threatened and 
smashed the White man, the non-Whites are the Jew’s replacement and army. 
After all the White man has sacrificed and suffered for 400 years in the USA, the 
Jews movie heralds the new replacement, the Brown Mexican man, “The Brave 
One.” Jews and their ilk are cowards with a capital “C.” Who honors the greatest 
and bravest people in history as a species: The White man and woman? Here Jew 
Hollywood tells us that the Brown Mexican will replace your White boy. 
 
 The Brown Mexican is shown with a peaceful donkey, not a raging bull, so 
Whites accept and even feel love for him and all Browns. However, I went on a 
cruise to Mexico and the near islands. The tour guide guided us to a historic 
pyramid and outdoor arena. They were used for sports 500 years ago. The game 
was for two Indians who fought each other unto the death. Then they used the 
human head of the lower as a football for the game! Mexicans will play like actors 
to gain citizenship, our land, belongings, and defile our women.  
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Figure 63 The Jews who edit all movies, books, news, and magazines made sure the title was to refer to the White man's 
replacement: "The Brave One." In contrast, Jews made both the White House of Rep as “The Weak One!” This is mental and 
moral assassination. Jews demanded respect and love from the White audience as happened with the 1st Jew movie in 1927 
"The Jazz Singer." The donkey makes the Brown Mexican youth seem as if he’s peaceful not an invader that now owns the 
country. He’s barefooted to get the Whites to “feel sorry.” When I failed 1st grade and didn’t have shoes in the icy, windy, 
freezing Chicago winters, no one cared.  

 
 1:31:59 After the movie devoured the White man, government, family, 
churches, business, Trumbo gets a call that the film was nominated for a Jewish 
Gold Academy Award. And the other races will do all the Jew’s bidding since Jews 
have the international know-how for thousands of years, power, and our entire 
life long White Treasury, as Jews gobbled up the Russian 500-year treasury in 
1917.  
 
 Who is behind the TV screen to announce the award? None other than the 
Jew comedian Jerry Lewis, who played the fool, but as calculating as a Black 
Mamba snake, the deadliest in the world. He had marathons for sicknesses on 
Labor Day. Jews skim 80% off the top. Even in Jesus’ days, Jews used the sickly to 
make money. I think Jews killed Jesus because he healed so many. The sick 
beggars surrounded and filled the temple. Who’d support the Jewess wife and 
kids?  
 
 The date of the award was March 1957. Month and year, I saw Elvis 
Presley. It was one of the only times he wore Gold Lame Suit. He didn’t like it. Jew 
designer, Nudie made it. Nudie also dated and answered a letter to Patsy Cline, 
considered the grandmother of country music. Her airplane mysteriously crashed 
the next day after he sent the response. It’s in the Patsy Cline museum in 
Nashville. By the way, Elvis was killed either by his Jew dentist at 10:30 at night or 
by Dr. Leon Cole who injected him with acupuncture and Demerol. His son 
admitted it.  
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 The Brave One wins. In the picture over the actress, Debra Kerr’s head, is a 
Star. A Jews’ Star of David. White slaves who do Jew’s bidding. I see it all the time. 
In rock videos, it represents a star that occurs when the camera looks at a light in 
a certain angle above the singers or band. The White Communist Trumbo family 
goes crazy in front of the Jew TV in a Jewish pseudo-world. TV was another 
invention the Jews usurped. A White 14-year-old farm boy, Philo Taylor had the 
idea for television. He saw furrows of lines as he plowed the potato field, which 
translated into the electronic idea of image waves.  
 
 There’s all junk food on the table. I saw at the Vegas holocaust museum 
(synagogue since we have only one version of the holocaust) when I dropped by 
at lunchtime. Coca Cola. Jew carpetbaggers brought Cocaine into the South after 
the White brother’s Civil War. It wasn’t for White rights. The war resulted when 
the North demanded 40% of the South’s earnings in taxes. It was for Jew and 
Black takeover and rights all the way to the capital of the United States of 
America, Washington DC. Whoever takes the capital city in a war, such as Jew-led 
Russian Communists took Berlin and Warsaw, Poland after WWII, the Jews were 
the winners. Whites and Christianity destroyed.  
 
 Why aren’t Whites called “Brave Ones,” for what we’ve done? Instead, the 
Jews took bats to our White heads so we can’t write or publish anymore. No 
heads=no brains=no I.Q.= no White survival. Then Whites will become pre-historic 
barbarian slaves, illiterate, can’t read or write, only war body bags as my Vietnam 
Veteran husband who fought the Jew and Chinese Communists. My Polish people 
were body bags for Jews 1,000 years previous 1,000 years.  
 
 Jews blacklist and punish good White writers, who love America and 
struggle for our Civil Rights and truth. All of us lost jobs, money, our books, 
movies, and websites. Jews don’t get punished but rewarded to the max! 
 
 White daughter tells White Trumbo that Kirk Douglas on the phone. (Jew 
Kirk Douglas naturally gets his name plastered so many times, our aching White 
heads have nothing but Jew and non-White names and images.) Their advertisers 
and marketers use mere jingles, words, and images to keep Whites in an obedient 
trance, oblivious to their monopoly. 
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 1:33:26. In her distinguished outfit and hat, Hedda Hopper is boiling mad. 
“Who the hell is Robert Rich?” That was the fake name White Communist Writer 
Trumbo used. A substitute accepted the Jew Academy Award for Trumbo’s 
manuscript of the movie, (White) Roman Holiday. And all through this, the Jew 
fooled the White man. But no longer. I took off the mask off the Jew and Jewess.  
 
 Ask yourself, “Why is there a sign that reads, “Red Channels,” with an open 
red hand and microphone and words, “Counterattack.” The movie is the Jew’s 
counterattack against the White Republican House of Representative’s House on 
Un-American Activity Committee (Jew Communists.) They mentally beat us as 
Jews had Jesus tied and beaten. Whites hands are tied and duct tape over our 
mouths so we can’t speak. Whites are not to be punished but helped. “Red” 
surely is Red Jew Communists, Red Yellow Chinese. I’d love to be different and 
dress like her. She was one brave woman to stand up to the Jews over and over 
again.  
 

 
Figure 64 Hollywood Columnist, Hedda Hopper, famous for her hats, stood up against the Communist Jews of Hollywood. 
Fervent Republican, she had 35,000,000 daily readers. She fought for the House of Un-American Activities Committee, HUAC! 
She has her hand on her hip and she means business as she fights for our country and people and Republicans. Whites should 
run Hollywood for several years now to break up the 6-way Jewish monopoly.  
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 1:34 White Communist Writer for Jew films says he’s one of the thousands. 
Now one of the billions eager to cash in on the sliced up formerly White American 
and European Pie! The dark man is probably the new American Mexican 
pampered slave (2nd happiest is the world, not the White man or woman) that will 
turn the USA into the polluted water, filth, disease, squalor, and shanties of 
Mexico, like those they left behind south of the border.  
 
 1:34:47 White daughter announces the arrival of Jew Kirk Douglas, an 
“American Idol” for Whites to worship and support. Jews are lucky or diabolical. 
They have 90+ years ahead of Whites in making movies. In this clip, the Jew Kirk 
arrives in a beautiful American baby blue convertible car. Jews have nothing but 
money. It’s not “who” you know, or “what” you know, but “which” Jew you know. 
Whites don’t stand a chance to make movies, even for YouTubes owned and 
policed by Jews. Like Facebook’s Zuckerberg. Google’s Jew. All news: Jews. Radio 
stations. Billboards. And Whites are excluded as if it’s our last days.  
 
 It’s not the last days for the Jew. The movie, The Eternal Jew, describes 
their security forever. Whites need to think practically, not with false ideas that 
seem to be Christianity, but are not. We need the true sense of the White love to 
be a Christian. Remember Jews took over Poland in 1025, infiltrated France, 
Germany, 1095. Royalty, government, churches. Whites didn’t know but know 
today. A Ph.D. from Missouri State University who teaches theater and dance for 
social change said not to write a book. No one reads. (correction, no White people 
read.) But added to make a movie instead. Nothing I could do on my own to make 
a film with no budget and black-listed as if I were the lowest form of being on 
earth, could compare with the experience and technology of the stolen Jewish 
Hollywood Empire. I feel like I’m back in Poland under Jewish one rule and 
tyranny. 
 
 1:34:55 Nicki Trumbo, White female Communist is the happiest in the 
whole movie to shake Jew Kirk Douglas’ hand. Jew Hollywood made the fake and 
privileged mortal an idol for Whites to worship. I know many White women in my 
life who have been sex slaves for Jewish business bosses, attorneys, wealthy 
stockbrokers, and advertising heirs. Jews aren’t damaged and are the richest. 
They are advanced for 1,000 years with education, science, math, reading, 
writing, and international business.  
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 White Nicki Trumbo doesn’t have to say a word. She merely needs to allow 
the Jews (and non-Whites) to use her sacred White womb, an endangered 
species, as a sewer for their sperm! It was often the same since Poland, common 
at least since 1291. White Polish women were beasts of burden for affluent Jews. 
Then the Jewess wife who only had a few offspring, wouldn’t have to be 
burdened with more children. I read that when the Jews first arrived in Poland, 
965, they didn’t bring Jewess women and children. Too hard to travel with them, 
nor elderly. Jews left them all to die. On the other hand, the White man has 
always cared for his White people, babies, women, and elderly. It’s the difference 
between Christianity and Judaism. The Jews inter-married with White Polish 
Christian women not Jewesses. Their Talmud Babylonian book against Whites and 
Gentiles says the mother must be a Jewess. Therefore, it’s another reason the 
Jews of today can’t be Jewish for that reason.  
 
 A Springfield, Missouri friend of mine was a missionary for nine years to the 
Jews in both Russia and Israel. I was amazed. Since 40% of the billionaires in the 
USA are Jews but only 2% of the population, why don’t Jews save themselves? He 
said the Russian rabbis are the most criminal on earth and responsible for a large 
part of Russia’s high crime rate. He said the Jews are in strait jackets in hospitals 
in Israel from alcohol addictions. The Jews kidnap White Polish and Eastern 
European desperate women to use as Israeli prostitutes to service up to 30 Jews a 
day. The Jew pimps tear up the White women’s passports. The girls thought they 
were getting a decent job.  
 
 How can it be that Israel is the #1 abortion capital, but their Jew Israeli laws 
protect the Jewess? They don’t allow her to have an abortion unless she goes in 
front of a panel. She is given perks as if her babies are somehow more sacred than 
Whites who served God and Jesus Christ for 2,000 years. It makes a mockery and 
genocide not only of the Whites but the blasphemous deicide of the Almighty. 
Jews can then pretend they are human gods and rule the world from the capital 
Jerusalem. White taxes will probably have to both pay and physically build the 
phony Temple. It makes us appear like superstitious pagans of thousands of years 
ago, instead of a modern enlightened White race. If Whites want to continue this 
superstitious charade, Whites will lose, not progress, or even survive. The White 
Communist daughter hates her White father but lights up like a Christmas tree 
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when she shakes the hand of a Jew. Her White womb is trained to prefer other 
raced men. 
 

 
Figure 65 White Communist Writer's daughter is ecstatic to make human contact and shake the hand of Jew self-promoted 
Hollywood actor. She hates her own White men, even her father. Her White brother never says a word in the movie. Jew 
silenced! She would have been better off helping her sibling not hating him and preferring Black and Jew men! How sad! How 
sad! No species existed that was in such bad shape through Jew mental techniques.  

 
 1:34:14 White Trumbo asks Jew Douglas, “Do you want a drink?” He says 
no. Jews don’t drink. Neither do Muslims, both Semites. USA and European laws 
protect them but punish Whites and White Christians. But our Whites have 
suffered the agony of alcoholism under the Jews who are at the helm of our 
sinking ship. They are ready to jump on the rescue boats to save themselves. 
Whites can do it, but not with the same Jew ideas that brought us to this 
genocide. The “mind” that created the genocide of the White people can’t cure it 
but make it worse. 
 
 1:35:48 The Jew Kirk Douglas says about the script he brought for White 
Trumbo: It’s about one man who tried to take over the whole world! The Jew, 
but they never say it. We suffer from it, and we don’t know why. We blame it on 
White illnesses or bad feelings. Our White being rebels under Jew tyranny. Jew 
Kirk continues, “He was a slave against the (White) Roman Empire.” “Spartacus.” 
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Spartacus was about escaped slave leaders and oppressed people in a major 
uprising.  
 
 Are Whites the mentally, morally, and financially oppressed slaves today? 
The movie was to end slavery. And that meant for blacks, even Jews. But the Jews 
had a double-edged sword. It was to put the Whites in invisible chains. In 1956, 
although 6,000,000 Jews happily left old Poland for the new USA, there still was a 
1924 ban on them by the Whites. By 1965, Jewish Revolution of the mind won the 
unsuspecting USA. Affirmative Action law against White males, killed President 
Kennedy, effortlessly passed the 1964 Civil Rights Act for Jews, Blacks, women 
and non-Whites. It was against the White male. The Immigration Act 1965 
stopped White immigration and opened the American flood gates to the 92% of 
the non-Whites of the world for a takeover. Add to that, our White men were 
sent overseas to wars against Yellow Communist Chinese. There were few army 
age men back in America to defend the Whites. 
 
 White Hedda Hopper with her famous hat kisses the Jew Kirk Douglas at 
the restaurant. Sinister betrayal of a White woman who hasn’t tried to save our 
people. Douglas said the script is about a slave who revolted against the (White) 
Roman Empire. White women and girls get excited over kissing the Jew. But it’s 
conditioning and programming as our women have repeatedly seen these images. 
Never wonder why the White woman turned against the White male. It’s not her 
mind, but the Jew mind in her with all these scenes. Jews have done tens of 
thousands of movies. Whites must understand my analysis, analyze others, and 
that will prove the entire rule of all nickelodeons, movies, plays, and YouTubes 
since 1927. Who has the time? Descending into Jewish hell watching one movie 
was more than enough. Never again! I’m already convinced. But no one else has 
done this out of love for our country, people, and you.  
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Figure 66 Blonde Hedda Hopper, a White writer with 35,000,000 readers, kissed and embraced the Jew Hollywood Idol and he 
kissed her. White women in the audience swoon, and in turn hates her White male. The seated dark woman looks up. The man 
on the right also admired the Jew. “Idol.”  Wine glasses in picture. This is why we are not only addicted to alcohol but worse, to 
the Jew. 

 
 Pix: On the left of Hedda is the same Mexican woman that was in the 
audience I mentioned before. Are all these Mexican welfare babies: Jewish? Or 
Whites since Mexicans use the Spanish Fly date rape drug. My friend, Helen from 
Hollywood, was at a Vegas Emergency Room. The Mexican woman next to her 
bragged in broken English that she was illegal. She seduced a White man and was 
in the Emergency Room (On White taxpayers’ dollars) to have his ½ White baby 
and get USA welfare privilege and lifelong citizenship for herself and descendants 
forever. They are quite honest! Again, the White House of Representatives of Un-
American activities shakes hand with Jew Kirk. Jew Kirk says boldly, “Who I hire is 
my business.” The heroic White House of Rep says, “No, it’s ours.” My letter must 
make you aware it is “your” responsibility to use your utmost strength and power 
for good to save our people and expose the Jews. 
  
 To me, it’s as if he speaks for the entire White Species. White Hedda says, 
“Kirk, when did you become such a bastard?” Kirk the Jew says, “I always was 
one. You Never noticed!!!” Truth in history!  
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Figure 67 White man: F. Scott Fitzgerald. 

 
 This drawing below shows the first two male Jews who arrived in Poland in 
the year 965. Even before the 7 Jew banking families. They will be there for 1,000 
years. 1989, White Christian Poles brought down Jewish Communists, the final 
episode of Jews’ non-stop war in Poland. Note the Jew has a scroll in 965. He can 
read and write. Can you imagine how advanced they are for survival? The Polish 
men hover together in surprise but don’t do anything. In contrast, the French and 
German men chased the Jews out in 1095. It’s as if our Whites are on the sidelines 
looking on in wonder but unable to intelligently think or act. 
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Figure 68 In 965, two Jews arrive in Poland 965. 1,000-year Secret Jewish Empire of White Polish Slaves. He carries a scroll. Jews 
read, but kept my Polish like pre-historic illiterate barbarians. Jews killed their women, children, elderly. The White Christian 
Polish men just stood by and watched as Jews reduced our White men to the same level. 1,000 years. Do you think our Whites 
can handle it? By 1792, the Jews would then devise a plan of war for Russia to inherit the Polish land where all the criminal Jews 
lived. Russia must have had a ban on them as the Whites in the USA did in 1924.  
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Figure 69 White Hedda Hopper and the woman in Black adoringly worship Hollywood actor Jew idol Kirk Douglas. In his movie 
"Spartacus" the Jew exclaimed: "It's about one (Jew) man who tried to take over the whole world!" The Jews collectively have 
succeeded. Genocided Whites! 

 
 1:37:39 December 1958 - Jew Hollywood famous Otto Preminger goes to 
Trumbo’s house. Pay attention. Keeping pausing, starting, and studying. We only 
see the side of his Black Rolls Royce. Billionaire Jews! With power to the point 
that seems there’s no other power. Humanly that is, but not divine! Odd but the 
movie shows the Jew arriving next to a Christmas tree, a symbol for the fact that 
Jews crucified and hung Jesus on a tree, a cross. Again, a Jew man dressed to the 
utmost. Otto Preminger acts like the White man should genuflect to him, when 
the Jew is just liver and kidneys, not God or the Messiah. If he acts or expects 
that, the Jew suffers from severe mental illness: delusions of grandeur.  
 
 In the next scene, a White bird appears in a cage. The bird Jew Paul 
Newman gave White Trumbo is gray. The White bird means something. The Grey 
bird means the graying of America and putting the Browns to work in our place as 
our Whites are genocided. Jew Preminger would like to end the plight of all birds 
by putting the bird in a broiler. In other words, the Jew would like to holocaust 
the entire flying species. The daughter should be more concerned about ending 
the suffering of many White children who can’t compete with the other races. 
However, billionaire Preminger hates and audibly desires to holocaust the White 
bird! In my walks with Nature, where I feel one with the surroundings, there’s no 
White birds and animals. I think throughout history since White is such a visible 
color, the non-White Species devoured them. In art, White is the color of God, 
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and the highlight on a painting, which one must always look for first to start to 
understand what the artist was saying.  
 

 
Figure 70 In the movie, "Trumbo," billionaire producer Jew Preminger desired to holocaust all the (white) birds and put them in 
the hot broiler. The feathered vertebrate signified the last White male or female without a White mate. It's White genocide! 
Whites are in mental cages or prisons right now but don’t know it. We need to break the chains and shackles. They argue and 
hate if you tell them. I don’t know if they will get it or you. I’ve worked out my life’s problems as best as possible and am  grateful 
for the solutions.  

 
 The fireplace is newly painted white. In Jew’s Hollywood a fireplace means 
to holocaust the character or romance between two actors.  
 
 1:38:29 Not sure if that means something, but it’s obvious. As you look 
closely above the fireplace, one can see the face of Jew mogul Preminger in the 
mirror.  
 
 30 Seconds over Tokyo. Movie poster behind the door. In World War II, it 
was the Jews who bombed the only two Christian cities in Japan that killed 
129,000 Japanese. His name was Oppenheimer. The White Missouri President 
Harry Truman’s signature wasn’t on the order.  
 
 Jew Preminger’s novel manuscript “best seller” was about the so-called 
Jew’s exodus out of Egypt where they were workers, not slaves. Jews admitted to 
Jesus in the Gospels that they were never slaves. The Jews can’t be the Chosen in 
the Bible. But Jews are Slave Masters for all ages! For over 700 years, along the 
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European coasts, Jews, Blacks, and Muslims kidnapped over 50,000,000 White 
girls and boys and put our ancestors into slavery. The Jew and Muslim “Semites,” 
castrated the White males so they couldn’t procreate, make babies, and 
destroyed their bloodline forever. In contrast, the Jews, Blacks, and Muslims used 
and abused all the White women! Hence all these ½ breed races! Jews pretend 
they were those people in the Bible. Not. They are Turk-Mongols, (Yellows) who 
took over Poland, 7 Jew banking families, 1025-1945. I called the Jew radio show 
screener for “Michael Savage” Weiner, and said I wanted to talk on the radio. He 
said, “About what?” I replied, “Let My People Go!” I then explained the Jews have 
Whites in slavery for 1,000 years. Moses said, “Let My People Go!” Now I say to 
the Jews, “Let our White People go and obtain freedom!”  
 
 Movie: Jew Preminger says he has Jew Paul Newman for the role. Newman 
married Joanne Woodward. Jews marry for power into book publishing and now 
control it. Not only they won’t publish any White book, but they shut us down. A 
huge list. Including blogs, Jew YouTubes. We only have what Jewish criminal 
minds dictate to us. And then we think we are “happy.” From Jew Wikipedia. Do 
Whites have an encyclopedia, or do we have to rely on merely what Jews print or 
edit, or deprived of the knowledge they ban or delete? 
 
 Joanne Woodward was born on February 27, 1930, in Thomasville, Georgia, 
the daughter of Elinor (née Trimmier) and Wade Woodward, Jr., who was vice 
president of the (famous) publishing company Charles Scribner's Sons. It’s just 
one example of how Jews took over the White book publishing companies. It was 
that and buying into the business as a co-owner, learn about the business while 
getting paid, then oust the owner for a full Jew takeover and monopoly.  
 
 The Jew Preminger talked of getting the White slave writer “at the right 
price.” Since Jews controlled all our White money and banks around the world 
since 1913, they have power over all of us. We have no avenue for 
communication than to submit or else. There’s no alternative. Jews shut us down. 
Whip lashes across our White enslaved physical, spiritual, financial backs, and our 
banks, lands, minds, schools, government, churches, ancestors, and descendants.  
 
 Wife says, (the Tyrant) Jew Preminger, thinks he’s the cat and the (Poor) 
White man a (mere) mouse. A White mouse or White rat for experiments?) God 
made all, including the White people. But now it seems that He made only the 
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other races and religions? White Trumbo has two weeks off for Christmas. But 
Jews hate the birth of Jesus who exposed them and whipped them out of the 
Temple at the beginning of his public life and at the end of it. Rather than solve 
our White problems, Jews ban Christianity, Jesus, his mother, and the Bible. But 
we seem to worship Jews now, not God. Should I accept that? Jew Preminger says 
that Trumbo the Communist Writer slave to Jews will work for him during 
Christmas as my Daddy often had to do during summer vacations for the Jews.  
 
 Christmastime. What does the White family give their White father for 
Christmas: A razor! Jewish message for sure! Everything had a meaning. The 
movie year is 1950. The little White American girl gets a Russian doll for 
Christmas. It symbolized the Jewish-led Russian Communists won World War II. 
Her American father was a mentally chained White victim. The Jew Hollywood 
director asserts boldly, no shrinking violet, “Christmas is over.” Jews put up a 30’ 
religious Menorah by the White House; had to be put up with a crane. But they 
took down White Jesus’ Nativity Scene. No White babies; no White religion!  
 
 When I went to D.C., I saw no Nativity Scene. But I did witness in a tent on 
the White House lawn plenty of Black singers jumping around like as if in still in 
the jungle singing hymns for their own Black Rights and welfare as they’ve done 
since 1650. Their White seated audience in an enamored trance. Jews paralyzed 
the White son in the movie who doesn’t exist. No thoughts, words, actions. Jews 
killed him off a long time ago. He hardly says a word while Jews blab and flaunt 
non-stop. They have the highest verbiage IQ since Jews talk so much. And Whites, 
as Republican President Nixon said, are the “Silent Majority.” Soon the Caucasians 
will be a minority in a land we should have never surrendered. No animal in 
nature does voluntarily gives up its territory. Even Black and Brown gangs fought 
for, stole, and won the USA territory they we built and paid for, but non-Whites 
now live on and monopolize! The daughter who loves Blacks and Jews gets black 
gloves or stockings for Christmas.  
 
 Dictator Hollywood Jew Preminger announces and dictates to the White 
(Christian) family, “Christmas is over.” It used to celebrate the sacred holiday of 
Jesus’ birthday, who taught us not only to love, but also to heal sin, sickness, 
discord, and death. He proved our immortality. Today, Jews kill Jesus again. They 
want to be the earth’s Messiah! They are fake. But through media, such as 
Hollywood movies, Jews force Whites to worship them. We don’t have things to 
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read, watch, or listen to from Whites like me, just what the Jewess dictates 
through her army of 7,500,000 Jew worldwide men! 
 
 The Jew promises White Trumbo he may finally get his name on the movie 
story about the Jews! This was the late 1950s. Jews barely arrived here en masse 
from my Poland, 1945-1946! And within 10 years, Jewish domination.  
 
 White Trumbo goes to kiss the bird that Jew Kirk Douglas gave him after he 
gives his writings to Jew Preminger. White Trumbo named the bird, “Sam 
Jackson” who wrote the movie, Spartacus. White Trumbo says, “Thank God,” as if 
God anointed the criminal Jews. They weren’t even around in the Old Testament. 
Not until 100 years before Jesus! They are imposters and impersonators. I 
impersonate or give tributes to 260 different characters or holidays. If I say, I’m 
Scarlett O’Hara because I made six gowns and sing to give tribute to that 
character from the #1 movie of all time Gone with the Wind, I’m not Scarlett. I 
know that. I’m not crazy. But Jews have delusions of grandeur! It’s a very serious 
mental illness. And they are in denial and need to know in order to get well.  
 
 White Trumbo: “Your movie (about Jews) will be monotonous.” Jews 
deliberately broke up the White Christmas. While White Trumbo is in his sloppy 
pajamas and robe, disheveled, the Jews are dressed elegantly. Blacks array 
themselves better than Whites. Browns more colorful. Jews and gays control 
fashion, advertise, and sold Whites on the idea to wear ripped up jeans. That 
gesture gets us ready for homelessness as President Thomas Jefferson warned.  
 
 Jew Kirk Douglas and Jew Preminger deliberately broke up White Trumbo’s 
Christmas. The Christ Jesus celebration of the real Messiah and Savior from our 
animalistic and Jew inclinations, which he stood up to and overcame. 
 
 1:43 Jew movie Spartacus shows the Jew Kirk Douglas with faked whip 
lashes. Jews whip lashes on Whites, like me, are real and hurt the mind worse 
than a material whip hurts a body. And others like me. Just as those whip lashes 
are fake, so are the Jewish gas chambers and holocaust fantasy. The Jews wrote 
out the holocaust fictitious manuscript like a Hollywood one as in this movie. 
Unknowingly, Whites were all the actors: Germans, Russians, English, Americans. 
It crumbled White Europe and put China in as a superpower with the Jew since 
the 1949 Jew-Chinese Communist. 
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 In the movie, the American Legion (Veterans) boycotted the Jews of 
Hollywood unless they get rid of White Communist-deceived Trumbo. 20,000,000 
White Veterans boycotted the Jews over one Hollywood writer. I wish all the 
Veteran’s would unite around the world over me as a White good woman writer 
to help save our White people, countries, Christianity, even world. If Whites die, 
the others may follow in chaos and degeneration. There may be another Adam 
and Eve episode, where God starts all over again. But God doesn’t make mistakes. 
Mortals do. Jews made a mistake in this movie, the entire thing. They were so 
arrogant and thought no one would figure them out until I came along. Not just 
with words or fear-mongering, but with intelligence and love for my people, my 
God, myself. His daughter calls the White male neighbor an idiot, stupid. Will he 
call Congress?  
 
 1:45:38 On the TV set in the back, White Trumbo says, “Well for someone 
who’s been thoroughly investigated by the (White Republican) House on Un-
American Activities Committee” the Jew camera suddenly shifts to a White 
woman laughing, and it’s twice as noticeable with her white glove. Is all this Jew 
genocidal activity, not only from Hollywood, but also from all forms of 
communication and entertainment? Was the Jew Communist win in World War II 
merely a “hysterical laughing matter.” All the 100,000,000 Caucasian (Christian) 
men, women, children, elderly that we lost? What kind of people are the Jews 
who relished and enjoyed the dying of the people in their kind host country?  
 
 China won’t give their country away. Israel won’t give the Blacks their 
country. Blacks took South Africa from the White Boer farmers. Mexico won’t 
allow illegal immigrants. The camera then shifts to Hedda Hopper laughing, 
another White woman. It’s not funny for Jews to arrange their scenes like this.  
White Hedda Hopper, a strong activist, sinks into despair. Camera shifts to Jew 
Preminger, laughing hysterically and degraded the USA government to appear 
foolish, not the fine men and women they are, can, and will be. What about all 
this is a hysterical joke? On Whites! The interviewer says, “Is undermining the 
government Black List a Joke?” It’s not a joke to me. The Republicans were right. 
The Communists drove my husband and son’s father, Veteran, Purple Heart Hall 
of Honor to suicide, ancestry back to the Mayflower, 1620. Those White Pilgrims 
and descendants overcame Herculean obstacles, like never before or since in 
history, for the next year 400 years? And what do Whites get, especially the men 
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as in this movie. Jews, non-Whites, and hypnotized Whites? They tear down and 
destroy White statues of heroes. They replace them with Jew, Black, and non-
White idols for the world to worship. White’s don’t exist anymore. They were 
genocided. Only the human body remains. 
 
 Jew Preminger drives a “Rolls Royce,” something Whites can’t afford 
anymore. All we have is debt, bills. I read that in a city of China they built 15 lane 
highways filled with German-made Mercedes Benz’. I don’t see Whites enjoying 
that in America. 
 
 
 White Trumbo listens to his daughter, that tight connection. I had a 2nd 
husband who listened to his daughters so intensely that his 4th wife divorced him. 
He did the same to me. He didn’t pay me $$ yet lived in my rehabbed home. He 
made $55,000 a year. He gave his one daughter money for a surgery, another for 
a down payment on a home. His last wife told him he was married to his 
daughter. I remember when I married him, my Christian mentor said I’m married 
to my husband, not my sons. They have their own life. 
 
 Jew Preminger makes the White men envious. Tuxedo, rolled shirt, white 
suspenders, polished shoes! Jews put Whites in ragged ripped up jeans getting us 
ready for homelessness, starvation, death. I found in the series on Republicanism, 
that President Thomas Jefferson warned us about White homelessness. That 
depraved state was rampant for my Polish White people under Jewish bankers’ 
tyranny. The “private banks” he refers to is the Jew Federal Reserve Bank. 
America was a savage and barbaric Indian nation where they also killed each 
other. We civilized them.  
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 White Trumbo goes on a Communist rant for the world to see. The two, 
famous, powerful Jews, laugh through the entire interview. I have to believe that 
God is the only power. That Jewish Supremacists will no longer be above all. God 
is the only, all, and is Supreme! What I believe, I bring into my life. It’s the law of 
the universe. At least for myself. I have no control over anyone else, and Jews 
shouldn’t have control of me as a good White woman. For me 1,000 years is 
enough! The Jew Communists bolstered complete takeover which we have now. 
Whites think it’s their mind and being. They can’t think or reason unless we being 
to start the process of debate or think out of the Jew box in which we’re encaged. 
If our present existence continues, there’s no future for the Whites. 
 
 Picture of his wife and him behind him as if he does this because he loves 
her. Delusion to give in to Jewish anarchy and takeover. The Academy Award 
(Jew) is covered with the blood of his Communist friends. But the opposite is 
dangerously true. Republican Joe McCarthy was right. Even he didn’t realize the 
Jews monopoly went back over 30 years before. How many generations since 
1927 have been brainwashed? They believed they went for entertainment. But all 
that happened, was they paid for Jewish subconscious tricks for their profit. 
 
 1:47 White Trumbo says to the TV interviewer, “That Gold Statue (Academy 
Award) is covered with the “blood of my (Jew) friends.” Today, believe me, it’s the 
blood of my White writer friends that concerns me, not the affluent Jews who 
control book publishing. What do you think happens next? Where does the 
camera focus? See the picture. Brace yourself. Jew Preminger’s Rolls Royce drives 
down the boulevard. The intimidating car’s license plate boldly reads “6,000”- “6” 
the number of the devil. 
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Figure 71 Jew Hollywood producer, Otto Preminger, drives an expensive Rolls Royce. The movie, "Trumbo" slows down and 
clearly shows the 6000 as the license plate number. "6" the number of the Jewish devil. Such as they use 6,000,000 for holocaust 
fantasy. The “W” means something. The red arrow points to the hood ornament. It’s called the “Spirit of Ecstasy.” If I came from 
Poland as a Jewess, instead of a hard-working, spiritual, White (Christian,) I’d be at least a millionaire today. I wouldn’t be living 
on pension after slaving for 50 years. I’d be highly educated and pampered, not floundering as a writer today with no help in 
poor health. If I were a Polish Jewess descendant, I’d have 15,000,000 other Jews and the world not only supporting me, but also 
worshipping me at my feet, like a JAPP, Jewess American Princess on a Pedestal. I’m not jealous. I am who I am. I only worship 
the Divine.  

 

 
Figure 72 A close-up of the "6000" license plate in the Jew Hollywood movie, "Trumbo." "6" is the Jewish number of the Devil. 
Jews invented the fantasy that “6,000,000” Jews were gassed. Where’s the evidence? In two years? Only I figured that out since 
no one investigated the Polish Christian side of World War II as if we didn’t exist. The Jewish doctor attempted his second rape at 
666 N. Michigan, Chicago. Christians said to forgive! No More! Thank God I broke out of the Jewish snake pit. 

 
 It’s scary for me in America. I have to deal with a society that was 
programmed against nature and God. I never had Jew TV, movies, radio. Only 
lately I’ve had music since I began karaoke. Even that is all Jewish, but I have to 
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pick and choose which one is the least harmful until Whites establish our own 
human reality. The Divine is already a spiritual reality. Trumbo is one of the only 
movies I’ve seen. If our White people didn’t have 90 years of Jewish Anti-White, 
Anti-Christian, Anti-American programming, they’d see what I see. It’s not too 
late. Thought expands on whatever it rests upon. If it rests upon Blacks, Jews, 
Muslims, they expand in our society and Whites suffer and disappear. We must 
think in terms of Whites for us to expand. If we don’t expose the Jews to the 
world, they will work against us somewhere else. Perhaps they will put an Iron 
Curtain over America, as they did in Poland when they exited there after 1,000 
years. 
 
 The two pictures showed the number 6000 license plate. Jews claimed 
6,000,000 Jews died “before” World War “I,” then programmed that 6,000,000 
died after WWII. Before World War II there were 15,000,000 worldwide Jews. 
After, there were 15,000,000 worldwide. Today there are 15,000,000.12 When I 
first wrote of the White’s population crisis, I added the Jews figure dropped to 
13,000,000. No sooner I blogged it, Jews went on a worldwide crusade for more 
Jew babies and back up to their original 15 number. Where did Jews get the 
number of 6,000,000 Jews who were supposedly gassed in a mere 1 ½ years’ 
time? It’s mathematically impossible, as was the World Trade Centers’ explosions 
into dust hit by two tin-like airplanes. 
 
 The Jewish doctor who raped me in 1968 and threatened me with an 
insane asylum for life because he had a Jew wife and kids, attempted a second 
rape when I Christianly forgave him and went back. Only he moved, and his 
address was 666 N. Michigan. Sign of the devil. Just as their fictitious 6,000,000 
Jews killed in World War II was also a Jewish number of the devil. – 6. Jews 
invented that fictitious number before World War “I” let alone World War II. They 
published it in Jew newspapers, fake news. The holocaust fantasy was “Fake 
news!”  
 
 I’m write fast as I watch. On the left part of the computer monitor, I display 
the movie. On the right part, I type my analysis. It’s hard to believe, Jews are as 
secretly sinister as this movie reveals. I knew from 17 years of writing and my life 
they were horrendous but seeing a single movie with so much Jewish code 
against Whites and adoration of Jews is horrifying. I’m only watching a few 

 
12 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_population_by_country 
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moments at a time and then walk away. My mind never had Jew media, which is 
why I can easily see and “reason.”  
 
 I don’t allow people to plant weeds in my mental garden that I keep pure 
with hard work, love, understanding, and ideas to bless or be blessed. And then I 
descended into the pits of human hell and tackled the Jews. I didn’t bargain for 
this. Why me, Lord? I can pray to protect myself from further evil from the Jews 
or even White imps who have White bodies but minds of slaves to Jews. Jews 
raped the White German women like crazy before World War II, and in Poland 
since 1096-1945.  
 
 Below is a White drawing of the infinite numbers of White German women 
raped by Jews before World War II. The Jew abandoned them to elevate their 
Jewess women and their international criminal syndicate they call a religion. This 
German drawing signifies the Jewish doctor who raped and threatened me to 
protect his Jewess wife and kids. In contrast, Jews destroyed the protection for 
White women and children not just our White males, but also our government 
offers no protection. See the suffering, ruined, White German women below and 
the Jew’s bag of gold.  
 
 Not only did the Jewish doctor rape and threaten me, but also, they did the 
same to an enormous amount of White Christian German women when Jews took 
over their government after World War I. I courageously write to protest and 
protect the sacred White womb of all White women and the rights of all White 
men! 
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Figure 73 Jews raped thousands of White German women after World War I. Jews hurt and kept Whites down and elevated their 
Jewess. Jew doctor raped and threatened me for life. He said he had a Jewess wife, kids. It would ruin him! Instead, he ruined 
me! I’m part of the weeping White women in the picture.  

 
 I wrote that Jews controlled the 12, USA Federal Reserve Banks, Fort Knox 
with our gold, the House of Representatives’ bank, (Jewess Democrat Nita 
Lowey,) International Monetary fund, and World Bank. All White money is in the 
hands of Jews. When Democrat White female Hillary was Secretary of State under 
Black male Barack Hussein, Jewess head of the bank of the House of 
Representatives Nita Lowey, (she was worth $41,000,000.00,) bragged she gave 
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Hillary all the funds she wanted from the United States treasury. Our tax money! 
Only since my writings have a few changes been made.  
 
 Seven Jew banking families ruled all seven Polish White Christian tribes 
since 1025. (Seven is another Jewish numerology superstition.) Jews kept my 
White Polish ancestors inner fighting, continual wars, only product alcohol, and 
worse slavery in history. And the Jews silenced Whites worldwide today to 
conceal their Secret Jewish Empire. In the newspaper headlines, It’s Tuesday, 
November 25, 1947. I was three months old. Two days later, November 27, 1947, 
Thanksgiving, which celebrates the arrival of the first thriving colony of White 
Pilgrims in America in 1620. Read about how the Red Injuns tortured them. It’s 
time Indians worked and no more White welfare.  
 
 The book, Here Shall I Die Ashore, by Caleb Johnson is about my husband’s 
and sons’, and grandchildren’s ancestor, Stephen Hopkins from the Mayflower. 
His wife, Elizabeth, had the only baby born on the Mayflower. Oceanus. She 
birthed him on the Atlantic Ocean! Another baby boy, Peregrine “White” was 
born at the dock in the USA. Here’s also a picture of the savage Red Indians. 
When Obama, Barack Hussein, first became president, (what a pity and shame 
that Democrat Jews forced you to that level) his first Thanksgiving Proclamation 
was an abomination. He dictated that it was the Red Indians who are responsible 
for all the success in America. Not the Whites? Shame on him and the Jews and 
whoever their imps are. Why are we supporting them? 
 
 From the book, Here Shall I Die Ashore. Since the ship’s White passengers 
prior to the Mayflower, either froze or starved to death, or the Red Indian women 
captured them, chopped them up, and boiled them, the next ship’s governor had 
to take steps to survive. He ordered the Red Indians not to bother the Whites 
with (inter-racial) parties. Whites had to work. They would only see each other for 
business or trading. Here’re some pictures of savage Red men and women killing 
our White Pilgrims. 
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Figure 74 Red Indians kill Whites who arrived to find a place to live in America. This is only one way, there were many that our 
Whites had to suffer and sacrifice their lives and health to colonize the United States. Indian tribes massacred each other. We 
civilized them as the Black cannibals. And what is our reward: genocide, hatred against Whites, disrespect, takeover of America! 

 

 
Figure 75 Savage Red Indians massacred Whites in 1622, just two years after the Whites arrived on the Mayflower ship, first to 
settle America. On the ship prior to that, only three Whites survived. The rest died either from freezing, no food since the soil, 
dead, and the Red women chopped up and boiled the first Pilgrims. Hopefully, that will be mentioned in the 400th anniversary 
commemoration. If Jews can put their imaginary violence on screen for the world, Whites can now cast the light of truth on the 
violence we suffered.  
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Figure 76 Red Indians murdered White people that settled America, even women. I also read that the Indians captured Whites, 
scalped their heads, stripped them, tied them to a tree, lathered the Whites with sweet molasses, planted a colony of biting and 
stinging Black Fire ants, which then ate alive the White skin and man or woman, then left the Whites to die agonizing deaths. 

 
 First, the White governor had to bring more women since there weren’t 
enough. They obviously wanted a pure White race. In contrast, when the White 
settlers from Spain landed in South America, they sent only men. (The Sephardic 
Jews were in Spain – 8% Queen Isabella and King Ferdinand expelled them. 
Anshke-Nazi Jews 92% are from my Poland.) They were to marry brown natives 
and race-break, which is why South America is 70% Brown. Hope there’s never a 
race war there. Bloodbath against Whites as the Blacks and Jews did on the White 
French Island of Haiti. But Governor Bradford and Captain Standish (who married 
a woman named Barbara) wanted a New White World Order. He then sent 
another ship to America that had 42 women for the White men to marry and 
breed White babies. It was clearly “not” to breed with the Red Indians. 
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 “Up until the Anne’s arrival, the Plymouth colonists had worked and farmed 
collectively; all the crops were brought into a collective company storehouse and 
then rationed back out to everyone (the employees) in equal allotments. But 
Governor Bradford and the others soon realized this was not working out well as 
had been intended – the productive individuals were getting allotted the same 
amount as the “lazy do-nothings” of the colony, and this was “killing morale.” 
Bradford’s solution: allot everyone their own plots of land, for their own benefit 
and subsistence. Every person (man, woman and child) received an acre of land, 
which were logically combined together in larger family plots.” 
 
 I then read that if one family stole even a seed from another homestead, 
whether a man, woman, or child, they were beaten. They had to survive or die. 
Think of that in America today. Can you imagine no crime as the Pilgrims ordered! 
My Veteran husband and I worked 93 years together, he fought in the worst 
jungle battles, the Communists, and people who’ve never worked make more 
money in pension that I do! 
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Figure 77 Veteran husband’s ancestor: Stephen Hopkins, passenger on the Mayflower, 1620, first to colonize America. His wife, 
Elizabeth, had the only baby born on the Atlantic Ocean voyage, appropriately named, Oceanus. Caleb has a 2nd book out next 
year, 9/6/2020, 400th year anniversary.  

 
 Odd but the Jew Preminger Hollywood Mogul has so much power, he 
controlled the front page of the newspaper! One affluent Jew can call up the 
owner of the Jew New York Times, which affects the entire White world and like 
magic, print anything they want. A double-sided Monopoly! Whites can’t do that! 
We can’t even publish a blog let alone control communication worldwide. Why? 
Jews made sure they repeated the House of Representatives of White Christian 
men had no evidence. Now they do. 92 years of it – This letter, which is now 
book-length! And all movies since 1927, and since 1910 Nickelodeon films, and 
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the entertainment in Poland for 1,000 years was Jewish. “I’m Fearlessly White, 
Not a Slave.” Jew mental powers can’t hurt me anymore; their curses are now 
powerless, now that I proclaimed the truth. Whether the White people will be 
freed is partially up to you, the rest up to them. They must do the work.  We live 
in the 21st century. We’re not superstitious, illiterate pagans, although we may 
shortly degenerate to that, if we don’t reverse our course. If our White minds are 
on Jews and non-Whites, then they keep getting more powerful, have more laws, 
and take over America.  
 
 Jew Preminger says, “Merry Christmas.” He that his Jews were the Christ-
killers. He mocked the desperate family of the White writer. 
 
 The movie shifts to Jew Kirk Douglas fighting viciously, not the Jew who 
disguises himself in our countries. They are the most inhumanely fighters as their 
true Turk Mongol nature. Only now they wear business suits instead of the 
fighting garb in the movie. Their weapons aren’t javelins but our dollars, sex, 
violence, and drugs. The man on the left is Black. He has a pitchfork like a devil. 
What will the USA do with all these non-Whites as an army against aging, ailing 
Whites? Browns and Blacks who have no or little Christianity, enough to attract 
some White dollars. Jews taught them to hate or scorn Whites as in movies like 
this using mental powers against us. 
 
 1:48 The blonde woman in the stands says to “kill” him (the Jew) to the 
Black savage fighter. What will happen to our smaller White men in the USA or 
even Europe with Muslims who have an IQ of 85 and want to kill for Allah! Jews 
forever use non-stop scare tactics like this Black fighter. The Black savage 
wouldn’t kill the Jew but took his devils’ pitchfork and vehemently threw it 
directly in the area of the White woman and people in the audience! And that’s 
exactly what this movie does to the paying audience in the theater. 
 
In the Trumbo sub movie, the White Roman Italian man asks the White woman 
what she thinks of the (Jew) Spartacus.  
 
 She says, “He was a (Jew) man who began all alone. An (Jew) animal. On 
the day he died, thousands and thousands would have died in his place.” 
 
 He says, “What was he? A G-d?” 
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 “He wasn’t a god but a simple man, a slave. She loved him.”  
 
 The White actress loved a Jew! The “feel sorry” misplaced card. Our White 
women today who worship them unknowingly. If our White woman doesn’t 
change and recover from the damage inflicted on her, the White Race will end. A 
World War III is going on between our White Male and White Female. The Female 
must change as you see in this movie over, and over, and over. It’s all the White 
female has in her head, mind, body, soul: the Jew’s thoughts, feelings, words, 
images, actions, reactions, impulses, and decisions! 
 
 1:50 White Hedda Hopper, news columnist for the stars, alerts the 
audience of the movie by Dalton Trumbo. Note in the picture I attach, the figure I 
mentioned above looks like a star. Jew Hollywood projects a light over her head. 
The light of Lucifer or Star of David? Jews killed White people in Palestine when 
they bombed the “King David” hotel! That was strategic. Destroy the Whites as 
descendants of King David, which means the Israelites in the Bible, and replace 
themselves. It was right after Whites sacrificed 100,000,000 for Jewish rights to 
immigrate to America. Jews claim they are from the line of David. Whites are, or 
no one is. Jews put an “exit” sign above White Hedda Hopper’s name.  
 
 Veteran’s in the audience front rows. She’s dressed elegantly. I don’t have 
jealous feelings toward other White women, and they must learn the same. I built 
up many White women. Example. A White woman from the South was my next-
door neighbor. We lived in Senior apartments. Her father was a Veteran. When he 
came back and neither he nor his wife could care for their six kids, who were 
given up for adoption. She was sent to work as a White slave on a farm until age 
16. She had a little cabin to live in – no emotional contact. Went to school, then 
farmed. I told her she could get her deceased Vietnam War Veteran husband’s 
pension since she was married more than 10 years. She began agitated and 
refused. When I told her of my husband as a victim of suicide and last words, 
“There’s no help for the White man,” I’d thought she’d attack me she had so 
much hate in her body and eyes. Because I merely said the word, “White,” she 
screamed at me, “You’re a hater.” I’m looking for comfort, she assaulted.  
 
 Our son, also Mayflower ancestry, top 1 ½ % IQ in the Nation. Four suicide 
attempts after his father’s death. Veteran Administration’s said it’s the poison 
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“Agent Orange,” which can affect his sperm and our son! I talked to Blacks who 
received Agent Orange pension since 1967, but never stepped foot in a jungle. 
Vietnam was the first war they were in since 1650. Undamaged! Pampered! Jews 
conned us! I went for help in Longmont, Colorado for my son at Veteran’s helping 
Veterans. They couldn’t help. They had a suicide hotline. I called on it. They told 
me to go for help with a psychologist. I said, “I can’t – a Jewish doctor raped and 
threatened me for life.” A woman came out from the back of the office and 
screamed at me. She said she was Jewish. She grabbed her weapon, the phone, 
and attacked me in my most vulnerable stage as a mother who tried to save her 
eldest White son. She called the police on me. She reigns as a Jewess 
Supremacist.  
 
 Former Republican House of Representatives, Dr. David Duke, said 67% of 
Harvard’s graduates are Jews, yet only 2% of our Nation. Harvard was founded as 
an all-White Christian theological university. Religious (war-like) Jews conquered 
it. The White Christians still don’t know there’s a religious war going on. The Poles 
didn’t know for 1,000 years, or they wouldn’t have passed Jewish favored Anti-
Semite laws. Only 9% of Harvard are White Males.  
 
 It was just as when they had Jesus tied and beaten, crowded with bloody 
thorns, Jesus could do nothing. Jesus didn’t allow that to happen for us to let Jews 
do the same to us. He even allowed the crucifixion not just to teach us that we’re 
immortal since God made Whites too, but also to show the extent of the Jewish 
evil. Only when they silenced, tortured, and crucified him, could he demonstrate 
to humans the hidden wickedness of the Jews. And many Whites worship Jesus’ 
assassins! Jesus warned the Jewess women that they would be punished so 
severely, they will pray that the mountains fall on them rather than suffer 
anymore. They never suffered. It’s Hollywood Black Magic! They cause our 
suffering! 82% of non-Whites have taken over Harvard, the #1 on a job resume to 
secure a position in academia or business. Even Yellow Chinese sued Jews for 
discrimination, and they aren’t even Americans like the Whites for 400 years since 
the Mayflower. 
 
 I mentioned three times to my friend about obtaining her deceased 
Veteran husband’s check. She lived on a small disability check. Her veteran father 
was an alcoholic. Her mother gave her six children up for adoption. She was a 
White slave for farmers when a teen. She had no life. School and work. Blacks had 
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it much, much better than she did. Three years later, after I moved, she finally 
applied for her Veteran husband’s check. She doubled her income, makes more 
than I do with my Social Security, and recently bought a new 2019 Ford Fusion 
she’s going to live in! (My car is 14 years old and needs thousands and thousands 
in repairs.) Her brother was a Viet Vet. She thought he was crazy. I brought them 
together and stopped this White inner hatred Jews inflict on us. Mary’s brother 
was a drunk. He tried to get sober. Car accident. Coma. I went to his side and 
prayed silently for one and a half hours. He then moved his left arm as if to hold 
my hand. I got up and faced him and talked with him warmly, lovingly, as perhaps 
no other woman in White history understood that White man with my 
knowledge, suffering, time, sacrifice, money. Mary found peace with all the three 
White American Veterans she once hated until I entered her life. In a small way.  
 
 In this picture, where White Hedda addresses the Veterans, the audience 
boos the White Trumbo. The booing is good for a Communist Writer, but . . . only 
. . . a White writer? How about the majority who were Jews? Why didn’t they 
make the movie about a Jew Communist Writer or at least bash them for ½ of the 
film or even one second. Two hours of bashing White males is sickening. Also 
having Jew directors teach the White actress to bash the White male is 
dangerous, not, “entertainment.” It’s unbelievable to think we let it get this far. 
European-American Whites used to have high standards. 
 
 Hedda said she’d picket every movie theater (Jew) that night unless they 
fire Trumbo, Communist White traitor, and that’s what the liberals are. She 
organized the entire body of military men to help her! What a great idea! Only 
then it was all White. Now it’s a farce, where the non-heterosexuals and White 
women who hate White men would shoot the White man on the battlefield even 
before the Yellow Chinese enemy would! 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 78 White Hedda Hopper has stood up to the Jews. Bravo! She faced a crowd of supportive 
White veterans. There’s an “exit” sign strategically over her head in the back. Above that, at the 
top, is a gigantic Star of David. Jews win. Should they even have an Israeli Flag with a Star of 
David if they are impersonators or deceivers? There’s a church near Chicago, that drapes an Israeli 
flag in the front, but not even an American Flag! Sign of the future? Will the Whites take down the 
American and European flags and replace them with the Jewish ones? 
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 Hedda told the Jews: 
“You can kiss your movies, 
your studio, and your 
miserable (Jew) ass good-
bye!” Jews like when Whites 
get mad, keeps us unstable. 
They always win.  
 
 In the movie, the White 
protestors lined up. Today, 
Jews and Blacks incite then 
shut down our White people. 
Just a handful! Now, no one 
to protect the vulnerable 
Whites. Jews were the 
protestors for the last 100 
years for freedom for 
themselves and the non-

Whites. Not that they rule, they shut up Whites and shut down our assembles, 
speech, books and any chance at developing communication so Whites can love 
one another.  
 
 In the movie audience, Jew idol Kirk Douglas grabs his White blonde sitting 
next to him. Whites stare at the movie screen and take it in. The real academy 
award is that the Jews conquered the White male and White female. Germany 
knew it! 
 
 1:50:49 Protest sign at the Jew movie, Spartacus, about their so-called 
slavery. Re-Investigate the Hollywood 10. Since the emotional time has passed, 
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how about we not only re-investigate the Communists, but link the Jews, 9/11/01, 
World War II, and the Secret Jewish Empire of Polish White Slaves for a 
millennium. At least debate it and don’t use Jews as resources, since we have tons 
of that. Was the American Revolution for Jews and the 92% of the world, taken 
block by block, as Mama said in the 1950s? Or was it for White Rights, even the 
Promised Land as the White British Pilgrims from the Mayflower, 1620, 
prophesied. The words, “SYSTEM” is on the back of the shirt of the man behind 
the star. The Jews have a 1,000-year perfected, continuous SYSTEM from Poland 
1025 – USA until now. 
 

 
Figure 79 The sign speaks for itself. True then, true now. Or perhaps we should change the sign to read, "Investigate the 
Hollywood "6." The Six Jewish moguls who run Hollywood today. Or how about the New York “8,” the eight Jews who control the 
New York Times?  

 
 1:52 The White Communist wife cries from relief. (When is it my turn? I 
don’t have the luxury) She’s now 100% Jew Communist anarchist, victorious in the 
overthrow of the Republican Committee and investigation, America, Whites, and 
Christianity. The Judaic religion rules! That can and must change. Whites are not 
Jews! 
 
 “Stamp Out Red Writers!” I say, “Bring in White Writers!” 
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Figure 80 Note a figure of the backside of Uncle Sam in red, white, and blue. In the front seated row, Jews centered a black man 
next to a White woman. That's programming Whites for race-breaking. They can't stop themselves. They brought in other 
Whites into Poland and chopped up the borders as our America one has been destroyed. Brown Mexicans didn’t have to war. As 
in Poland, we are so broken down, they waltz over the border with their baby buggies and big bellies.  

 
 1:52:15 White Communist Cleo weeps false Hollywood tears, not real and 
unnoticed like mine. She exclaims, “It’s over!” Yes, it’s over. Jew Communists 
won, as British Winston Churchill predicted not a war with weapons of bombs, 
bullets, and bayonets, but with the “mind!”  
 
 1:52:55 The Jew camera goes to TV advertising and marketing that 
Democrat Kennedy had seen Spartacus. The Jews wrote and invented monster 
movies. They made the world believe that Whites were monsters, which created 
people’s fears and hates. Jews used their Hollywood camera to enter the German 
American Hedda Hopper’s bedroom. Jew makeup artists made her look depressed 
as she watched the Communists Jews, win. They built the audience up through 
the entire film with Hedda as a beautiful, strong, patriotic, American, fashion doll. 
But in this scene, the Jew cameras use a slow, slow camera which circles around 
Hedda. She’s not wearing a hat, but a raggedy hair net as a woman might wear 
with curlers, that she’ll never show anymore. Jew Hollywood shows her profile, 
again, gradually. Pause, frame by frame, then click the back-up 10 second arrow. 
Then play right through to see how the Jews destroyed the White race, genocide, 
in our own homeland. Jews even lashed out at an older White woman. No wonder 
so many White children dishonor their older mothers and fathers. Not so for 
other races!  
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 Listen to the Jew radio announcer, who bragged on Communists and 
Hollywood. Whites are up against a Goliath of historic proportions. Never before 
experienced. I just happened to see something I didn’t see before. Something like 
a small bladed sword, perhaps, Mongolian like Chinese and Jews, or Muslims and 
Jews, who call themselves Semites. Think of the “Semites” next time the Jews 
force another anti-Semite bill throughout the world against White (Christians) 
who housed and slaved for them since 1025! The object is either a twisted white 
cross like Jesus’, or like the handle on a sword at the President Andrew Jackson 
Hermitage home tour. 
 

 
Figure 81 President Andrew Jackson was the only president in US history to balance the budget. The sword has a horse figure 
with a warrior on it. In 1834, he used it at the Battle of New Orleans against the British invaders to save America. Now we give it 
away! It’s similar to the image in the picture with the Hollywood hatred for White Hedda Hopper, when they made her look old, 
as if “White old” is evil. Not so for other races. 

 
From the Bible:  
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31 To the Jews who had believed him, Jesus said, “If you hold to my teaching, you 
are really my disciples. 32 Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you 
free.”  
 
33 They (Jews) answered him, “We are Abraham’s descendants and have never 
been slaves of anyone. How can you say that we shall be set free?”  
 
34 Jesus replied, “Very truly I tell you, everyone who sins is a slave to sin. 35 Now 
a slave has no permanent place in the family, but a son belongs to it forever. 36 
So if the Son sets you free, you will be free indeed. Yet you (Jews) are looking for a 
way to kill me, because you (Jews) have no room for my word. 38 I am telling you 
what I have seen in the Father’s presence, and you (Jews) are doing what you 
have heard from your father.”  
 
39 “Abraham is our father,” they (Jews) answered.  
 
“If you were Abraham’s children,” said Jesus, “then you would do what Abraham 
did. 40 As it is, you, (Jews) are looking for a way to kill me, a man who has told 
you, (Jews) the truth that I heard from God. Abraham did not do such things. 41 
You (Jews) are doing the works of your own (Jew) father.” (the devil.) 
 
“We are not illegitimate children,” Jews protested. “The only Father we have is 
God himself.”  
 
42 Jesus said to them, “If God were your Father, you would love me, for I have 
come here from God. I have not come on my own; God sent me. 43 Why is my 
language not clear to you? Because you are unable to hear what I say. 44 You 
belong to your father, the devil, and you want to carry out your father’s desires. 
He was a murderer from the beginning, not holding to the truth, for there is no 
truth in him. When he lies, he speaks his native language, for he is a liar and the 
father of lies. 45 Yet because I tell the truth, you do not believe me! 46 Can any of 
you prove me guilty of sin? If I am telling the truth, why don’t you believe me? 47 
Whoever belongs to God hears what God says. The reason you do not hear is that 
you do not belong to God.”13 
 

 
13 John 8 
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 President Kennedy goes on Jew news and newspapers and approves the 
pro-Communist movie. He betrayed the USA and elevated the Jews who, in the 
1950s, believed the USA was “their” land. They stole it but accused Whites that 
we stole it from the Red Indians. Whites paid for it. The Indians were savages in 
America. See the book, Here Shall I Die Ashore, by Caleb Johnson about those on 
the Mayflower Ship, 1620, first to colonize America. The Red Indian women 
chopped up and boiled the prior White settlers.  
 
 The Reds would capture Whites, scalp their hair off their heads, (ouch!) tie 
the White man up to a tree, pour molasses on his White skin, and then put a 
colony of “black fire ants” to crawl up the White man and eat him and his White 
skin alive! I came in contact with a tribe of biting and stinging fire ants and 
shudder when I think of the horrible torture and deaths our White ancestors had 
to endure! One black fire ant can’t do damage or pain, but in a colony, they gang 
together, and their stings are unbearable. I saw them march together like an army 
in a straight line from a tiny space at the bottom of the front door. They went 
right to my compost bucket in the kitchen. And then the attacked me a much, 
much larger person! It’s like a small population of united Jews attacking the 
divided America. 
 
 The Southern men were going to have the Reds work on plantations, but 
the Indians refused. For nearly 400 years, the Blacks either barely work or 
refused. Brother Eddie said he heard on short-wave radio that before the Civil 
Rights Act was passed, Martin Luther King was on a Black underground radio 
station saying to burn down America if Blacks don’t get their rights. Now they 
own the entire country. When will Israel have a Palestinian for President! Fire the 
one they have now and force elections where Palestinians have a turn to rule over 
the Jews! Insist on it before the USA sends them another dime let alone $38 
billion to protect them. Who protects White women and children? Sounds fair 
and equal, the two-word Jew Communist Mantra, which hypnotized Whites. To 
think we had a Black illegal president to rule over White Americans! The Jew 
Communists brought down the White leaders in South Africa, put in a Black 
Communist that the world adores, and stole everything they worked for 370 
years! It doesn’t get any crazier.  
 
 In the following picture, Jew Hollywood beat down the former tough White 
woman, Hedda Hopper with the hats. The camera shows her in her room. Alone. 
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No makeup, jewelry, fancy clothes, no elaborate hat, but a shabby net on her hair. 
She went from ultra-glamorous and then the Jew Hollywood cameras turned her 
into a monster-looking White German American female. Poor Germans! Poor 
Americans! 
 
 Note in this earlier picture how so-called beautiful she looked. Jews 
brought both down in the picture. Jews destroyed the White male Republican 
House of Representative’s chairman for the Un-American Activities, J. Parnell, 
who prosecuted Communist Hollywood Jews and Hollywood. Sent J. Parnell to 
prison for “tax evasion.” In the picture, Republican Parnell is laughing it up as is 
White Hedda. Jews always put wine etc. to keep Whites addicted, knowing both 
Jew and Muslims don’t drink it. They made us believe we must get drunk to “feel 
good” or have a good time. When Whites watch people drinking and laughing, it 
makes the viewer create that fake feeling in themselves. It’s why we pay money 
to be entertained. All our USA and European laws protect the “Semites.” They are 
against Whites, White Christians, and all our countries. Although the Muslim book 
mentioned Jesus 27 times in a positive light, not like the Jewish Talmud. When 
our son was in a Catholic rehabilitation center for teens, they took him off 
everything, even caffeine. The counselor said addictions are mental. If there’s a 
party and an addict walks in, he will automatically find the drug dealer in the 
crowd and walk right up to him or her. He also said for the addict not to even 
drive within miles of the drug-dealer’s home. There’s a real pull or force the 
victim can’t resist. I read it’s the parents who start children on drugs from the 
medicine cabinet. But I didn’t drink, smoke, take drugs, and my medicine cabinet 
was empty! 
 

 
Figure 82 Hollywood addicted our previous and current generations, such as having wine glasses above in the front view. Jews 
made Hedda Hopper and J. Parnell happy and gay! When Whites go to get drunk, they think it’s their own thinking, but it came 
from their parents and fore parents, who watched movies just like this. Jews are immune to what they addict us to. The 
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observant Jews don't go to movies or even the theater. The Jews I worked for didn’t have TV on if they had one. They don’t 
watch their own destructive TV shows, which is merely one of the weapons Jews used to destroy Whites. Now they are 
temporarily repenting. Who’s going to pay for the damages? They make Germany and all Whites pay for the holocaust fantasy 
until today. 

 
 Since Jews already have mathematical minds and make our tax laws for 
their advantage, they chose someone to be on that committee, like White J. 
Parnell. They probably had evidence against him or arranged it without his 
understanding. It’s like Vegas’ Democrat Jewish Mayor Good-man (name to fool 
White Christians into thinking they are good even Chosen. They are rejected.) The 
Jew mayor used to be the lawyer for the White Italians who owned Vegas. When 
the Jews wanted to close in and buy up White Vegas penny on a dollar, their Jew 
attorney, Good-man, double-crossed the White Italians and had the US 
government put them in jail. The Italians were forced to turn to their Jew lawyer 
who put them in prison. The Whites needed money. They fell into the plan and 
sold off Vegas to the Jews, while they sat in jail, while the Jews got off Scot-Free.  
 
 In the 1970s’, no sooner did Jews buy Las Vegas, they put in the first Black 
entertainer, Sammy Davis, Jr. They put in someone to ease the race-breaking 
transition, a “feel sorry” performer with a patch on his eye to soften the Whites. 
Up until then, Blacks couldn’t entertain there. It was the same when Democrats 
put in President Franklin Roosevelt in a “wheelchair.” The White country “felt 
sorry” for him, and put us in a Worldwide White Civil War II, European-American.  
 
Two years before the 1912 presidential election, Jew Rabbi Wise dictated that 
Democrat Woodrow Wilson would be the next President. His top advisor was 
Edward Mandell House. His name “Mandell” was after his father’s best friend and 
advisor. Mandell was taught to only do what the three Jewish advisors told 
President Wilson to do. He wasn’t to make any decisions on his own. That election 
brought the end of the Republican Party, which had been in office for 50 years. It 
was a World War in politics: Jew Democrats against White Republican Christians. 
We’ve been doing their bidding ever since. We unknowingly “allowed” it. Now it 
has to stop and be reversed.  
 
 Jews blackmailed Democrat President Wilson to appoint the first Jewish 
Supreme Court Justice, confirm the Jewish private, not government, Federal 
Reserve Bank System, fight the first World War I. Jews forced the British to a vote 
for War with Germany, who didn’t want war and wrote them letters saying so. 
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The British , and only one , and have a Jew war in British vote, that won by one 
vote to enter World War I, then World War II. Then complete Jewish emigration 
out of Old Poland into the USA! It worked like a charm. It will cost the Whites our 
race and country and religion. Whites have been indebted to Jews ever since. As 
in Poland, who the Jews blackmail today and will for eternity if we don’t begin the 
debate or discussion.  
 
 Jews’ real message surfaces at the end of the movie after they prepped us 
for two hours. It was the final destruction of genocide of the White people. Only 
this time the victim was a German American White woman, Hedda Hopper.  
 
 During the movie, I was astounded at how beautiful Hollywood dressed 

White German American Hedda Hopper, the most famous gossip Hollywood 
columnist. She forcefully stood up to the Jew Communists. But then at the 
end, after they united using even White male writers against her, they destroyed 
her on screen. It was Jewish defamation to make her seem hideous. But other 
races and religions honor their elderly women and men, not genocide or ignore 
them. 
 
 Jew Hollywood techniques used frame by frame, ever so slowly, to scare 
the audience and make her look like a demon. The Jews defeated the strong 
White woman who stood up to them. It’s as the Jews do their monster and horror 
pictures, with eerie music, creative camera moves, and this time it’s a female 
monster: German American Hedda Hopper. Jewish Communist Hollywood did it 
deliberately, diabolically. To contrast, Jew Hollywood has a framed picture behind 
her on Jew Time magazine that shows her as dressed up and vivacious as ever. 
 

 The Jews used camera magic to make Hedda look monstrous, ugly, old. But 
is “old” ugly. No! It’s a Jewish monetary delusion we can overcome. Jews like to 
sell makeup, creams, even plastic surgeons. As an entertainer, I thought someday 
I’d have the Jews perform that. I use cosmetics. But I also go without it for days. 
I’ve never had a lifetime of Jewish programming and commercials or peer 
pressure. Jewesses aren’t hung up on it. Muslim women don’t wear it. The other 
races use little. Jews bought up White companies like “Revlon,” cosmetics and 
hair color.  
 
 I read a book called Poland by Jew James Mitchener. It’s about my White 
ancestors. Jews kept us in war without a day’s let up 1025-World War II now 
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foment USA wars. It will be eternal if we don’t recognize it and stop the wars for 
Israel, who are Polish people, Turk-Mongols, not the Chosen. In the book, the 
Polish men lament that they have to go to war. Why? They are afraid they will 
lose their women who want make-up and new dresses. It merely amounts to 
revolving door customers like addicts. Every Jew who has defamed elderly White 
woman into a sub-status, beat and crippled them, as they did to me when I was 
65 years old, and elevated non-White should be tried and convicted and our 
women set free. Remember the White elderly have 80% of the money and can 
easily vote in this country. 
 
 To be a White slave to Jews in any form is not freedom. It’s sinister for Jew 
Hollywood to degrade the White woman or use the “young” woman for sexual 
advertising. Jews created “taboos” for profit. Jews, Mexicans, Chinese, Hindus, 
Blacks, love their elderly. When I was beaten, crippled, and silenced at the Jew-
owned Mandalay Bay when I wore my White Princess Diana gown to sing 
costumed karaoke, it was all hushed up. When I contacted DC Department of 
Aging, the agent said she couldn’t help. Most Whites are seniors, while the other 
races breed us off the planet and we pay for our Species demise. She added that 
beating seniors in front of audiences is epidemic! What happened to America? 
What did the Jews do to our people? Children, non-Whites, perverts, even dogs 
and cats, are the only people and things that have rights, our treasury, and 
attention! But Jews did that to Poland. The only lawless country in world history. 
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Figure 83 Arrows: White German American Hedda Hopper holds back her tears, but the redness gives her away. Destroy or 
manipulate the White woman and elevate the Jewess almost like a high priestess in a cult. The red arrow on the left points to a 
dagger or white cross of White Jesus distorted. Jews changed art into the hideous forms we see today, since that is how their 
mind sees images. Arrow: Jew "Time" magazine shows Hedda all dolled up with her famous hat. While she watches the Jew TV 
news and hears that the Republicans, her Hollywood friends, and she has lost the war against Jew Hollywood, she turned from 
the so-called beautiful image on the magazine picture into what Jews consider a female ugly old White monster. They use 
Hollywood make-up to make her “seem” ugly. Isn’t that hate and discrimination against seniors? Where’s the Jews Anti-
Defamation League? Jews bought up the cosmetic industries since they keep White women as eternal customers. The French 
woman, Coco Chanel, founded her line of famous French perfume, Chanel #5, and fashions. She was sympathetic with the 
German National Socialists whose sole purpose wasn’t war or killing, but the opposite, having and saving White babies and the 
White race. Two Jews conned her out of her own company leaving her with little. Revlon the same. The other races revere and 
respect even adore their older and wiser people. When I was young, I didn’t have the depth of wisdom and character to achieve 
what I’ve done with this historical letter. But my book highlights the agony I suffered to honor and respect my parents and 
family. I’m old now, and I don’t take my looks seriously, but the Jew-S-A discriminates against me. Other raced women don’t 
worry. Muslim women cover their hair and face and body. No one rapes them as Whites suffer under our Jewish liberal and 
digressive masters.  

 
 In the Trumbo movie, Hedda Hopper was 65 in the movie scene where she 
watched the Jew TV announcer say that the Communist Blacklist is over. (Jews 
had me beaten and crippled at thee Mandalay Bay when I was 65!) Jews now 
Blacklist Whites until the last one of us is gone! All pro-Whites suffer today under 
Jews now that Jews have total “freedom.” If one isn’t “pro-White,” then they are 
“anti-White,” which is genocidal. It’s why I gave you the “Anti-White, Anti-Christ” 
bill to pass to protect the founders and funders of this country since 1492. Whites 
are enchained in slavery in our own home, the USA. Jews killed our true White 
being. It’s not merely awakening Whites but resurrecting us. 
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 The announcer talks about the end of “punishing writers.” Why did the Jew 
rabbis force Amazon to punish only White writers who merely want to debate or 
have both sides? White writers are nearly non-existent as are White readers. 
Same in Poland for 1,000 years: illiterate! We now have a single dogma, which is a 
religion or a Jew race teaching not for merely America, but the world. Why have 
hundreds of titles been banned, source to make money denied, autobiographies 
banned, my 10-year website with 200 books worth of stream of consciousness 
writings shut down. Jews shut down the few who make truthful YouTubes. I can’t 
comment.  
 
 Who stopped the Jewess Communists like Emma Goldman who incited the 
assassination of Republican President McKinley, drove #1 white business leader, 
Andrew Carnegie out of the country back to Scotland, provoked the near 
assassination of the #1 US Steel CEO? Today our White businesses are appalling. 
We can’t compete with the Yellow Chinese Asian Dynasty and their satellites. Nor 
do Whites have the know-how of the Jews and their 1,000-year international and 
illegal trade system. A worldwide “Monopoly.” Jewess  
 
 1:53:55 Jew Hollywood shows White Trumbo suffocating in cancerous 
smoke, thanks to international Jew tobacco traders since 1650. Are all the other 
races so much healthier and happier than Whites because of that damage done to 
us by the Semite Jews?  
 
 In “Trumbo” Jewish Hollywood directed and commanded a standing 
ovation for a White man Trumbo, Communist slave to Jews, not just as a writer, 
but an advertisement for cigarettes, who betrayed our country and our White 
people. He sold himself to the Jewish devil. But in America, Jews monopolize 
Hollywood since its inception. Whites haven’t seen a White movie since the 1920 
silent films. That’s four generations! There’s nowhere else to go but all forms of 
Jewish communication and entertainment. While Christians save the non-Whites 
around the world and play God, their ancestors, descendants, and themselves 
decline at the speed of light. 
 
 Once the Jews brought down the Republican Black List down, Jews and 
their imps made a concealed to the world, “White List” to torture, hate, bring 
down, demonize, betray, and alienate White writers who merely seek Truth. Jews 
distorted, laughed at, or figurately burned our Constitution. It’s now for their 
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rights and 92% non-Whites rule. Against Whites! Cut off all welfare, aid, loans, 
power to Jews, Muslims, non-Whites, and see what happens. Could it be worse or 
more dangerous than today with the evil hidden? It’s the worst kind for evil to 
appear yet seems good. It’s better to have hidden evil surface, then handle it, and 
heal it. 
 
 The moment Trumbo accepts the award, the camera brings into focus a 
Black woman clapping. She’s a background actress like me. Jews gave Blacks 
strategic shots – dangerous. The White mind registers them in the subconscious; 
perhaps trillions and trillions over a lifetime from all venues. All the positive goes 
for the other races which created our thoughts, feelings, and acts. Although if we 
can’t read and write, we can’t think, speak, or act as guaranteed by the 
Constitution. It’s the Jew’s weapon to keep Whites guilty over things we’ve never 
done. We must stop worshipping Jews as in Hollywood, if we’re to save ourselves. 
The Black actress is on the bottom right over the podium in the audience.  
 

 
Figure 84 Hollywood Jews blurred the image of a favorite Black background actress in the audience to appear at the Ah! Ha! 
moment of the pro-Communist writer who spoke on stage to accept a Jew Hollywood award. The red arrow shows that she’s 
clapping. Jews did all this anti-White, Un-American activity supposedly for Black civil rights. A Jewish army of Black men and 
women the size of the giants in the Bible during David and Goliath’s day. But White David stood up to the giant Goliath with a 
mere rock and his slingshot. I use my computer keys. The White subconscious registers it in the mind like a mental camera 
snapshot. Hence, Whites not only condone Blacks but prefer them in sports, music, employment with extra tax credits for the 
employers. The last time I read, the blacks were the generals. Do you really think if it meant survival, they would save the Whites 
or their own and the Jews? In Chicago, I applied at the Karen Peake agency for background actors and actresses. An elderly 
Black woman obtained a tremendous amount of parts. But I was denied, and asked why? The agent said they need Black 
grandmothers. What about White ones? It’s hatred and discrimination toward elderly White women and showed favoritism for 
Black people who Whites pampered for over 350 years.  
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 1:55 The White male Communist Trumbo (Jewish victim) cries over the 
losses of his fellow writers. Today, I weep not just for me, which I held back for 
many decades, but my fellow writers. My Chapter 24 is filled with White 
Tragedies. And it’s only the beginning. These are crimes against humanity. 
Where’s justice? Or it’s the end of the White Species. Trumbo’s wife folds her 
hands as if in prayer, bows her head as if to thank the Jewish Luciferian Messiah 
G-d.  
 
 1:56 Camera focus: Man bows his head, but if you go back 10 seconds with 
that little back arrow left of the play large arrow, there’s a dark woman’s figure in 
a front. A cigar points to the man in tuxedo whose eyes are slanted toward the 
dark woman. She’s wearing a big diamond necklace. She lifts a glass of wine and 
guzzles. The Communist writer, “victim” man has his eyes in the direction of the 
“Dark!” woman with the flashy necklace.  
 
 Jewish Lower East End New York women were 50% of the world’s 
prostitutes after the 2,000,000 Jewish invasion since Polish Russia 1875. 
Immigration banned them in 1924. Hence, the arranged Jew 1929 Stock Market 
Crash, 1939 World War II, 1945, Jews illegal immigration into America via their 
holocaust fantasy horror tale. It happened so fast. At the time, Whites were 
vulnerable and stricken with grief and terror. It’s how the Jew mind works. Jews 
take advantage of Whites at our lowest point. Cruel! Heartless! They brought 
Whites to their knees to worship Jews to ease the suffering Jews produced. It’s 
the death of the White people. It’s said by 2040, the average person in the USA 
will be a ½ breed. That’s not even true for savages in Africa who are purebred for 
10’s of thousands of years. Jews pure-bred for thousands and force it in Israel 
today the most racist state in recent history. Chinese purebred. Dogs, cats, 
horses, even cows, pure-bred. But Jews command and dictate to Whites: “Thou 
must race-break. We want all you worked for as we stole in Poland!” 
 
 Only Whites are forced to die off. Once a White mates with another race, 
that blood-line is gone forever. I studied the pedigreed of the German Shepherd 
champion dog, Von Sherpa Nassau. I had my dog, Queenie, mated with him. Her 
owners gave her that name. I paid $250 to have her mated with him. Queenie had 
13 puppies with him of the highest quality! She had 39 ½ breeds with our first 
dog, a mixed breed. It was the USA Whites who started eugenics in California, not 
the Germans. Jews insist on these subliminal images that Whites think are our 
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thoughts, beliefs, feelings. Even if I rarely indulged in Jew media, I have to deal 
with all the other Americans who have for over 100 years. 1,000 years in Poland. 
 

 
Figure 85 Note the cigar smoke and the man whose eyes are on the dark woman who has a large, brilliant necklace. She's a 
background actress but the camera focuses on her drinking alcohol. The supersize diamond necklace reminded me of the biggest 
world’s diamond necklace, that two Jew brothers tried to use as a weapon against French Queen Marie Antoinette. Jews elevate 
the Black woman but destroy the White lady. 

 
 1:56 White Communist Writer Trumbo says, “The Black List” (banning 
Hollywood Jew Communist) was a time of evil. “The truth is, the Whites who 
stood up to the Jews are “good,” but Jews and their ilk made the White 
Republicans “evil.” Jews created a “White List” and shut down our books, we can’t 
even write manuscripts since the Jews won’t allow, publish, or film! Trumbo says 
it was a time of fear. White people have never been more afraid in their lives than 
today. They don’t know about their extinction or genocide but “feel it.” It’s not 
true for any other race or religion. Correction: Today there’s a White List of 
writers being shut down for debating Jew-only version of the holocaust fantasy, 
Jew-only version of WWII, punishing Whites by forcing our books taken off 
Amazon, the only source of income we have, taking away credit cards, the list is 
endless.  
 
 Our White people are so terrified that we can’t even meet or talk to one 
another. Trumbo speaks of wounds he didn’t want to see. (as we all did) 
Immediately, the camera shifts to Trumbo’s White wife who puts her hand on her 
oldest White daughter, a full-fledged Communist who loves Black men and hates 
Whites. But doesn’t know it. It’s our White woman who must change to end the 
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World War III between our male and female. Trumbo talked about the (Jew & few 
White) Communist writers who lost their homes. He didn’t because he sunk to an 
even lower level of Hollywood writing, working for smut King Productions. Jew 
brothers. Trumbo reads about the Communist writers who have lost in the past. 
Jews changed history for good. But they never programmed us to feel for each 
other and to be alert to enemies.  
 
 Trumbo laments: the Jew Communist Hollywood 10 writers lost the 
following, but that’s what’s happening today to “good White writers!” The 
Communist writers then took over until today and we all support them and their 
anti-American, anti-White, anti-Christ books, news, movies, magazines.  
 
White Homes – (like I did) and other Whites. 
 
White Lives –5 death attempts on my life  
 
White Health – Me: 13 times in emergency rooms with seizures after the beating 
at the Jew Mandalay Bay in 2013. Other Whites are in bad health or have died. 
When we’re gone, there’s no one left to put us back on the right track. To abuse 
elderly White writers is cruel. No wonder our White children can’t read or write. 
We don’t want Jewish ways of doing things. What got us into this mess, will never 
heal us, but eventually take us deeper. Jews can only turn our country into Old 
Poland. It’s in their DNA. 
 
White Book publishing companies –Jews nearly destroyed Telemachus Thomas 
Timayenis’ publishing company. The only one that published the truth about Jews 
in 1888.  
 
White Videos – Jews at YouTube shut down our White writers and videographers’ 
ability to post films. No competition. Jew monopoly. Jew YouTube shut down Dr. 
David Duke, former Republican House of Representative’s YouTubes in all of 
Europe. Their monopoly and power curbed them in America! Jew Google curbed 
him. Jew Facebook banned him and most others. Jews work with their parent 
country of Israel all the time about race. Dual Citizenship! Muslim Semites bring 
their people and religion women to marry. The others do the same. Whites are 
forced to race-break and can’t even say the word, “White” without serious 
consequences. It’s a shutdown of an entire White Species. 
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White Freedom Lost – One White nearly imprisoned for life; other’s facing trial. 
One may be executed for an accident. Whites have no attorneys. Jews make sure 
they are in jail. No one jails the Jews for long like Jew Jeffrey Epstein. 
 
White Jobs lost – Whites can’t get another job just for writing the truth. We 
should foster and aid all White writers, especially sober one. No other race suffers 
this, but they are elevated above us. 
 
White families lost – spouses, children, grandchildren.  
 
White Websites shut down – That happened to others and me.  
 
White TV Shows on Cable Access – Gone! 
 
White Radio shows: shut down. Some as many as 10 years’ worth of weekly 
podcasts.  
 
White Friends – We’ve all lost friends and prohibited as Whites to communicate, 
meet, or grow in person. The Internet is shutting down White’s freedom of 
speech to survive. If Whites can’t communicate with other, we have no way to 
survive. 
 
 156:31 Jew cameras put a round bright halo light that moves along White 
Communist Writer Trumbo’s head. Jews make devils saints, and good saints like 
devils. 
 
 Jew Communist White writer, Trumbo’s son sits on the right of the White 
Mrs. Trumbo. She casts her eyes on him. The White son is terrorized, submissive, 
beaten, pulverized, mentally crippled, enchained to slavery, and silenced. Jews 
didn’t physically hit him with their collective fist but lashed him with a Jewish 
mental whip across his aching mind and back. The White man gave up his life and 
entire species for the 92% non-Whites, Muslims and Jews, both Semites. In the 
picture, I count six glasses in front of White mother and White son. Our White 
genius minds pick up all this even if we don’t acknowledge, worse, we’d deny. Of 
course, Jews put a red, red rose, horizontally, that points to all these glasses of 
wine. Jews may not even do this consciously. They did it in Poland for 1,000 years. 
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It’s in their DNA. They don’t have to sit around and conjure it up. It automatically 
comes to the Jew without thinking.  
 
 White Trumbo says his (White) wife, kept it all together. It amazed him. She 
nods, eyes toward her Communist White daughter, who looks at her Communist 
mother. Tears glisten in the White Wife’s eyes thinking of the time she told her 
White Daughter to punch a punching bag and pretend it was her father’s head. 
Nothing is said about the Jew father who forced tobacco, alcohol, and drugs on 
Whites since 1650-now. Even the Blacks began those deadly Jewish poisons after 
Jews freed them after the Civil war in 1865. 
 
 Jews invented the bottle to get us and keep us drunk – good body-bags like 
my deceased US Marine Purple Heart Hall of Honor veteran husband. My son’s 
father was a sober White writer, since he quit drinking three years before his 
death! Something strange happened when he went back to alcohol before he 
became a victim of suicide. Where are awards for him? He wrote his White 
autobiography, by hand. He was treated like a White rat in the underbelly of 
Chicago’s streets. Someone stole his historical manuscript about what it was like 
to live as a White homeless veteran.  My Veteran husband wrote a second one. I 
picked him up at the train station. He let his manuscript on the front seat of my 
car. When we got back to the car from attending church on Easter Sunday, 
someone smashed my car window and stole it! He said, “They don’t want this 
out!” 
 
 1:57:23 White Writer Trumbo says, “To repair the wounds inflicted upon 
each other and ourselves.” What about White Writers of truth?! Who will repair 
our wounds? White Trumbo became wealthy and honored while I live in solitary 
confinement. The load is beyond endurance. I don’t know how you or I survived 
this. The 10 Communist writers suffered for a while, but immediately won fame 
and honors until today. Only those who write in accordance with the Communist 
agenda get published. We Whites suffer for eternity. Silenced! Abused! Our books 
and minds murdered! 
 
 1:57:53 The ending of the movie is the Jewish hateful black icing on their 
cake of White doom. A Black pampered woman sings a blues song. Today Jews 
forced Germans to give up their prayer of a pure White people. Whites now adore 
Black entertainment. Jew who also run entertainment took Black Tina Turner to 
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Germany. She performed in a club for White German men. Jews sent her to entice 
them to give up the notion of a White people and stay on our knees to adore Jews 
and Muslims (Semites) and non-Whites.  
 
 Never wonder why our German men, White men, are confused. Few 
babies. Poland: none. My nephew, who lives in Poland said he went to a club for 
entertainment. After hours, the pool table turns upside down, and there are 
many plastic bags of illegal drugs pasted on the back. Muslims and Jews (both 
Semites) don’t drink. Whites have a severe problem, along with over medication 
by Jews. In the credits are White people’s names. Some Black / Brown Swahili 
type names. A Jewess. But the “Editor,” the mind who determines what gets said 
and what’s cut or not even written is Jew Alan Baumgarten. He’s the final g-d over 
communication and entertainment.  
 
 I met a White woman in my Springfield, Missouri writers’ group. A famous 
female White author read a page of her next article in some (Jew) magazine. She 
criticized Whites twice. She negatively referred to a (white) redhead. The second 
time she derogatorily defamed the White man. We could ask questions; debate. I 
calmly asked why she writes hatred against the Whites, including the male as my 
deceased husband and my two White sons. My high school friend, Marilyn Neff, 
was a redhead. The author didn’t answer. Later as we stood at the buffet line, she 
came behind me. I quietly asked her again. She said that she became famous 
because she writes “only what they allow and encourage.” Otherwise they don’t 
publish her works.  
 
 Jews control book publishing. When I began to entertain, I realized the 
more I did Black or Mexican parades, functions, or sang and danced their music, I 
became a media darling. Advertising! In contrast, Jew Time Warner intentionally 
made my voice sound bad when I was a guest the Jenny Jones TV Show, that 
started American Idol.  
 
 The credits at the end show the movie casting done by Jew David Rubin. If 
one wants a job in the Hollywood Empire films, Jews decide who’s the stars. It’s 
all artificial, not based on talent. I met a man from France in karaoke. He said he 
was a Shakespearean Actor. He went to New York and couldn’t find work for five 
years. Jews control Broadway. The men demanded sex from my male friend; he 
refused. He was White Listed. He wanted to have a White baby and was conscious 
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of the dilemma for France’s future with White offspring. He left America very 
angry. It’s true of many White immigrants from Europe. Jews have created our 
human mind that works against us and each other but for them! 
 
 Trumbo is a Jew Jay Roach film. Illegal Mexican don’t have passports, 
neither do cockroaches. We don’t need any more people in the USA. As a pioneer, 
our environment won’t sustain it. Roach is listed with Jewish American writers.  
 
 Interview at the end says White Communist Writer, Trumbo, will give his 
(Jewish) academy award to his (White) daughter who he brainwashed since age 
three. Their White family suffered; she kept the titles of the book secret. He ends, 
“We have our names back again.” Whites can’t even use their names today but go 
by anonymous! Jews are erasing Whites from history forever! There will be no 
trace of us and the 92% of the non-Whites will help them in order to get a piece 
of the American Pie. The worst state of fear is terror and Whites live in a Jewish 
terrorized world as their slaves. It was the same in Poland 1,000 years! Free 
people can talk, make laws, assemble, unite. But Whites can’t! 
 
 In the credit section picture, there are many non-Whites listed in the 
movie. China’s movies have one race: Chinese. Although they allowed some 
Jewish movies, which bash the White people. If China starts a war, Jews induced it 
for their combined profit and power. India is the top movie producer: One Race. 
Whites: are 8% of the world. We have no movies, plays, TV or radio stations, 
newspaper conglomerates, or magazines. We need some all-White movies and 
the consciousness that’s it ok to do so. All White avenues of communication, in-
person assemblies, White parents and grandparents. All White babies. Please help 
me pass my Anti-White, Anti-Christ bill to help save both the endangered white 
species and Christianity, hence America and Missouri. It’s not a sin or evil, it’s our 
goodly White heritage since The Mayflower, 1620.  


